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IHZ^DUGTIQiJ
DEir'aSROUOir/ is one of the most attrt-ctive "books in the Old
[Testament end it 13 also one of the most important iDooks which ^ave
to the Jelijion of Israel a new development. It is epoch-jnaking
piece of literature v/ith a profound spiritual and moral sijjnificance,
DeuteronomiT offers a field of v/ide inL^uiry and far-reaching
researcli, ITo other "book demands so much concentratiuri and attention
as Deuteronomy, The literary value of the hook, the historical dev-
elopment, and the prophetic and reli^'ious teachin2:s are oiTnific^.nt of
spiritual insight and appreciation. .7ith the "book of Deuteronoray,
theolO£:y.i3 "brought to light. The hook has therefore heen used as a
te::t'book of tlie principles of theology.
The "book was the outgrowth of Israel's tendencies and teach-
ings in the past, and came to "be ci-eativo and stimulative for the
future. The work of the 8th century prophets irifused with soul and
spirit ( W/^JJ JinWJ) the organized legalism which formed the
physicb.1 'oackground of later Judaism. The transition period of the
Deuteronomic reform v/ith the "book of Douteronora;,'', the period of pass-
ing from spiritual guidance and prophecy, to legislf'.tive enactment, can
he comprehended hy follov/ing the thou:^hts, as far as we can trace them,
of the prophet Jeremiah, contemporary to the reform, as he conceived
the reform, understood its cause, watched its growth, and foresav/ its
future.
In order to understand better the relationship of the prophet
to the reform, I have attempted to give a background to the imfolding
of the reform and its operation, and also a valuation of the personal
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life of the prophet Jeremiah, and his prophecies and teachinijs. 'Ihis
raay lielp in aeciirinj a hotter undorstandin:; of the m.tional and rolir;-
io\is issues of those lays, and in approachin£; the suhject 'vitVi better
insi^jht into the conseq.uences of prophecy and le^jalisn, and their rel-
ationship to each other at their point of conti£;uity and their water-
shed line.
I1
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The Deuteronomic reform, that received its joundinf;: ex-
pression, acoordinfj to raost scholars, in 6P1 3. 3. "b^ the discoverj
of tlie "Dook of Deuteronoray was germinated in the days of Rezelciah
1
who "removed the hij^h places and broke the ima^jes"
,
opened the doors
of -he temple and fastened them, and feathered the priests and Levitos
2
in the Hast street. Hezekiah v/ho v/as the heat King "in the eyes of
'I^od" in Judah, since the division of the Kingdom, succeeded kings v/ho
allowed the worship of other gods, The prophets testified against
these practices, lout Israel hardened its neck, and did not "go in the
3
ways of YH'.VH." Hezekiah led the people to "believe in lod. His
feast of the Bassuver, after the cleansing of tlie temple and the
4
gathering of Hebrews who came to celebrate that holiday in Jerusalem,
reminds us well of the famous Passover of the Father of the Reform,
Josiah, Isaiah, the prophet of the coirrt, convinced the king that by
his reform he would be able zo survive the departure of the 3anacherib,
and Judah would be saved from Assyria,
After Hezekiah' s reign, I.Ianasseh, the King of Judah worked
against the reform. However, Isaiah continued to sow in the heart of
Israel, faith in YK-H. His seeds took root, and the tree sprang up.
1. II Kings. 18:3-6
2. II Ohronciles 29:3-5 (references in 3hroni<Jles are used as secondary
sources while of Kings serve as the main references,
3. II King 18:32-36
4. II Chronicles 30
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Durirvjj the Ion,?: period of almost a century \intil the tii^e of Jereniah,
the tree of reform was not cultivated; it was neglected throufrh in-
difference and Canaanitish worship, but the eternal words of the
prophets like the constant sunshine and rain of the Creator nourished
the tree of reforn so tiiat it did not perish. The tree blossomed,
budded, and "brou^^ht forth fruit in the days of Josiah, T'anasseh, who
reigned fifty-fiVe years had encouraged the v/orship in the "high
1
places," had even hrou^-ht the Asherah into the temple, had intro-
duced other heathenish practices, and "built an altar to the ^od Holech
in the valley of 3en Hinon, v/here human-beings were sacrificed. Only
in his last days he returned to worship YH .H, while Israel v/as still
?
worshipping on the Baraoth, the National Canaanitish G-od,
a. Economic Oonditions
prosperity prevailed during the days of Hezekiah, and in
the beginning of r.Ianasseh' s reign. At this tine "Yeshuron waxed
3
fat and kicked" and Israel paid no heed to reform. The stability
of conditions did not bring forth any prominent prophet for that long
period, and no inspiring word was heard from the days of Isaiah to the
time of Jeremiah, There was also no national and political crisis, which
were always the caiises for stirring up the thinking people of the
nation.
1, II Kings 20-7
n. II Chronicles 33:15
3. Deut, 33:15
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"b. Political conditions
Since the days of 7Z1 2. C, tlie time of tho fall of 3P-rnaria,
Judiili had "been influenced "by the As yrians. Northern Israel oec'-me a
political purt of the E^.stern 3rai)ire, and Southern Judah v/as suhject
to Assyria, Jerusalem could hoast tliat Sanacherib did not enter the
gates, hut the kingdom of Ju.dah v;as in desperate straits, j^anasseh
paid tribute to Sssarhaddon, the Assyrian Kin^ who conquered !5gypt
in 671 3. CJ. and later supported Assurhanipal s campaign against
Tirhaka, Judah was a vassal state. Suhmission to Assyria seemed to
the leaders of Judah the only practical course. Resistance was useless.
They had to bow before the Assyrians and pay tribute, to save the
nation from perishing froa the face of the earth.
Toward the close of Manasseh's reign, Assyria began to show
signs of breaking down. "]]gypt drev/ itself together and began to
threaten Asisyria. All these changes were strongly felt in Judah, "A
spring breath was felt among the nations" at the end of the 7th century
after a century of oppression by Assyria, Babylon, and Eg:/TDt; = nd Judah
was among those that felt a fresh wind coming,
c. Religious Conditions
The complete submission of Judah to Assyria did not interfere
directly with the inkier life of the nation. In the early days, Ahaz
saw on his way to Damascus the Assyri&n altar and he ordered T'^rijah
the priest to use the foreign altar in place of the altar of YH' H that
1
was standing there. The Assyrians did not show any desire to influ-
ence the internal life of Judah; it was Judah itself, the vassal, that
1. II Kings 16:10-16
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adopted the Aasjrian ./orship.
Ilanasoeh "became known £.s the "bad kin ; of Judah, as Jero-Qoam
3Gn IlGlDat of Israel, It '.vas Mnder his "fiiidi^-nce thc.t 11 the le lers
"bent their v;ill to Assyria. Those who did not follov; the wa.ys of
1 2
Kanass^h vrere put to deuth. The Judeans iiaitated Assyrian dress,
3 and 4
and the women "baked cakes to the 'lueen of Heaven . Bv the
constant practice of imitating the Assyrians, Israel had forsaken the
fountain of TH'.H, and had hewn out a cistern that could not hold the
waters. There was no v/crd of flod in Israel, and consequently there was
no sivjn of a reform.
But if Isaiah was dead, his spirit was alive, and the tree
5
that he had planted grew steadily, :'here is a legend in the Talmud
that Isaiah fled before Ilanasseh and hid in a hollow Cedi.r tre-^, "but
Kanasseh found him and ordered his men to savv across the tree with
Isaiah in it. Isaiah was dead, but ..is spiritual tree kept on {^rowing
and was perpetuated throug'h the centuries, to stand erect v/ith the
trees of Amos and Hosea in the garden that "YII'.'H Planted,"
A century of development of indifference to a true religion
made possiole the raost manifest appearance of the reforia in 621 B. C,
according to most scholars. A nev/ temper was injected into the religious
life, and an epoch-inaking change took place in the Tlistory of Israel.
1. II Kinjs 21:16
2. ;:ep. 18
3. Jer. 44:15-18
4. They had a particular liking and longing for tliat, as the old Hebrews
were longing in the desert for "'the fish and onions*' that they had in
the better days. This memory of oeing able to imitate the foreign nations
in the |)ast seems to have been the talk of the days by the women who
went into exile in Egypt, (Jer. 44:15-18)
5. see Duonow on Isaiah.
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Ch. 2 appja:uitg3 0? riis BCQi: 0? 3:::u^?3oiToiT
A. - The Date
TAG controversy aoout the date and orii^jin of the "3ook of
Deuteronoio^ is still ruc^ing in the field of Old Testament critloism.
Since 3e .lelze (1798) i^nd particular!/ after V'ellhausen
(187G] throujh the time of 7elch and Hoelscher, every scholar likes
to di;j in bhe rich and unexplored soil of louteronomy to discover
"treasures,"' The scholnr is especially concerned to know more about
the date and origin of the 3ook, That seens to all critics the nost
vital cLuestion when they first approach the study of its historic
value. The hypothesis of II I'in^s 23 relating to the story of the
new reform and ;he Law Book, v/hich was worked out by the De /ette*
ellhausen school is a jain - nd again overthrown, and then r^liuilt
by modern scholars on new bases und proofs.
The hypothesis of the leuteronomic reform in the Old
Testament concludes as follows:
In the eighte-nth year of Josiah, in 61.'1 1. when the
temple v/as being repaired, ^'ilkiah the priest, and Shaphan the jcribe
found the :3ook called T^Wa TIP niTT' r»"}iJ^ ^pOfthe book of tb.e law
of YITvH ''given in the hands of TToses"). In the book of TI Kings and
also in Jhronicles, i7e find it is called 'H'^'^J^'^
, the '3ook
2
of the Law, There are in the main three theories regarding the
date of the look:
1. II Chronicles 34:15
2. II Kings 22:0, II Chronicles 54:15
!
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a, - 'Phe ^eloh ?heory: pl^.cin^ the date of jeutoronony at the tiiae of the Judges
A. 0, 7elnh, on the other h;.nd, puts the date of
Deuteronomy at a very early c^e. He places the tine frora the
Judges to the T'onarcloy, His i^rguraents are that laws as to offerings
were even known to the Jud^^es, He also thinks that it ir: a northern
product. In the jiorth at th/.^.t tine the la./s of the nation were
made in agreement \/ith the idea that Ism el was looking for a king
like lolornon as Judah looked to }i-"ve a king like David, 'i^he whole
trend of the hook is an indication of the peasants* consulting their
1
priests as judges,
Ilio main arguraent ia that the v/hole "book e::cept l^':l-7
does not dai:". centralization, "The Place that YH ^11 chooses cause his
name to dv/eli there,'' is one of raany allusions of centralization at Jeru-
salern. The inain idea was to detach the people frora laalization of
YH'iJlI worship.
I.lc7ad,7en arguing against 7elch raeant'^ins then that v/ith the
fall of Saiaaris [722. 3. C) there was a hetter ch-s.nce to preserve the
laws, to indicate cleurly their intentions and dates, -.s the look
of Hosea .vas preserved, if we should think, as /elch does that
Deuteronomy was developed then.
1. faople of the 3ook p, 20E
2, see also chapters on Centralization r.nd ourification on the
following pages pp, lG-20.

"1:1-
Cther Theories of the li^arl;/ Date of Jeuteronomy
Another theory is that which is expressed in tV:o Jewish
lUnoyclopedi'i , Ranke, Haeverniclc, Heng^stengerg, 3aiv.i£;arten, Ghiiultz,
Keii, Keol, Bissel ascrioed Deuteronorn;'- to Moses,
Delitzscli and Oettli think that Deuteronony was composed
_
durinj; the tine of Ilinj;^. Vaihinjer and Koeniij pli..ce it under
lianas ; eh, and "Iv/ald, lUehn, 7, H. Smith, ,;ilde"boer
,
Xautzsch, Xittel,
Dernier, Valeton, under Hezekiah.
h. - 7hG noelschGr Saeory - 50"! 3. C!
.
Hoelscher sets the date of ]3euteronoiny at alDoxit 520 3. C.
about the time of the Prophet Haggai and '!lechoriah, lie rnf-intains
that Deuteronomy is not pre-exilic, hut post-exilic . Tlis ar^piments are
that the 'oook hears an "i:-;practica"ule idealism", tliat the author hnilt
in the air, and that Viis demands \?ere iiapracticr hie. One instance of
this is the plan to drav/ the whole population of Palestine, v/hich con-
sisted of about 1:^0,000 souls, children and viivo.s
,
youn^' and old, to
the te.r.ple, tliree tiiaes a year, This idea could have heon used for
local sanctuj^ries oniy, out not for a central canctuary. It is,
1
therefore, visionary and not logically soimd.
Another example of impracticahle idealism is the idea of
re;aission of dehts, and tho relei-.se of slaves in the seventh ye-^r.
1. The people 'r.nd the Book p. 167
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1
Therefore, !Ioel3cher thinks that Jeremi5.h*3 demnd for freodora of the slaves
is a deduotion and not a presuiaption,
Josiah did not v/ant a centralization of sanctuaries, is
IIoelscher*s viev/, becuuL'e the f-..ct is t .at later they continued their
local worship. J^siah wanted o.l^ the purification of worship at
Jerusalera and no centralization. Therefore he had nothing to do with
I)euteronon\y. Hoelscher ni&intains that the basis of ti o stor.v in
II Kin;s 22, is the 3 document which does not rejard ]ligh PlLces
as illegal. He says that Jeuteronony ^^ives us a deposit of a reform
and not a dociunent. The influ.ence3 of a reform are set up on the book
and not a basis and a I^w Book for a reform.
McFadyen, on the other hand, arguing against Hoelscher, as
i.io3t of the authors do, establishes Deuteronomy in the year of 621 3. G.
The ilea of centralization and ourification shows clearly the intention
of Josiah, Juduh ^^thered itself up before tlie exile to express its
views of divine truth and duty.
Others who place the d;-te after the exile are: Ti, IT. Ilenneth,
Barry, lleck, Vatke, Kuenen, Dillman, Cornill, Ttade, Reuss and
2
xesenius.
1. Jer. 34:1-2
2, 3ee Jov/ish .incyclopedia on Deuteronomy
i
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c, - The 'ell-known De 'ette Theor;/-, setting the date at 621 3. 0.
The Je ..'et'je theory that sets the d^-te o. the 3ook at (jP.l
3. C. puts I'orth the arguments on the ground that Jooiah's reform is
"best explanatory and fitted for the teachings found in the hook of
Deuteronomy , Josiah bygan to cleanse the Temple in the 12th. vear
1
of his reign in 627 3. G., one year "before Jeremiah began to
pro hesy (626 3. 0.). If the arrangement of th- story in II Chronicles
is historically correct, then Jooiah begun to "return" to Yir'-H before
the discovery of the 3ook, This course of action may have been the
resijlt of the generally bad conditions that prevailed in Judah in
those days. If this should be the case, v/e might, therefore, think that
the finlin-";: of the Book was a product of Josiah's intention to
reform; and that Ililkiah -^.nd Shaphan, v/hj v/ished to plef.S'^ the King,
produced the 3ook. 3"it since the historical occurs-cy oi the 'jhruniclos
is not certain, it is safer to assume that Josiah -was born with a
heart for goodness, and thay by the 12th year of his reign, he was
able to free hi.aself with youthful inspiration from the influences of
heathenish 'Worship. Also, on account of the national indifference of
his people and the international changes that jegan to develop in the
coiuitries of the Tiuphrates and on the Nile, Josiah began to search
for a radical change in the life of tiie nation. His first step was to
cleanse the temple, to draw Ts-ie people to it, and mainly to show his
1. II Chronicles 34:3
1
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intentions to serve YII'.'H in & new way. He was truly endowed with the
good qualities of his ^reat .grandfather Hezekiah and "in his path he
went,'' The finding of the 3ook imy have he n one day»3 product, but
its creation carried in itself the spirit of a century, -nd inay ht.ve
started with Hezekiah. (The ui. th of the look was o,:ly recof^nized in
one clear day,
)
Hilkiah ani Shaphan nay have prepared it or even v/rit -en i
hut the idea of sanctionin^r ideals in le^jal fornation is anoutirrowth
that "began froni the days of Isaiah and 'lezekiah. "This dawning of the
1
reform might have oeen seen on the horizon in the days of '^ezekiah,"
The ideas aci^i inulated during a whole century.
Skinner maintains that the book was even v/ritten in the
days of Hezekiah, and then lost, and foiind at the tine of the repairing
of the temple in the days of Josiah, Thi.'? is not proved, and v/e
would rather thinlc that the book was \vritten in the days of Josiah,
hecause the iaea of centr;^lizing v/orship, and celeoruting tixe national
holidays is characteristic of i.is tiiae. Only in the days of Josiah,
when Assyria declined, was the spirit of nationality revived, '.'/hen
Assyria was at its height, Judah v/as completely suppressed and was
longing for natij.ial independence.
1, Steuernagel po. 100:112
2, prophecy and Religion, ch, of Deut,
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Tho findin/j jf the "book gave Josiah a more concrete vision,
a "broader ouolojl^;, wad a more rapid progress in Lis reform. It urged him
on to cherish and promote his gre;~t xmdertaking. In connection v/ith
this theory of determination of the date of the 73ook, it is interesting
to note that Jerome, the famous Christian ?at]ier, identified ''the 3ook
of the Law" discovered by Josiah in 6^-1 i3. C. v/ith the Book of
1
Deuteronomy.
The Old Testament schol'.rs v;ho oelieve that the book waa not
v/ritten in 621 3. CJ
.
, and ./as oily published in that year, think the
writing must have occurred not many decades before the time of the pub-
lishing, for the characteristics of style ire not recognized in Amos,
Korea, and Isaiah, or in the prop ats of the eighth century. The well-
marlied style of Deuteronomy affected such luter writers as Jeremiah,
jlzekial, Deuter-Iuaiah, ana ;he compilers of Kings,
Suramsry of the date of the vBook
Jhe main iuestion to oe ans /ered by those who think that
Deuteronomy .as non found In 621 3. G. is what other boo': co -;ld it h-.ve
been?
It is impossiole to place the finding .;f the book at a later
?.
period. The teachin-s expressed in Douteronomy just fitted the nee;ls
1, Q-ray Critical Introduction to the Old Testament p. 32
2, jflrdmann--3ssay on Deuteronomy (In the Old Testament I]ssay3)
«
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Oi uhat century. Hence most oi the recent and modern scholars since
De .'ette (1805) tr'^ce its "oeginrAnz to 521 3. 0.
lJearl.7 all Ci'itics innlnding iraf and .'ellhausen clain tliat the
book came froir. tiie ti;.:9 of Josiah, Although v/e are inclined t.^ accept 'jhe
growin-j oeliGf tl-.at postpones the date until a time ait-^r the exile, a
belief t. at is jo.inin{5 mo,:e and more {jround in the field o_' Oil Testanent
Research, ,'e feel that the ba-jes for the arfpinents 5:-re neither sufficient
nor strong enou.jh for us to accept Hoelscher's theory. 3ut the growing
tendency tov/ard the nost-exilic theory v/ill no doubt in the lutiore
increasin^jly 3ubstantir.i.te this oelief and produce nev/ proofs.
3. - Authorship
A. 'J, V/elch maintains tha o v/e have to do with a body of men
who shared a cooiion iiifluenco, and v/ished to put that luianimity of outlook
1
and ai'L.i on the reli-^ious life of th<^ir days.
The sii'iilari iy of tone reflected in the lan.]:ua;;e i . its leijal
and hortatory sections throu^jhout the book, inolxidini; also the later
additions that v/ere made and revise^l, shows that tlie body of men who
created the 3ook represents the g-eneral trend of Influence that v/as
accepted by '^he reli^-^ious leaders of Israel. ?he material of the book
must have been of value to the cora;aunity which accepted it, even oefore
the .oublication of the book.
1. p. 192
J
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The author has ahsorbGd the i leas of tho prophets oi' the Sth
century. !Ie iesirel to develop the sane idea as tl.o proi^hets, condition-
ing; Israel to fulfill ohe covenanu'3 r:.ura.l o.tji-.:..iv j oi' _;'he -uu".:-or
used the expression ''covenant, " tho practical word i'or YIDH^s moral
demands, Isaiah's id a that Israel :.rast continue bo ho a ''hol.r n-. bion,"
and Hosea's idea tiiai; tho nortiiern kingdom ulone, would oo rosponsiole
for the consequences that would follow their devotion to idolatry -.nd the
rojection of love for YII H, "^.'ore firnly fixed in the heart of tho author
1
who was spiritually influenced, especially hy Rosea. aod is a ri'jhteous
lod and lovej Israel, whom he has chosen freol.7 to love.
In .Deuteronomy, I'oses is presentea j.s the :^jre- z reformer in
Legislation, while in ,TE he hears riore prophetic character. 'Tere is
a practical Vxot only a preacher, ho ib- an adr.iinistrator , -..nd a
sjsteinatizer. ^:e 13 pp.in"/p , 's. law maker and a la\7 ^iver. ?ho rel
i^ious principles that reformers toach are "based on prophetic ideals. At
the Liame tii-;e the pr .ctical religioiis teacl^inr-s are emphasized more for
the ii?; '
,
by bhe author who - — Y -.m -..rQi^i^ call trlay "'a
practical :)hiloso"jher,"
:'he author im.i:3t have he- n also of priestly relatic-' .
'.vt.rM rejurd for tho priestly trilje, ^-uard.j the pi'i'.!:ii^ ;iriv'.loj;u, i.id
demands ooedience to their decisior.s. He strongly eniphnsizes the
need for th" priest as t;'.G chojen a -ent to sorv^ "T! .IT. 7ith the appear-
1, driver Intro, to Deuteronomy (Commentary) p. ?.l
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ance oT the prieatly sohool, the imaninit^ of the doIv that createl the
3ook may h .ve lisaopec-red later, out absoroii^^' v;ell ':he traditions oi
the prophets and at the s'line ti.. e ;:Aintaini% a hifjh appreciJ^>tion of the
prie.; t, the author does not appear solely as a prophet, nor solely
au a lej^alist. He is tr^.e to the great ptst, and thoughtful of the present.
Jhe purpose of ti.e ')ook \7a3 to preserve the ideaS of the prophets
for tlie jenreations tiiat joj-.i to live imder stro:i£; priestl;^ influences.
TX
7h.e av.thor or authors 'belonjjcd to the pro 'hetic-priegtly circles.
3h. 5 •313 rAimi: 0? ^U] Ig:FO?L!I
'2. Q na G-u-e 0- t..e r:foru v/as tv;ofold:
a) to chantje iramediately • nd in direct v/ay the custona and worship
of the n-.tion,
"b) To secure in the future a nati -nal standardized belief in YII MI hased
upon outlined lav/3 v/hich the reformer v/ished to define,
^he first ?net::od v/as of a more direct character, and h'-d
imraedi^ste results. The second v/as of an indirect nature vith -jurposes
and aims jeyond the iia;nediate outcone of the direct raothods.
fhe first orohlem was to chanj-e tlie ;i-hits; out it is difficult
1. ahoyne - "Jereaich" p. 65

to strike out yjxth one "blow the hi^bits of a nation, or to put & reform
into ijr&ctice at once. Israel v^as used to the Canaanite worship;
v/hic:. /.ad hecoirie u p';.rt of tVieir olood; and \7hich was alnoc: inborn
ill them. The reformers Icnev/ that, Thej realized the difficulty of it,
but considering tlie far-reachinn; cure of the n',tion, the o2Der'i.tion hiid
oo be pefforiaed at once. The r-^formers did no'c intend to cor.ipromise
\7ith the Oanaanitish v/ors)\ip, They were too idealistic to consider it.
It is tri3 t at the reforra did not brinj l:he desire! results, nd that
later there v/as formed a compromise of v/orsliip betwe'^n the temple and
the Hi.;jh Places, but the nature of th? mforuor'b- desire vrj.s sincerely
1
and heartily to abolish tiie local sanctuaries.
\lhen the pro,)hetic party an I their leader "uldah v/ere
consulted j.' the mosLjen.2:eis of Josiah who cane to inquire about the
book fo" nd in the temple, the p'-rty sent word to the king and said:
"because thy heart v/ss tender .. ,Y1I II has heard th^-e.*' The priesthood
with ';il>i&h. at their :.ead v/ere responsi Jle for ui.e f in 'in^' of tlie
book. The intention of both parties was ide- 1 even though the priestly
oarty knew v?ell that the centralization iaea v/ould increase their per-
sonal presti.;je lud reward. The prophetic and the priestly parties both
were interested in obtaining im..iediate results by thn movement, even if
they did v/ork co.-operati'/ely. T e prophetic party since Isaiah and
Ilezelciah with its idea of centi'alization was more interested in the
ne.;js.tive side of the reforn, the abolisinaent of local sanctuaries. The
priests -/ere co.icerned more with the positive side-with the idea
1. Robertson 3mith p. 368

of laakinj Jerusalem the only CGntor,
Oontrali^ation at Jerusalem and T>Tationalization of .^orship
A. 3, 7eloh calls the ne£j-.tive p=;.rt of tho reforr.i of
centr;-.lizati on, u 6. tionalizatiun of ./orship." \!l:i5 is the suppression
of tlie local sanctuaries, while the positive part v/as the concentration
1
of worship an*. "::-g centralization at Jt^rusalem. The one Tod must
have hut one sanctnarj. ?he natio lalization of worship was to suppress
the provincial sanctu- ries . Josiah prepared tlie Passover fe--.st for a
United nation at Jerusalem. "Such a thinr^ was never seen before in
2 3
Israel," It \/as a mover.ent hack to "Aoseo, as One nation under one
le-.der with unified ideas for all. ^h^ festivals '.nd tlioir sacrifices
became national. Jhe individual was madd to tliinlc that he made his
offerin.js chieflj as a member of a historical nation 'ohat was united
4
hy YH.TlI's ^race. ?he memories o-' the past and the development oi the
nation since the;/ came out from Egypt would be impressed upon the minds
of the people.
In this system of nationalization evei?yone took purt, the "s
5
the Levite, the wido.v and the poor. Amos represented such a festival
6
of the rich. 3efore .his system these people must have had local
rejoicing, but only "by the nationalization system were they able to
join the well-to-do group ;.nd to be united with them in national ritiials.
1. p. 208
2. II Kin:3 .?3:21
3. 7:ir.-19, 27
4. 16:1-11
5. 16:11-14
6. Amos 2:7
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"averjone lias a sliare in Israel." V/hen the Unity of YK .11 as the prophets
prGached, wa3 to 'oe accepted, the comraon dependence upon TH H was express-
ed in rites that lanite.i. t. e entire nation in their celeorations , and which
also laade theia distinctive as u people.
The Oentralization of /orship e.t Jerusalen ws-.s first neant to
enforce tiieir fund^^.nencal principle, out not as a principle itself. The
insistence uoun the unity of Tod brought forth the unity of place of
.'/orship. This seeras illo.^ical, and Deuteronomy never naned such a place.
Centralization v/as not preached as a principle as is best shov/n in ^Deuteronoray
12:20. The principle was the v;orship of "rOd, and the pl'v.ce was merely
a regulation. The refonaers knew that vti',1{»s deroand was something which
imbodies his character, and therefore one Cemple v/as desireaole v/here
there were no he- then associations.
Still another prevailin-j condition affeoted the nature of the
reform, because even the lif^- of the nation had changed since the days
of "OSes. ';^hG reform sought, Cherefore, to make the teachings I'^osaic
in order to preserve the jurity of the faith, ana they have put them in
the lao'ath of Moses,
Purity rather than Unity
1
Oestreicher maintains that the purpose of the reforms a
related in II T'ings 2 was not so much centralization as greater pur-
ification of v/orsliip, not "ICulteiniieit , but Kultreinheit. The
abolition of the high places an1 the asseiublin.; of the priests into
1. Jas Deuteronomiahhe iriuidgesSta p. 11

Jeruaalem wa.i a temporary step that was to be done away as soon as the
worship was purified, rhis centralization was not to je alDsolute
and no definite place vv s set for it. It aays in Deuteronoray 12:14
that the oiferia;s should oe broU::jht not to any place that "thou seest,"
"but in the place tha.t YIIHH shall choose in One of thy tribes."
Oestreicher translates this p-.ssage bo mean any place chosen in any one
of the trihes, as in Zx, H0:24, that the "burnt offering's are "bron^^ht in
ev^ry pl-.ce where Yir'/H records his name to coiae and to bless the offerer,
"Telch also believes that a definite character of worship
was chiefly deiuanded by the Deuteronomist , rather than the assemblin^j
of the people three ti;.es a year into one place. Re contends that it is
not a nuitter of unity, but of purity. This is also ii^keepinfj -./ith the
opinion of Hoelscher a"bout the iinpracticable pl^-n which, he maintains,
1
could nev)r have been carried out ir the temple.
To conclude the chapter on the ITature of tVie reform we must
regard the iriethods of the reformers as 'iDeing; directed for the present
with an outlook to preserve systematically the teachini-'s of the prophets
in the future. If it soujlit unity in the J)resGnt it noant purity for the
futiire. The ITature of nationalization or v/orship meant to concentrate the
thou:^hts into one place by nejjlectin^ the Canaanitish ^lijh places and
approschin,; to fullfil Yir.H's wish by unity and purity.
1. ielch, J ode of Deut. p, 72
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OH. 4 - 7H2 AIII OF 'i?H5 300g
Schol'.^rs h'lve tried to indicate the aiiaa ol' the Book in
1
several vjays. Driver v/ho is inostly concerned v/ith the literary value
of Deuteronomy, deals v/ith three laain aims of the oook. 1. Legislative,
2. Historic, 3. Parenetic, Skimier deals throughout his book mostly
with the reli^jious value of Deuteronomy, For one purpose of study, v/e
shall try to arrange the aims in four main major ^^^-roups; 1. lelijious,
2. national, 3. Historic, 4. locial.
1. Tho leli.rious Aim
The relifcjious ai;.i was certainl - the most si^jnificant.
This is the chief purpose of the "oook. A new and thorou-^h religious
life h'id to je injected into the nation, ''to love with all thy
heart, v/itli all thy soul, and with all thy nifjht," The purpose of
Deuteronomy was to esbablish a life that overflows with love 8.nd affection
for Yir H. The author introduced an ethical Yil .Hisn. He souvjht to
put into the daily life the practice oi tlie ideas of the pro -hots:
Justice, piety and faith. Those ideas h^d to be realized. Therefore
the author laid stress upon certain laws that must )e performed. This
is the "Parenetic" aim of Driver,
The choice of YH .TI oy Israel can be acceptable to ^od only
through a whole-he-.rted spiritual devotion to his father. The righteous
1, Introduction to his conunentary on Deut. 35
2, Prophecy and l^eligion. Oh. on Deut,
y.1
Father muat have a perfect moral son. The rhetoric of the hook is a
continuous stream "ouh jlin^j forth from a riUi<:hty fountain. '?he waters of
the streai.'; are refreshing, and the purity of it ia a delight, '!'he
rapii flow of religious ideas and feelings is felt in their I'orce,
All these spring forth from a vita'.l;' religious heart, a
heari full of inspiration. ?he stre-Mn of religious inspiration is so
strong that you n&y fenl t\at you c.re "being swept over the edge and into
ano'^her field, wi.en it seems tliat the writer is beginj^ing to introduce
another sujject, "but you realize that the waters huvo. returned to their
old course, the path is cle:.red again from all hindrances, and the
co:i3tant flo.v of soft drops on rocky ground and hearts has hallov/ed the
rock, and penetrated deep into the soul.
1
The aim of the hook, says "]erdnann, was to revise historical
trsditioii, and to reform those reli ;ious customs which did not agree vdth
the author's standpoint of theology. Their religious conditions v/ere
deplora'ole. The reformer made an earnest endeavor for a reformation.
Centralization of worship in Jerusalem und the suppression of
the local an!, provincial saac^iuaries was the first practic- 1 endeavor.
The true reformers and also the prophet o: those days, Jeremiah desired
thi..t centrulizati on should do away -71 th the heathern worsViip, '-•nd that
it should hring a moral nation into cl[)S8r relatio '/ith YII II, '?he true
1, I-Hssay on )euteronoray
]
reformers did not consider the centralization idea an end in itself,
but were concerned with a. hljher aiia, to inspire a hir-her spirit of
Heligion, 'ellliausen maintains tliat the reformers h d more in mind
than mere ceatrali nation. They sou^rht ideo.lisui, 2,nd an ideal program.
2, '':'he ^Tational Aim
'Su-i second aim v/as to secure the continuance oT the pros^Derity
of the Jewish state by an effort to hrinfj the ni-.tional life into
harnoray vith the rao.-al v.nd reli?jious conditions upon which the favor
1
of YH "K depended. ::'he revival of religion ./as sought on a distinctly
n'.tional basis, compared to the tendencies of a cosmopolitan n-.ture
that '.'fas marked in the days of Assyria's dorainion.
^he polition.l power at the endof the 7th century v/as practic- lly
destroyed; the former ,7lory lost, A-'Sfria hud devastated 46 cities.
Llany other places liad jeen o.ejtroyed and neglected, ?-00,150 persons,
yonn^ and old, men and women had gone into exile, ""he ;reat'^r part of
Judah v/as jiven to the Icing's of Ashdod, Skron an'l CJaza, 'rhe house of
David v/ith its rjlory h d vanished, "e; vy taXes sent by Judah throu^jli^the
kinij's dau^jhters and his hi.jh officials -lad to be contributed steadily
to the treas- re of the kin:; of Assyria at llineveh. '
This political situation may h ve nrousod YH'.«IIism in the hearts
of the peopl-?, and they soiv^ht yilifil, ""ill .Ilistic orthodoxy, "but, if they
1. jkinner, p. 93
2, Zerd'oan -jlssay on Deut,

dia, t.he practice was v/ron,j, '2hey had sacrificed first their first
1
iDorn to ^rn ni. I^'oreijn cults had the greatest influonce noon their
liv3s. 'Toon, sun, and ?^tars .vere lo is , to \7hon they have prayed.
'Jho;;G anonj t'le people v/ho -.1 vision and under standin^j
witnessed these practices, '.nd it v/as they v/ho brought 'jhe reform into
existence. 'Jhe national aim of the hook, in vvMch the reform is
reflected in an ethical raonotheisn. Tn content and in form, in heart
and in practice it ca; .e to centralize f.-eir ideas, :;.nd to concentrate
then into one national place, Jerusalem, Tophot, lanoth, Z.Iazehhoth,
and roany other places of worship v;ere to he no more. '"The Lord is one,'
3
has on- place where he is to be worshipped; that i-j t' e natlonel
capitol, and He h- s chosen a "special people" rrbq^ip oj^ to he
his nation,
3. The Historic Aim
Jhe historic aiia is didac'.ic, to shov/ the *re- tness of
Israel's p -st, that he ;iad seen "'taken from '-11 the families or the
earth" to be privileged to worship YH-.H, It S'hov/s l.is historic cradle,
the desert, and 'lod's supervision of His child throu:;}i all diseases,
and all wars, an.l to llis keepi Israel unharmed a;^ainst all the forces
that wanted to devour hira. Then with his growth '11 H taught him
reli^^jion and morulity.
1. jerdiaann p. 82
2. 6:4
3. 12:14

u?he ]iis-torical importance is 'broiitjht ovit loy tliree covenants
1 2
iDGt-./een ^ILHl '^nd Israel, one v/ith Aoraham, one v/ith "oreb, s.nd the coven-
3
ant of I.'oab. 'Jhese are hiato.'ic evidences. Then, also, tlie ilo-^s of
^ the Prophets to reveal YH'.TH as the historic jod, wlio created the nation
and expressed His will in history, were introduced h/ the reformers.
The Ideas of Ainos; "You only have I knovm of all the families
4
of the earth," of Hosea: "V/hen Israel was a child then I loved hira and
5 G
took hini out of i^sypt;" and the beautiful description of the vineyard
that YHVJH cultivated are evidences of the historic God reflected in
Deuteronomy, in the laws of the festivals, the Sahhath, and the decagogue.
The national life was remoulded hy the reformers in order to
express the will and nature of Yir.VH, and to live according to the teachings
of the Prophets, The reformers through their work learned more and more
the teachings of the Prophets and thus cfome to re?vlise their moral
requirements and their value in history.
The reform was a great manifesto against the dominant tendencies
of the days, especially the long days of llanesseh.
The effort was made to "bring into practice the teachings of the
prophets, especially those of Hosea and Isaiah, The demoralized Judah
of IJanasseh had to become the "Holy nation" of Isaiah, Hosea 's love
and devotion and the love of YH./H to man were to be transmitted into the
1, 6:10 1 7;8
2, 5:2
3, 5:3
4, Amos 3:2
5, Hosea 11:1
6, Isaiah 5
I.
-.yiiii.:;.
emotions of Israel's heart.
The aim to revive the historical relationship "beV-veen Israel
and YR'.TH, and to make it permanent was the chief consideration of the
reformers,
4. The Social Aim
Another aim of the reformers as reflected in Deuteronomy was to
establish a hi^^her standard of social life. There v/as always a strong feeli
1
amon^ the great Old Jestaraent characters, and especially among the
o
legalizers, to seek for a humane treatment of the poor and the defenceless.
All the foregoing aims v/ere introduced in the book of Jeuteronon\y
in a legislative form to tear up by the roots the harmful vegetation that
had stunted the growth of the religious tree of Israel in a period "dark
of ages" when adultery strongly dominated Israel, The laws were made to
enforce religious truth, national guidance, historic appreciation, and
love of the supreme power of Yir>/II, and for "thy neighbor as for thy
self." Fundamental truths and ethical life were the purpose of the reformer
1. The narratives of the ratriarci.s, amoni;j the prophets, in the wisdom and
devotional literature.
2, AS Hoses, oilxodus, ch, 18
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oYi, 5 ai;alyoI3 0? Jiri je.;-: o? Tini; book
A» - Tradition and Oriticisia
Accordirv^ "to the Jewish usage of the Pentateuch, the ?orah, the
Law, "the Five-Fifths of the Law," the "oook "Detiharira" is the fifth "book of the
Five-Fifth of the Law, The meaning of the word '•'laTis "words," "matters,"
"sayings," Traditionally, it contains the v/ords of rOd put into the laouth
of Hoses, It is also called 7T1''^> i^^H^^ , repetition of the Torah, a
repetition or a summary of the laws contained in the first four "books of
the Pentateuch,
In ireek the book is called "A Second Law, " A New Edition, It is
interesting to note here that the catholic idea of the need for Deuteronomy
vsras that "the need of repetition was necessary for the second generation to
1
review the Law, because the first generation had died in the desert."
The Talmud discussing the formation of the Old Testament in
o
Bablaa Bathra takes it for granted that Jeuteronorr^ as well as every other
part of the Pentateuch was v/ritten by the hand of Hoses, Hoses even wrote
3
about Balaam and about Job, As it seems to Iray, the Rabbis did not come
to an absolute conclusion through observing the development of continuous
tradition, but through a crude criticism and therefore could be disputed.
The typical Talmudist, in his warm discussions were greatly concerned v/ith
the last eight verses of the book of Jeuteronoi^j'', One Tanah says that the
last eight verses of 34:5-:2, were written by Joshuah, because I.Toses could
not very well have written: "And I.Ioses dies there," Another ^.labbi thinks
1, Lfethew Henry commentary vol, Ipp 312-342
2, pp 14b-15a
3, Critical Introd, to the Old Testament p. 6
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that I.toaes even wrote the last eifjht verses, oecause in 31:26 it says:
"Take this "book, the Law." It must have "been, therefore, completed
at that time. The conclusion is as follows: "UjP to 34:4, until the
record of the death of Hoses, Ood dictated the Torah, and Hoses v/rote it,
hut from that point onward, the Almighty dictated, and Lloses v/rote v/ith
tears," The conclusion that Hoses wrote Joh came from the comparison of
expressions in Joh, 19:22 and Deuteronomy 33:21, v/here the v/ord "inscriber"
is vised, and who is more appropiately called inscriber that Hoses? This is
crude criticism and is developed as many other Rabhinic ideas in the Talmud
during the later centuries with the chief idea of preventing insertions
of criticism in the Torah, "L5ake a fence to the Torah" was a dominating;
rule for the critics, not to handle the passa^jes as one's heart's desired,
Ben Ezra in the twelfth century was the first one to question,
and to draw attention to certain phrases that seemed to him out of place
in the book, "The Lav/ of Hoses," He showed that certain passages in
Deuteronomy, in other cooks still more, as in 31:9, 22-"And Hoses wrote"
1
and "his bedstead was a bedstead of Iron needed more explanation,
"Penetrate in them and thou v/ill find the truth," said 3em 2zra, He v/as
inclined to believe that criticism was needed in order to approach better
explanations, and then to come nearer to the truth.
It is only little over a century since the days of De ,/ette
(1805) when the pioneers who appeared on the horizon to study the lible
from a critical point of view, came also to examine and to analyze the
make-up and value of the book of Jeuteronomy,
1. 4:11
t -
'
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3. oourcea of Goraposition
2h3 original Jook was: Oli&pts l-Ho:69 31:1-3, 'as a ff.rev/ell
speech to l3r':.el Litandin^ before the entra ce into the Proraised L&nd,
the last story of a f- ther to his children D'^fore their departiire.
To prove that the present "book is composed of two books, or
morf?, v/e find, that in one, he is speaking in the sin-jular of the second
person TT^X' , and in the other "book in the plural O JnX .Frequently
of iiitercixaiVoiiTo form /ith the other raay prove the possioility of
sii>3le authorship "but the coherence of che contents in connection v/ith
the aaove t'^o distincti -e forms will cert ^inlv prove that v/e h^ve to do
with at least two "'oooks,
a. - The Relation of 1 to J, 3 and P
J.ie joopj of the 0^1;. i3 extensive; it is intended to ^-^^jul -. ..e
the Jewish life "basiiitj it on the prophetic teaohin^-s. It v/as t'lerefore
proper to replace some old la-Ys v;ith new ones, especially the I'^'-ts
concerning concentr .tioii of './orship, 3ut at the sai.-.e ti...e, the i.; mention
was to perpetuate also old laws v/hether they were in a>jre rient with the
nev/ conditions air.ed at or not. If the la./s proved to "based on a
"brotherly social life, then they v/ere perpet^aated. A considerable p-rt
of the law is dravm from 3x. /iO-SS, the "bulk of n^hicV, with the exception of
2>:. f!l:ie-2r!:15 i'ou^:..o ro la ^-o.io aronorny , soneti: es verhati:.-i and
someti .es expanded. The purpose was to enforce the teachings of the "book,
'.7e cannot say thitt the "book v/as v/ritten ail at once. The laws v;ere lorra-
ulated ijradually, some v/ritten at earlier periods, and others later. A
great deal was extracted from the Jlil document. The use of the v;ord Hore"b

for the "Iloiiiitain of the Lav/" is characteristic of Deuteronoru;'-, out there
is no doulDt that it meant Sinai of Exodus.
Some v/ritOi's, Swald csriCc Lall;'-, thou::ht that Jeuteronomy was
compooed of the last of the doournents of the .':>ent?-.ten.ch. -ilwal^- tho^i^ht
that; r \/as foriaed I'ix'a;, uir-n J E an« .i^ 1 j t j. jr-.v <joIixj, -^eaeral
idea ac.epted, i3 that of Gtraf and i/ellhausen that P carao after j.
It is more lojici-^l ^-..ink that the D doc-u....:o jave rise to
thg practice of the P document after which the people at the tiae of ^zra
directed t'l-l • livis.
"b, - Oon;pr;rinr; j to ?
j^aue^j. above, the J documeu": gave- rise to the p doci.meut.
If the reform of Josiah wa:3 intendei "by its outcome to set th<^ practice
of Judaisri into a moula, the 'vriters -^v J^^unent certainly
1
^jave to the moulding the finishin]; touches.
In Deuteronom;-, \/e find the "bixildin,^; of altars on the hi^h
places for'oidden, aii i. 'j concentratioii of saoririces in on-: centr^^l
sanctuarT ur.^ed. In the P docuraent there is no direct comn;??.nd to confine
sacrifices to a sin.;le place, ^mt it is throughout aosiuied that lejjitii.is, te
aacrifices could "be made on the oiie altar decided hy !"t. Sinai.
In earl;- pr' ctice "ve knov/ that the altar vias the place of
Z
asylum, Jhe aoolition of all ':h • altars but una 1) jo i :erononi7 caused
the invention of new asylums. 3-i3 developed the "Cities" of Jeuteronora^'-,
Later "The Jities of Ptefu^e" are more clearl - "broi).;' t out and defined in
the P JoGument.
1. ira,7, Jritical Introauction to the 01- ^'Si; C-^i/ient
2» Ex. ;31: 13-14
3. 19:1-3
4, umhor 35:9-34
1
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j^-^teronoi.iy sots t e orac 'jice of priesthood to the tri oe of
1
"
2 .
Levi. Jhe Levite ?nd the priest are Msed ac co-extensive terms.
The distinction hetv/e'-m those who lived in the oapitol, did not j^'-'v^nt
3
one group fron priestl ' fu.ictions. In the ? document, the develu jment
U 3oes furhier than certain "House," a group of Levites are adiaitted
to the priestl;,'- functiojis. Aaron is the P.ifh Priest and his sons and
descendants onl priests of YII.'H.
At She time of 3zekiel after the Deu-teronoinic reforn, the
Levites of the privinces could exercise prie; tlj functions as well as the
sons of Zadok in the temple. But Szekiel in 44:6-16 made them suhordim.ted
to the of-icials o." the temple.
Also regarling the humane development in emplo.Tinr a slave,
A !Iehrew slave, in Deuteronomy 15:1?^ it said tlir.t "thy hrattier
the Heore ' sliall serve six .'O' rs r.nd then he shall go out free." In the
? documen'cs we find "thou shalt not employ as a slave thy "brother
4
v/ho v/as sold to you."
In searching for the sources it is advisahle to compare
passages of v^.rious hooks :-
1. - 'I?h'^ repetition of episodes and incidents sonetii.ies with
inconsistent variations in Deuteronomy.
(a) The death of Aaron on T'ount 'lor is in Ilvimhers 33:38 '-nd his death
at Lloserah in Deuteronomy 10:6.
(ii) The 'reparation of the trihe of Levy from the otlier trives is recorded
in ITujnDers 3:5ff, i.nd in Deutoronom;:/' 10:8, episodes o ' the others may
have occured tv;ice, and hence "Clieir repetition,
1. In Jj2 docu:.ient even a non-Levite ms allowed to this practice.
2. De-jt. i8:l
3. Deut. 18:6-8
4. Lev. 25:39
j
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- Dlfl'erence in style, seeing the style and lan^jua^-e so chEr-
acteristic and kjiovm •-a Deuterononic ^vith its purpose to iegalize, clarify,
and perpetuate.
3. - Difi'erences in Vieli ^ious Ooncepts, are also indications of
the purposes to )q distin.^uished in the authors.
(a) jonflicfn; ijtatement of f..at, and of prac '.ice-compare the covenant of
1 2
3a"b ;ath in '-Ixodus, and in Deuteronomy.
(d) Statements of iiiore experience of '^rocl. "beoorae in "Deuteronomy a religious
background and end,
4, - Jifference in \isin.r .he phrasos "YH' II
,
thy lod " and "'YII-.H"
simple. In Deuteronomy 14:.?2-29 "YU'VH thy 'iod" appears aeven times while in
3
Furabers 18:?-l-32, it does not appear even once, and "YH'.IT" simply that apoe'-rs
five ti.'ios in IPum'bors in the sune section does not appear in Deuteronomy
4
tn the same section even once.
C. I'he Development of the Book
Poake thinks that the compilers of this book bef^an their v;ork
5
in the days of llanasseh. It took at least 200 jrears to shape it. u?he
6
present book could not have exi ited Defore the period of Tlohemiah. The
remarks added on «he margins of the book were later incorporated in the
text the cop.'dst. Jh.' original book via - used as sermons, and :."or ofidcial
reci.-als of the lav/ in the temple of Jerusalem at the feast of Tabernacles
1. 24
2. 5
3. The same subject discussed in both places.
4. ^ray p. 25
5. The Book of the People p. 13
6. :£lerdmann, Deuterojiomy 3ssay
1.
1every eighth year,
This "baok of practical lav/, preached to the people duria^ different
periods, v/as interpreted according the national, international, and rel-
igious conditions. Llany times the reader or preacher thought that certain
changes were needed to "bring the teachings nearer to the heart of the people,
"Driver in his coranientary clarifies raany passages that were changed,
added, or transferred from one place to another,
a, - First stage
The first stage of development "begins in 521 3, when the original
"book was discovered, 'The historical part of the "book of Deuteronomy does not
"belong tdi the first hook, to the nucleus that v/as found. Later hands have
added that historical part of the "book. Perhaps it took place in the days of
the Balaylonian exile, for the reason that we find a similar introduction of
history to the covenant that was raade in the days of Uehemiah, The historical
introduction in Deuteronomy is longer and tries to explain the greatness of
the mes3ent?jer of YII'/H, Moses, who^appointed historically to deliver
the words of YH/II to Israel,
"b, - Second stage
The first authors pro"ba"bly did not include more than ch, 4:44-ch 26
together with ch, 28: this was Dl. Then came D2, "by enlarging Dl with an
2
introductory discourse of 1:1-4:43.
All agree that the addition of chaots, 1-4 was made by the second
3
Deuteronomist, the author who wrote in the same spirit and style of Dl, before
1, Deuteronomy 31:10, Berdmann
2, iray, Critical Introduction to the Old Testament p, 42
3 D2
r
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1
J3 was united to the Ijook of Jeuteronoiny.
g, - Other ^ieys
Hoenacker is the strongest opponent to separating chapts, 1-4
from Dl»
JLccordinj to /ollhausen there are three starves of development in
the hook:
1, The original hook is ohapts, lll-2fy
Z, Independent hooks added to Dl: (a) 1-4, (h) 12-^6 (c) 17,
(d) 5-11, and (e) 26-30.
3
3, Deuteronoiny corahines v/ith J3,
To conclude this chapter with all the criticism that has been mentioned
and which might well be amplified the book of Deuteronomy rmist be regarded as
an extension of the other books of the Torah, for man,7 lav/s that are not found
in the other books will be fo\md in leuteronoinj/'. To take a few instances; the
Day of Atonement, difference between Levites and Priests, the year of "Jobhel,"
the sin offering, the cereal offering, and about the cities of the Levites*
3, ni story in the Book
.
4
The book is rightly called in Hebrew iT^iri HIW^ for not only
does it give us the summaries of the laws, but also a review of the history
of Israel since its birth. As in the other books of the Pentateuch,
the narratives have a religious b;,ckground and purpose, so especially in
1, V/ellkausen, Steuernagel, Ilallenbey, Kuenen, Clornill and leuss,
2. The original
3. Later was also added P to complete the Ilexateutic code
4, ilepitition of the Torah

Deuteronomy the pvirpose is to impress clearly a historic religious dev-
1
elopment on the mind of the reader, Paul said "To me to write the same
thing is not grievous, hut for you it is safe," The author of Deuteronomy,
v/ishing to make the book a permanent factor in the nation, had to make it inter-
esting, and there is no more fascinating history, especially religious lis tory
than the "beginning of Israel, Although the hook is called "Lav/," the first
impression is that the hook is rather a form of history containing law,
rather than law containing history.
The narratives are vivid, the histories fascinating and picturesque,
and the style clear and commanding. There is a chronological review of the
history of Israel since early times until their settlement in the Promised
Land, The flavor of the land is felt through the stories and also in the
laws, for the laws v/ere created for use in the land.
In the hook we also find a clear, religious philosophy of history as
in no other book of the Old Testament, The philosophy of history, traces of
which we find first in Hosea, receives in Deuteronomy its systematized dev-
elopment of thought, and thus it is felt by the reader to dominate in the book
2
and to control the author's religious thinking.
1, Phil, 5:1
2, ^ra-jf in Loco
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F. !!o3es, the Ofiief Oh' racter
1
'•Tiie iinasinabivG revivification of th- past, " says Driver,
""by means of discourses, conversations, and even of actions attributed
dramatically to cliaracters who liave fibred upon the sta^je of liistory has
been abundantly exemplified in literature." The educational influei-iGe on the
human heart has beon ^iniversall./' e.ppreciuted, I'he dialogues of I'latTO*
the epic of Dante, the tragedies of Z akespeare, "'paradise Lost"' and ev^n the
Poem of Job v/ere presented to the world by making the characters of each
author's work fimction as s.'^nabols to the reader or to the listener. Deuteronoipy
fj^-ve one uniq.uo y.-Tabol, one uniciue character, and that is I'oses. Ho other
historic cb'u-actGr lias attracted so much attention of the play\7ri>;ht as well
as of the artist as the character of Hoses, the personality that is '-.he
nearest to all hl/jhest spirits and • spir.ations, tiie all-nearest to YIVIR whose
"face sent out rays'' th'j.t car..e to him when >od»3 spirit rested upon him,
Deuteronomy .^ave to Hichael An^elo the thou2;hts and the inspiration to
characterize his Lloses,
The author of the book sees in Lloses the ^reat leader and Protector
of Israel, the favored child of YII .H in tWCidesert story. In his leadership,
he used discours- s , convers^itious , and even actions to convince aa l-to persmde
the people to live a moral and religious li.e. "oses' moral energy is
abundant, an: his rhetorical po /er is vi.;orour. ^'ence the book bein^:; of a ,^reat
pedaguojical influence h-.s taken ''the ne'.rest person to G-od'' to Idealize him
1. Introduction to Jeuteronomy (Goi.uacntary ) p. 58
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in the teachin^js of the book.
The atrtuor has chosen one iinique ch'.r'^cter, for the uniqueness of
thou^jht th-t prevs.iled in the mind of the refonners, v/ho wanted only one
jod, one land and one pooole. It is, therefore, natural that the uniq.ue a ;ent
who transmits the wish of YK'JI to the people should be the fjreatest sin^rle,
outstanding, pov/erful leader in Israel's history. The ^jres-tnesa of rioses
in Deuteronomy is oest described, probably by a later author, who also v/as
controlled oy the spirit that empov/ered th • first author of the "^^ok, in the
1
words that ''there has been no prophet since, in Israel like vmto Hoses
whom the Lord knew f'_.ce to face,"
5. The :tyle
Uni'^ueness of style is felt .throughout the entire oook, wi'>,h a fev/
2 3
exceptions. The blessing of Hoses, according to 3ellin, is "for certain"
from the tir.es of the Judges; according to Oornill, a product of the period
4
of Jereboain II.
The strongest characteristic of the style is that it is fluent
and smooth and no o iher style is so upen to adlitions - s the Deutei-onoraic
5 6
style. ''The general style of 3oute.-onomy" says Driver "is siiigularly
pure and beautiful, ... The diction is classical, the syntax idiomatic and
regular," A style of orL,tory was introduced into Hebrew Literature by tlie
Book of Deuteronomy, The oratorical power, the flowing and impressive
1, Cliapt, 34:10
2, the poem in ch. 3;' a few verses in ch. 14:. and mot^t of 34
3, Chapt. 32
4, 3ook of the people-l'IcFadyen
5, ^. Smith p, 41
6, p. 84
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style hold the attention of the reader and so raove hin to "be strongly
influenced.
1
The well-marked phrase "YIT-H thy 'Jod" occurs in Deutcronora'- three
hundred tii.es. This phrase appears in P with less frequency. The thre'=!-word
2
phrase: "corn, wine and oil" is only Jeuteronornio. The phrase: "'.Tith all
thine heart and with all thine soul and with all thine might" is found three
3
times in 'Oeixteronomy, and nowhere ©Ise in the Pentateuch.
Among tlie three distinctive st.'les of expressions of the Pentateuch
is the style of Deuteronomy that ^»oes throii:rh the v/hole hook. The hornof^enei ty
of style in Deuteronomy raarks off this hook from all the other books.
Oh. 6 LA ;3 0? 'SIVA 300K
4
"Deuteronomy," s?ays Pace, "is >.he starting pointof Legalism,"
As we have soen in the foregoing chapters, it cane to lead the nation on a
Ijath that \m'3 prepared for the people. '^ut this path, even v;hen it v/as not
a "beaten tracl:, \/a3 old and Icnown to old pathfinders, 'therefore, the hook
does not include laws for nil phrases of 'jhe national life. There are no laws
for the duties of the kiiig, or the instituting of priests, or for choosing
or appointing of judge. Deuteronomy takes it for granted that tliere were
existing from e^irlier tiiaes regulations of establishing national institutions,
and officers.
There is also no difinite system of choosing subjects and regulating
1. also "mm, our ^,od," and "YH'TH, your (lod."
2. 7:13, 14:23
3. 4:29, 6:5, 13:3
4. Ideals of ';od in Israel p. 242

thera. ITo re^^ilar selections, only principles that bhe author is anxious t
1
see fulfilled are chosen. It se ;-c t a^ he had no full ucTotint o-' the
ceremonial and civil lav/s that v/ere in force in those days.
This brin^js us to ask the ciuestions: 3Iow far did the Pre-
Deuteronoraic laws extend? And how far could the Dcuteronomist base his re
ulations on the ?re-Jeuteronomic codes of law? To answer these questiosos,
v/e raust refer to a comparison of the lav/s of the J and S doc;umen:s that
were in existence "before the leuteronomic refon.i. Ti-is, I have treated in
2
a separate chapter. The following is an outline of the Is. v/3 of the hook.
They are divided into fo'vr main divisions, lleve it is worth notin.i: those
iaws that :.re peculiar to Deuteronomy, an.i. those that differ more or le.13
from J3 and from P documants.
1, i^elijious Lavs
3
A. Laws of Giiijle 3anctuary-3h. 1<?:1-J^3
They include the many kinds of offerings in the central
sanctuary,
4
3. Laws a:;ain3t the /orship oi' the :her lods. Ch. 12:29-31
G. Sanctity to Laity - 14:1-21
5
D. Laws anelioratincj tlie Poor. CI. . 14: ir.-14-18
3, /Urstlintjs and Festivals - ch. 15:19-23 - 15:1-17
1, Driver
2, see p. 31f
3, These laws differ from the JE and P document
4, Th^ise are peculiar to Deut,
5, These differ from Jli and P
. I.
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II. '?he Office learer of the TlieoGracy.
These laws relate to the leaders of the nation who are to live
a religious life.
A. Lav;s for appoint in^j Judges and iinporvinj of jud£?Kient, 16:18-20
B. To preserve the Honor of 'T. /H's worship 16:2-17-7
1
C. The Supreme dentral Tribunal 17:8-13
2 3
D. Ahout the King 17:14-20
»^
2. Bights and Revenues of the priestly tri:es 17:1-8
5 and 6
F. The Position of the Prophet 18:9-222
III Ori -inal Laws
7
A. CJities of P^efuge 19:1-13
8
3. Against Removal of Buundary stones 19:14
G. Lav/s of witness 19:15-21
J, jsli-Oontrol and forbearance of conduct of v/ar 20, 21:10-14, 24:5
IV Oivil and Domestic Laws,
3h. 7. th: ?::iQ?ir:Tio aid :^.:li:>iou3 '2?Aciin:':^2
Deuteronouy/" "bears a clear prophetic character. The word YH'.'H is
constantly used instead of the work 31ohira as in J3 documents. The P
Document oears a strictl;' priestly character. In Dep.teroiiomy ue notice higher
1, Peculiar to D.
2, The duties of the Monarchy
3, Peculiar to D.
4, Peculiar to D.
5, vv.lO, 11 against magic
6, Peculiar to D.
7, D differ from JE
8, Peculiar to D.
9, Peculiar to D»
J
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relif^'ions enactiaonts than in JZ, v/hei^e the lav/s \/ere prepared for ,he
conditions of a siraply-livin^^ trioe. fho state of society of Deiiteronoray
is more hi.jhl;/ developed, lience the hishl;/- or^jania-'d reli-_'iou3 l^iv/s of
the look, Jeuteronomy id far laore than a code of lau's. It is the expression
of profo-ond laws, of an ethical and.religious spirit. ?he lav/s are nerely
means to help Israel to realise its ideals. Just to o oey the la'v is not
enough, the ' must be observod \viti\ a i.iotive. ?!otivation placed a proninent
part in reasoning for ;:he author, s v/e h^ ve seen before, -ind it hc-.d to
play an iriporta it part also in the life of the Worjiippjor . "}he moral pur-
pose is strongly enphf.sized in the book, The firat dutv is the fear of YH^'K,
Deuteronomy'-, the hook of laws, is oased upon principloL of ethics and morality,
upon laws thf-t ca e from the utterances o- the pro 'l ots. 'Jhe lavri • -e the
expression of jre t moral and spiritual ideals,
a] Unity of lod
The central idea of ';he hook of Deuteronom;,/- is espressed in the
JeHcalogue. In it, are shov/n the greatness of YK'.li, His choice of Israel,
and the divien and hujaan relationship hetv/e n ^od and man, and it also ^ives
the 'golden lule for dealin^js betv/eon rnan and riian, luraol }iad ohe
opportunity to jg Ql^O'^ed: therefore she must cleave to her duty, to show
by her prestige that she is worthy of that opportunity, Israel mn. t decile
once and for all to choose the way of life v/hich is the way of YH'.ra.
i?hi3 is the fnnda'.;ental desire or YHV»Ti, expi^essed by the 8th
century prophets. The uiiity of YH .H is expressed in "Slieroah," the important
1
sentence in legal Jndais . Idolatry is strongly forbidden on pain of
i
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death; even the prophet c= n not recomrQend it, Yll ,H stands alone, and hofore
1
his altar no A3herah and no "acoeba should 'oe planted or imilt.
b) Love for lod and ]'.s.n
3ie other iraport'-tnt -rinciple is v/orshi i t?irou:"- l 3 YII MI's lovo
for Israel is :reat alnd dominant; it "brings forjiveness uivl upli-'t, 'J.is
love can "be appreciated only bv lovinr TIfTH with three spiritual '^mlities,
"with all thy heart, /ith all ' ^-1 and v/ith all thy rdsht," If this
principle v/ill be accepted, it v/ill do av/ay with idol-v/orship, . by
'^joinj in the ways of YII..1I," they -/ill eventiially cone to li. v; • _ „_
love, kindness and righteousness to ?rOd, to nan, and even to animals.
c) Individualism
The other principle is ii^divi dualism, S'-'eryone is responsible
for his ov/n doi;i£:s, and is ns-3t(?r to control his conduct. The introdr.ction
of the idea of determining the individual's lestiny by hi\/ own doinjs, and
not by the herita ;e of Ms fathers, is not only socially aimed, but also
relijiously. I..r i; now practice in life is to be{jin, the past with its sins
has to be forgotten. The author v;iiS concerned with the future and tjie unt-
come of the new practices. Sins, therefore, do not paiss to the fcurth
3
generations. ITov/, personal responsibility ezdsts, CJhildreri „-.rd not
1. 1G:22
2. 24:16
3. 3x. 34:7, Numb. 14:8 Jer. 3S:18
>
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1
p-mislied for tl.'3 ini'j^uii,;/ of their r.il.-ij. rha effort .
moulds his churacter
,
d ) SoGi"~l Jujtice
Another principle is socail ju3tice,.The poor, the v;idov/, the
orphan, the stran^jer, und the need - are to ''oe protected. The imv/illfiil
miirderer, whose heurt is jood, wlio did not intend ti hill his friend, i.t^^,'-
-"lef^-- V • altar to hold on th'^ ^^or-'i-, -.'' o'"" t^-'O "'S'-eher of ^lood" for
revenue ..lay not approach, or he nay flee the citioi; of refuse. ?:?asurers
and weights are to be n-^de eq,ual to all persona, "i'he aninr Is, also, evon. if
not •'•otirs have to he protected. The slavp, who flees from iiis master,
and desires freedom should "not ti-ansferred to his rn^-ster," lleaninjs
should 00 left from the corn, from the cloves, and fron all kinds of fruits
for the needy ones. ?or {;oo<l judjiaent oet'./een mfm and n£.n, zh^ selection of
judges is caref1x11,7 descrihed. Social enactments must oe humane and based
on the great social principle: "And thou sh'^lt love th;,^ friend as thyself,"
e) 7he rational principle
J:^o ath century pro;)hets \/ho steadily preached for the 2)urity
of the nation are echoed also in Jer.teronon\v,
This principle is clearly hroivrht forth in forbidding
intermarriage. The purity of the race must be kept unpolluted. The
beautiful captive maid may "oe married only after she hf s been separated
1. 7:ll-r.4; 16
1
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frora her heathen cns-toms,
1
f) Jho rGjGction of the influences of tlic J-i.iiaanit; j j in ^eiiterunoioy,
O I I I 1
"It is a fact," sava 3tephan, "'that the Ganaanites had "been
snhj\3^ated, but never destroyed.'' In Joshua, tho ^ibeonitec v/ere not
destro/ed, fter they v/ere found lyin^; to Joshua, "out oecane "water
drav/^rs and v/ood choppers,'' In II Sara. 14:1-15, v/e find that their ri{;hts
were respected, and the kinj; was dependant upon their service. Also U'oed
ITelec.i, the Sthiopion, the officer of the Kinj of Jehoaikira was of ^reat
service to the co^jrt. lie also saved Jeremiah from his pit, Their influences
"became strong not onlj in reli-;ious /orship on t'ne hi jh places, but
also in civil an'i dail" life, "'ut the "Oeuteronorais t , who saw the
great danger of approachin+j catastrophe in order to neutralize . to
demolish the Oanaa>utish influence perraitted even the killing: of
Oanaanites, if it served the purpose at which he aimed, Ke ur^ed the
separation of fauilies .here G- naanites "aecarae mem"ber3, and did not v/ish to
le- vo their heatlien worship. This meant, as in the days of Ezra, that
faiailies had to be spearated, and the pro-jrers ox" society hindered. Tlie
reformers used the method of changiix^ the syrn'ools in their practice v.'hen
it seemed practical to them, as I shall explain later. The ''fence of defence"
extended in all directions wi '.h the purpose to exclude from its center
any Oanaanitish -worship. No trees w -re allowed to "oe planted before the
house of "^r.TI! , tre s that may l:,ter become posts, and were potentially
1, This chapter is to lay basis for study how far the influences of the
Canaanites were rooted in Israel at the time o^" the forming of " De.Tliteronon\j''
and how the author saw their danjer.
2, Jeremiah, tne Prophet of Hope p. 13
3, ri-iz
>
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Aaheroth. Ifo Asherah could found in any relationship v/ith 'fH'.H.
The Q'jy]^^^ , the pil;riRTa ;G of the Heb.-ews to the chosen center
of V.l.TA, and the offeriara of firstlinfjs of tlie corn and fruit, v;ir.Q and
oil during the special di.ys of the Passover, :3iiabuoth and Gvil'koth, were intended
to draw the attention of tlie Ileljrev/s to ri centr 1 idea, '^hey have to
o'oserve, tj watcli, and to collect the jest and ti.e '"fattest" for the d- 7s
the,.'- v/ill depart to serve YII 11 in his place th-.t \/a3 chocen "by Hira, '."'he
jod of nature of the Ganaanites had to disappear, and a Tod of choice to
appear who also could oe worshipped by "brin^in;; to hin the fruits of the land,
g) CJlianjirig of 3:/inbals
I'he primary thought of the book is a thorough understandi nfj of YIT'.'H.
This purpose had to be "brou^jht to r-alization. The refor .ers who knev/ the v/ays
of the people, and their motional understanding^ for another kind of v/orship had
first to charif^e the prac;;icG of v/orship. In order to accomplish this, syiabols
of foreijjn usa je v/ere converted into a different kind of a usage; they received
another kind of a relir^^ious thought. Until nou, the door post has oeen used for
the placd of iiia_;es and idols; the Jevteronoiaist used the place of the door
post as a cornerstone of freedom where the slave wh.o refused freedom after
he had served for seven years with hij master, received is exercises
of warnings for freedoii. The tendency was to change customs and with them
symbols. Later, the T!ezzuzah was also developed on this basis. The
Tephilira, to carry pasaa .es from the scripture on p;.rch:.ient on the forehead
and arm was introduced to do away with the customs of having a holy foreign
symbol tattooed betv/een the eyi^s. The req.uirement of blessing the Mov/ noon
was also introduced in order to do away with the foreign iiractice of
serving th . stars, moon and sun.
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To aiajma'-rize the projlietic teachings and the f orraule tin/; of the
laws, we cjnolude that Oe-ateronoiay contains n.jt onl.v national religion and
socisl prlncipl'is, but '--Iso individual and even universal reli-^rious teachings.
The latter kind oi' principles ca:ae to their iii.^hest development
v/it>i the later prophets of the 6th century, but we can also find traces of
thew in Deuteronony. They are the outgrowth of the social reiulrenentc of
the previous pro phets. Deuteronomy appeals to all the 3trin.::53 of the he' rt
for ;^enorou3 emotions. The lav/s of Deuteronomy have led many sons of Israel
and also sons of other nations to develop tly'^same works-lile principles of
moral teachings in Religion and ^ocioty. "TE^^S JUBTSROKOIIY IS A TROPIiDTIS
LA .7 BOOK."
Jh. 8 T?II] ^•'LTirJiT::: H33UL?3 '^F 33TTTSR0!^0I.rr
Jeuteronoiay u;irks a radical clian -e in Israel . According to
.Tellhausen, Jeuteronomy is the creation of rell{jion as a theolofjy,
Deuteronom;r marks bhe be^jinnin^ of a canon, a Bjok-leli jion. Religion
as^juties the mature of a contract and a covenant. The ]^eople know exactly
what is expected if they follow the law. They knew ho\/ to act, for ''it is
written," a religious law is formulated, "Opus Operatwa," The sacred poetry
of religion is destroyed, and mechanical dond\ict is introduced into life.
The daily life, the hone, and ::he temple is prosaic and there is no further
search of the heart. The later Judaism is horn, Judaism as a church is on the
horizon. Other infltiences are streaming into the life of the prieists,
1, Driver p, 55
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eapeclally with the later forming of the P dociiraent, pharisaiaci, the Talraud
and thT Ra'b':)ini3in \/itii their jreat li ter'iture.
The i:;reat idea of centr'.li zation had to ,^row out of the prophetic
mono the is.Ti, frou the px-oohetic teachin^js. This v/as a necessary otep and
is characteristic of the ideal of unity of the people. A deeper insight
into the hook may convince us that Law and prophecy always prevailed in Israel,
since the days o.' I'oses, in the re^l tion of the divine lav/, an . t. o dif . erences
bet.ve n holy and profane. This was a natio al st£;.;e and also a natuarl
stage of dcvelopnent, as v/e may ohaerve in any religion. legulatio is -ire inade
for a certain tii^e that coues after fundamentals have "been discussed and
decided upon.
ch. 9 i:iflu::jtci:3 of p'juTiiRoiTCi.TY oh 3U33:] 'j^iit? .aims
7ith .Tereruiah v/e hegin to trace the influence of le.^teronoiny on
t;ie writers who lived durinr and after the forming of tlie Book of 'Oeuteronomy,
IIo trac«»S ''-^e to oe foujid in A-'nos, Hosea, or in Isaiah. This may serve also
as an argiunent th>it the Book appeared first in the days of Jeremiah,
and not earlier. As the tea^-hings of the hook penetr: ted into the national
life, ../ith its influence, additions to the original hook .;nre add'd, nore
and more as we find the influence growing and taking a uettcr hold on the
leligio:i of Israel, This is most marked with 3zekiel, )eutero-l3aiah and
others, "^he compilers of Kings who may h- ve lived at the same time as the
Deuteronoraists , show not only its influence on their ideas, hut nany passages
were transferred verhatim from Deuteronon'^r,
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The langjuage of Oeuteronom ' influenced l-'^tor all v/ritcrs whoso v,rorks
have oeen lofu to us. A clear leuterononic frane is found in Juc^fjes,
Samuel and other Old Testanent stories, "'h^. st;/le and expression v/ith the
remarraole "3eTiterono".uc colorin.ic, the charaot. ristic phraseology are found
in raost of tl:e literature of tjie later '^Id :'estar.ient literature.
The reli jious i^ieas and the theol0;2i7 O- Dsxiteronony are eshihited
1
in the post-exilic pro hets. ""he prayers in ITehemiah, and the phraseology
of Daniel were lar;^y moulded on Deiiteronom^'-.
"'Bhe hook continued to oe an inspiration to historican and lav/
2
*
3
'jiz -rs." The rhetorical fullness and hre?.dth of diction," says Dillr.ian,
"i..-.plies a lonrj development of the art of puJlic oratory."
After the appearance of the oook of leuteronomy , and after it was
accepted hy the people and the king, Israel came to oe called the ''People
4
of the look," '^he exile, sealin*; i Ls prophetic movement and establishing
its religion accepted thi^hook as the ""osaic Legislation that would d«tff?*nin§
its goal.
Oh. 10 13 -^-.m JISCEIIITI3LS AI^TY •USL.ITIOF Or '51:^ R-IFCT: PIT 'JH'-l " ^J^'' r'^ JTilTX-JI?
Deuteronomy has laid its hand on every spiritually minded Israelite,
Jeremiah on ev-'^r - page, hears hi storical testi . ;n;^ to its influenr^es . In his
missions, ''in the cites of Judah and in the streets of J-^rusalem, 'he v/ishes
5
to secure ohedience to a "covenf.nt," which is evidently that of Jeutoronoiny.
1. Neh. 1, 9, Jan 9
2. Pace, Ideals of :^od in Israel, p. 242
3. Deuterojiomy and Joshua, p, 511
4. UohJiraraed used this expression first , -Driver
5. Cheyne, Jeremiah p. 56

".Yliile the II docrment shows affinities v/ith Szehiel, Deuteronomy
presents afflnitiea with Jeremiah, //laole clauses of Deuteronomy are inter-
woven with phrases pecixli:- r to Jeremiah. The thoUiiit and the oratorical
1
form are frefluent It similar. It is interestin;;; to know tViat 3 olenso
thought tloat Jeremiah was the author of Deuteronomy jecause of ijreat similarity
in style.
In our present ^tudy oi the relationship of Jeremiah to Deviteronom^;,'-,
we shall h vo to conp'',re passarjes and thou:;;ht3 of the tvM "books in order to
detemino hj / far tho relationship re^Ghel. 3ut 'oefore proceedinf^ to that
o
step, v/e shall attempt to ^ive the hackijround of t]in life of the prophet
Jer -miah and tho "iook of Jeremiah,
1. .yri/er, Iji oToducition to Jeu'::erono;.r'' ( Jotoi.ientary) 94
2, Similar to Section I, of Deuteronomy
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311. 1 jojk oI' jj^ciiiah
A. Date, Authorship and Oevelopraent
uo o"uher ouolc oi" "the Proohetc" jives iis a oettier imderstandinj of
1
the connection "betv; ;en History &hd Prophecy t-.an the look of Jereni&h.
In this ho jk v/e can ooserve the flame B.t its "oejinninj, and we continue to v/atch
the flame until it is 'the burnin;:^ hush that is never consuiaed."
For the significance of the Btud;.'- of the 'Tistory of llelijion in
general, and for Prophecy in particular, the book reveals to ns the
true per30:^ality of the Jiant religionist, Jeremiah. 1'he ordinary sights
of the v/akefiil almond tree, the ooilinj pot, the pot:er and the fijs, the yoke
and the ploujhman, the brealciric: up of the fallov/ If^nd introduces into the oook
a figurative vividness to illiiminate t:io hook and to ip^'Oluce "stre.g'tki made
2
perfect in eakiaess" "before YII.TII. In this oook more than in any ocher, the
"sbrong hand of Til' .11 is father stretched" to convince the prophet oi the
inevitable guid.'^nce of jod, and to persuade hi., of Tod's innermost relatioft-
ship to the individual in his personal reli 'ion. In this book, more than in
any other of "i\e Pro .hets," we observe through what fierceness of mood the
prophet had to p-.ss in order to ap u-oach a oet er insight into YH'.VH*
About the composition of the 3oo":, the authorship end the development.
1. Thorn, the prophets of Israel and their message p. 105
2. Thron, the Propliets of Israel and their messaje p. 107
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"there is no other oook in the Ol^l ?e3tanent to e^ive us a clearer aciount. That
1
roll of t;:e oook t:.at /as burned by Jehoiakin in his an.::er was rewritten,
and "Added oesi les -onto them n&.ny like v/oi'ds. ' 2.-e first "book, the orijin,
2
the nucleus, contained prooliecies to the people to repent, and was jead
to thou oefore tlie first reaiint to Jehoiakim. The narratives of the
present book did not c^uo in the first one. All the prophecies that Jereitilah
:-enein'oered since 6.?6 1. J., the ti.ie of his call, until 604 3. '7. the time it
was "ourned, a period of 22 /ears v/e ma;-- find in the first 25 chapters where
they are uttered in the firs',, person raostly to 3e used for reading to the
people "in a Fast Day," in rewritin^; the hook even the account •..'bout the "northern
3
nation" chat was to come in the days of Jodiah to overv/helm Israel, which
4
certainly referred to the Scythians, v; s read to the people and then
rewritten, because in principle these prophecies couid be used on any occasion
to shoe/ how .he s:ron.jGr nations are waiting to v/eaken Israel in order to
devour it; and also to show that the inevitanle pujiishxient r.mst cone.
Some hsve thouijht that chapter 25 alone is the bojk that Jeremiah
wrote in 604 and 503 as described in 36:2, oecause in ^hat chapter sre expressed
"all the words t"u t I have spoken to th^e concerning all the nations, from
5
the days of Josiah unto this day." The thought that this alone was the
substance of Jereniah's teaching frora626 to G04 hardly satisfies. Jeremiah
6
spoke also against the atnion, ':tade wished to explain tha^ in 1:5
1. Clifcpter 36
2. 36;
7
3. 1:14-19
4. not t;ho labylonians at that time
5. 36:2
6. 1:5 and 36:2
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1
"to the natirm" meant to Ju-iah. He also favored excludinj the phrase in
36:2. !,:an^/- other writers v/islied to eli inf.te propiiecies to forei.'j;n n-^t'ons
as ITon-Jereiaian. "Jiit t' g clearest and most acceptable opinion is trat he
did speak to the n:-.f;)n3, s.i t^ier-^fore sor.o p^rts of the forei:;n pro::'hecie3
are due to Jeremiah,
The nucleus of the present 'book v/ill finish in chapter lib, verse
o
13, after these v/ords i^.T? 9 9- v^rith the pro jhec,7 th':-t 3a"b,7lon
is to cone. This pro )hec.7 aJ^out the corainr2: of the Bab ylonians is also used a
3
a varnin^ and rebuke to Jehoiakim c.ftor he has burned the nucleus book,
4
It sho-.vs figuratively that ii that prophecy a\jout exile to Babylon had to
be the end of the book, that same pro .hecy v/ould tell ;:.bou . the end oi the
5
Ptei^n of Jehuiakiiu,
The end shall certainly cone, "the Vdn^ of Babylon shall certainly .
cone to destro,'- the. land,"
The second edition of the book was the rev/ritinj of the nucleus-
book by Baruch as dictated by the prop:-et, and also the part thnt laruch
6
added independently. This book probably ended in chapter 45.
Hov/ exactly the probhet could have remembered all the prophecies
that he spoke durin.; the past 24 years, and hov7 accurately they u^ere
1. to "iTiy nation"
2. Skinner, Prophecy and Religion p. 240
3. chapt. 36:29
4. 25:13
5. 36:29
6. This is the general theory of Ryssel ?i Juhm,
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rev/rotte. v/e caruiot tell. /e read in 36:*'^'^; that "many like those v/ords
were added." './hat .as added remains undeterrained. proljahl the narratives
were added 07 I'.ruch the lio-'^ra^jher , who felt it as his du±7 to corabine
the history of the prophet with liis laeraorable spoken v/ords. iruenen thinlcs
that this "Book of laruch" oii^ht to be placed first in the seojond period
of the 3a"byl6nian exile.
The third edition of the "book was made later, and after V:'.ruch
and Jererriiah, for v/e oan hardly think that Baruch v/ould ^ive us such an
imcomprehensive arran^jement of the book as it appe^^.rs today. In the narratives
written Dy 3aruch, v/e recOfjnize his a"bili !.y for bet :er arrangement of his
material. :.'.ter handd have worked on the book and have v/orked with the hook
as th-= pother with his clay to create all forms thay wanted to mould.
Chapters froi.i the exile peri 1 were adled from Deutero-Isaiah and still
from later tihies with an r-ddi tiontil chu.pter from II j[in;s a'oout the ?all
of Jeru&altvnto produce the pj-esent Book of Jere lah.
The prooaole time of the form'.tion of the look of today is
alDout the second century 3, 'J. The narrati/es show that they are too
advance, for the 586 3. C. Aje. They must he a post-exilic creation,
1
some of thorn so late as 200 3, C.
Kueuen and others think that the first edition of the hook v/as
550 3. 0. am not later, on the gro^md tha o certain lit :le important details
o- the later period are not i.iontioned which they feel were necessary.
Details of the early period v/ere lost in l&.ter ti.r.es. IJo douht that
1. 1. ... 3mi th, Jeremiah p. 'IE
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Jeremiah Must have Ivul expressed his attitude in a cl'?ar and direct way
regardin^j his re I'- 1 ionship to the Deuteronomio reform, ;'ho3e wtSeranoes v/ere
proaably lost amon^ others. A^iotlier importaiit fact v/hich may set up the
idea ^^Ij^ilefinite date for the first edition of the "book is that
pu.jils w .0 \/ere 79r-/ intimate firenCj o- the prophet v/ere thefirst to 'oring
the first edition to li/nt. '?o these friends or pupils who have witnessed
the lerir liJe the strvi^jlinj man in all ' is circiuiiiitances , certain details
were too natural, too obvious, too easy to understnad, ana not v/orthy of
beinfi mentioned. This may explain u'hy so man..' important details v/ere left
out, as I said ahove prooaoly details concerning his relation to the reform.
Uot only the earl v/riters, even 1' ter revisers and translators left out
certain passa;je3 oecause xhej felt them out of place, or out o." order or even
too ohvious. The Septuajint leaves out many passayes, for example chapter
•33: 14-'^.6
.
3ven today, 2500 years after Jeremiah, certain writers applaud
this omission, 3ut at the same time we cannot ell how many important
passages were left out ./hfch v/o^ild have been appreciated today, /e my
think that '.aruch, wlio v/orte and rev/rote the book by the order of Jeremiah,
added later certain passa :e- at the end of the originp.l book which is chapter 46,
Baruch thought it was a legjitimate necessity to t]ie book and to Jeremiah,
3, ul'he liake-up of the Book
1, Cray's chronolofrical division;
1
1, Jeremiah.' 3 ph.23b.^.;S in the days of Josiah:
2
1:4-19, 3:6-18, ana probably the remainder of 2-6, 7:1-9:26,
1. 626-603
2, most of.
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1
10:17-25, 11:1, 12: G, 12:10-19 /ocsilDlv p.-rts of 14-16, 18-20 li;o
"belon-j to this period,
S 3
2. Jehoiakira'3 period: Posaibly 14-17, lG-20, of these are not
4
earlier 12:7-17.
5 6
3. ?.eii;n of Jehoiakim: 2?.: 20-37 and parts uf 13
7 8 9
4. Reijn jf ;:'5de:ciah: 24, 23:9-40 1:1-10, 13
;?o this perioil or to a period after the fall of Jerusalem maj
"belong also iragnents of 31:31-34 preser>red in ITon Jerenian matter in 30.
5. The narrative... of 26-45, divided not as their are v/rltuen, "but
chronolfflsically to that tine which they de3cri"be,
Jehoiakira 608 chatper 26
»• 604-603 chapter 45,34
" 600 chapter 35
Zedeklah 507 chapter 27, 29
593 chapter 28, 51:59-64
10
" 588-586 chapter 34:1-7
11
chapter 32,33
chapter 37:11-38; 28a, 39:15-18
12
aedckaih 588-586 chapter 32,33
1. Judv-^ents of Josiah, Jehoahaz and Jehoiakin nlv/ {grouped v/ith Jvid{jeraent5
on tv/o later kin^^s in 21:11-23:9
2. 604-597
3. 2:xcepts 19-27
4. see under 1
5. 597
6. at least 18, 19
7. 597-535
8. proba'bly
9. 588 3.3.
10. the first part of tlie sie^je of Jorusaleni
IX, when the seige v/as raised
12, second part of the sei^e
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After the fall of Jorusalera Chapter 38:P.8l), 39:3-14, 40-44
Jefinite Ilon-Jsreraian sections, accordliij "rray :.:-g:
1
1, 50: 1-51; 58, tlio situation is aljoit after the exile,
2, 48, this should t»e dated 470 1. 0.
2
Doubtful :Ion-Jerein!.an sections are:
1. 46-51 and 25:15-36, the prophecies of the ns^tion ri,i:ht after
the propheci'-s of Judah. l-.':i5:13. Hierefore it is su^f^ested that the
main section of 26-45 should oe left us narrative extracts froni Kin^s,
2, Prophecies o2 Foreign nf.itions: in the Ileore^? tezt '..re:
!• -'-:syp"iJ 5. 3don
2. Philistine 6* Damascus
3. :'oa'b. 7. "edar
4. Amon 8, 31am
9. Bahylon
In the Ireek they appear as: 8, 1, 9, 5, 4, 7, 6, 3,
2. ";^'-,rac 'Gor of Jeremiah^ s -;Ti tia=^
Qv/inj; to the fact that Jeremiah most o. the tir.ie speaks of
the sins of the people, particulurl;/ of idolatry, sorae writers think that there
1. a'oout 540 3, 0.
2, According differences of arrangiuents in Tleorew and xree' Text,
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is felt souieti es a laoiiotony oi' speech in his oreaohinj, T^iere my je a raon-
1
otony of content also in hia utterance, 3ut v/hen he speaka about repentance
where there ia an outbreak of a .-glorious speech, then Jereni h ch- n^es to
a "brif^hter outlook for the future, '?he jo3t of his sayin/-3 are in oho .voris
of his personal expressions, ?liere he is at the hei^jht not only of his
utterances, but of :>rop' ecy in Mineral, In vhe d.e])th of "as soul lies
the contents of his brilliant expressions.
Jeremiah's n^-tural expre^ir^iuns about nature indie- te not only
his love for the creation of "rod, out also -is familiarity v/ith outdoor
life. He speaks of the desert, of the bi^-ds, of the cattle oT the plain,
the waves of the sea, and the wind, '!e always illuriinated all his speeches -
by referrin-? to the creatures of Nature. Hi3 heart is lyrical, "e cornts
the shee > v/ith ohe shepherd and watches the sr.ieltor work v/ith his bellov/s.
To raake it more s-rrnbolic, :.e outs on the yoke, breaks the pitcher, or puts
on cords.
Even if the bojk comes tu us in prose, v/e hear by rea .inj it the
sound of poetry, as v/ell as v/e do in Lamentation and in Paalns. It is hard
to trace the exactneos of verse because of:
1. the uncertainess of the text.
2. the prose of the prophet has rhytlj.i appx'oximatin ; to
metre,
?Y/o main re.].\ureraents prevail in HelDrew poetry:
(1) The feature of rarallelism, the use o. couplets or
triplets of Hebrew verse. It may be synonymous jr supplenontary.
1. :'-4:4
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(2) Itresaed and unstressed syllaoles in the soimd oT the verse.
In J'.; e^'.iah, we v^-j fi.,* one req.uireriint fulfilled and another
absent, bub certainly there is an auundance of verses v/here both
req.uireiaent3 are nUiintained.
?hen, as in all Oriental, ^epecially -irauio jrose, oho sayings
of Harun el Hashid or the Arabian Nights, there is prose ahere rhytlun is
soimdin-;, Jereniah passes from verse to prose.
The rnany arran^jenents and rearran^jements of the book show how
the editions v/ere con;3tantly changed from verse to prose -.nd prose to verse.
professor luhrn in his "I'urzer Hand OoLOinentar and "Das '3uch .'erenlah"'
1
hus jroved the T,uinah of each stanza, which consists of four lines
alternately of two or tliree accents. Tie has removed the irregularities and
has sifted the J^.^O from the flour.
Oornill admits the ^uinah phrasing in Jeremiah but adds also
4 and 5
the Oktastich.
Jereniah as a speaker must have used a rjreat deal of prose.
The sug-^estion is not that all tha prose is Jereraainic, but that a great
portion of the prose belon^js to the prophet.
1, TIebrew Jlegy
2. d, A. Smith, Jeremiah p. 38
5. Fine ?lour
4. "'light lines -. piece
5, "t, A. Smith, Jeremiah p. 38

3. '312 VARI0U3 OIlACLl^'J OF BOOK OF
IIT 'HRZ IlEVISIiD VERSION 711^1 TIIE IITJIOERS
OF PjKIOJS UND3R ./IIICII '^l ilY /ILL
3E FOUl-D
The Periods are: {p.ccord.in£: to Stephen),
I - First period (626-608 3. CJ.l^frora the 13th .'^ear of
Josiah to :.is Death,
II - Second period (608-604 ^. 1,), /ehoachaz and th= first
4 .'/-ears of Jehoiakim.
III - Third period (604-597 3. C), the Is.st seven ^ears
of Jehoiakin,
IV - Fourth period (597-587 3.C.], the Reijn of Zedekiah
until the sie^je.
V - '^ifth period (587-586 "'.G.)» "the sief^e and the ^all of
Jerusalem,
Vr- Sixth period (586-and after), the Flight to Ssypt.
Chapter r
I-10 Jeremiah's call I
II-19 Visions, almond rod and seething cauldron I
Chapter II
1-3, 4-28 Israel in the Wilderness, "broken cisterns I
29-37 Israel in the /ildernes;' , the forgetful "bride I
Chapter III
1-5 The divorced v/ife I
6-25 jiacksliding Israel and treacherous Judah I
Chapter IV
1, 2 "If thou wilt retiirn..." I
3-18 :he fallowground, the lion from the thicket I
19-22 "I.Tv bov/els, by "IjoWelsI " I
23-31 Chaos I
Chapter V
1-9 "'he streets of Jerusalem , I
10-19 The invasion of "an ancient nation from afar,'' I
20-29 Jeremiah by the sea I
30, 31 " A wonderful and horrible tking..." I
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3hapter VI
1-8 The invasion of shepherds I
9-15 The ^rape f^atherers, "peace, Peacell I
16-Sl 7he old pfc-th I
22-30 TJefuse silver I
Chapter VII
1-15 iurai'iary of doctrine. ?he Temple II
16-20 "'he nueen of Heaven II
21-26 Sacrifice II
27-28 "Truth is perished..." II
29-34 :opheth II
Chapter VIII
1-3 The Host of Heaven; che Kin^^s "bones used for ^rmg II
4-17 ''Perpetual liackslidin^;. " "Peace, Peace." II
J8-22 The suiruaer ended II
Ohapter IX
1-6 The fountain of te rs, J-remiah's inn II
7-9 The deadly arrow II
10- 12 ITournini? for the nu-intains . Iroutjht II
13- 16 Tormwood , II
17-22 T'oiJrnin^ v/omen II
23-26 "rloryin^: all nutions uncircuiucised II
Ohapter X
1-10 the folly of idolatry :3xilic.
11 and 12-16 the folly of idola try "Exilic.
17-25 "This is rn;;- :;rief." Ill
Chapter XI
1-5 Preachinf; .he yoven'-^nt to the people I
6-8 Preaching in the cities I
9-14 The conspiracy a£;ainst the Lord I
15-17 '.""he "bro'C'^n olive tree II
18-23 The conspiracy a;2^ainst Jeremiah I
Chapter XII
1-6 T^unnin^; with footmen I
7-13 The 3 jeckled "oird of prey Ill
14-17 "^Y.o neii^h"bour3 of Israel Ill
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:hapter XIII
1-14 ^he Linen lirdle Ill
15-19 /eepiii^j in secret Ill
20-27 The iD^autiful flock Ill
Chapter XIY
1 and 2-6 :)rou5ht II
7-9 Iroviijht II
10-18 "Pray not for this people" \ II
19-22 "Ilust thou utterly rejected th'^ peoj^le?" II
IhRjter :iV
1-9 Jeath, sword, famine, captivity II
10, 11 '^he inan of strife II
12-14 ^xile n
15-18 Perpetual p^in II
19-21 ""Thou Shalt be as n^y rnouth...*' II
Chapter XVI
1-13 Jereraiah reno-onces raarria;?:e II
14-21 "^ishers ani hu-nters TI
lhapter 'CVII
1-4 The pan of iron II
5-11 7'.e deceitful heart II
l.Vie The -glorious throne II
19-27 T''o oalihi,th L'^ter, perh; ps early return
Chapter XVI II
1-4 u.'d 5-12 the Potter II
13-17 T'^.e snow of Lehanon. , II
18 ^^nd 19-23 Jeremiah curses his enemies II
Chapter XIX
1-13 The h.-oken bottle Ill
14-xx 6 The second riot in the Temple. Pashur Ill
Chapter ^IX
7-13 Jereiilah deceived Ill
14-.ia Jeremiah's birthday sonj Ill
Chapter :SI
1, 2 and 3-10 Zedekiah's first r.iessaje (cor'-'ectod with the
previous oracles b-/' the use of Pashur's name V
11-14 The Ho^iije of the kin^^j of Judah I II
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Ghapter
1-9 To the Klnj ( Jehoiachira) II
10-12 Lai:.ent Tor Jehoahaz II
13-13 Jud^nent of Jeiioiachim Ill
20-30 ^ile of Jehoiachim lY
Chapter :CXIII
1-4 l^aljG kinjs lY
5-8 rhe true ':lrvj, the Iranch Iv
9-14, 15-n9, 30-40 "^alse prophets lY
Chapter :CXIY
1-10 The Figs lY
Chapter :IjCY
1-11 A suramury of previous teaching Ill
l.'--14 CJonclvision of the aane :;xilic
15-31 and 32-38 Judgraent of the nations III(?)
Chapter Ji^YI
1-9 and 10-24 'Jhe first riot in the Temple "Zion shall "be
plo /ed.
. II
Chapter :aVII
1-11 lands and Bars I
Y
12-22 The lost vessels lY
Chapter 7JCVIII
1-17 Humianiah "breaks the yoke lY
Ch' pter :qCIX
1-20 rhe letter to 3a"bylon.... lY
21-23 and 24-33 False prophets in Bahjlon lY
Chapter 7JDi
1-3 The hope of return, Baruch's introduction lY
4-11 Ji^co'b's trouole, out he shall oe saved lY
12-22 The uncura ole cured lY
23, 2-t Judgment lY
3
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Ghapter "/.GCI
1-9 Jlverlast love
15-20 :^achel*3 children restored
21, 'i2 Yayniarks
r,;5-30 Iviildinj and planting
31-40 ?h(3 new covenant IV
Chapter ILiGCII
1-5 Introdixction, aided letter
6-15 The purchase of the field
16-25 Jeremiah's prayer The Field V
26, 27 and 28-35 The Lord»i3 anasv/e
36-44 rtestoration after judgment
Qhapter lOXIII
1-13 Health and ciire, peace and truth ^
14-26 The Branch :5xilic
Chapter .Z'Jill
1-7 Jeremiah sent to Zedelciah 7
8-22 The reGlai,,ed slaves V
Chapter :C\XY
1-11 and 12-19 The llechabites Ill
Chapter :CCXVI
I-8 and 9-26 The first roll Ill
27-32 The second roll Ill
Chapter ILCLVII
1, 2 and 3-10 The withdrawal of the Chnldeans and
Zedekiah'3 second message V
II-21 Jereiaiah arrested V
Chnpter :c;KVIII
1-13 Jeremiah arrested, a parallel account V
14-28 Last interview with Zedekiah, parallel to
;CvXVII 17-21 V
Chapter :LXXIX
ICGCVIII. 28 o-XXXIX 14 the fall of Jerusalem Y
15-18 To 3hed-i:elech V
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Ghapter XL
1-6 Jeremiuh with (Jedaliah 71
7-12 and 13-16 ledaliah at I.Tozpah 71
CJhapter llLl
1-10 laluaaol murders iedaliah VI
.
11-18 Jjiiamn; the flijht to ::jaruth Chirali'.,n 71
Ohaptar XLII
1-6 und 7-22 7li^-ht to 'Zsyot proposed. Jeremiah's advise 71
Chapter XLIII
1-13 ?li^ht to liijypt. Jeremiah at ^Taphanhea 71
Chapter XLIV
1-14, 15-23, 24-30 The worship of the iueen of Heaven
revived 71
Chapter XLY
1-5 3aruch Ill
Chapters XLVI to LI
The N-itions 71
Chapter LII
Historical conclusion. The fall of Jerxxsalera 71
«
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Sh. 11 JDR^IIAE, PROPHIGT
A. 'Jhe Life of Jeremiah
1. Introductory
No other prophet in the Old Testaraent is so clearl;'- understood, or
has loft uj 30 rauch information ahout his life s.3 the Prophet Jeremiah. He
is the prophet of the closincr generation uf Judah^s political e::i3tence.
His prophecies and his private fortunes of life are closel;^ related to the
issues of his days. ?he history of his life is cfe-.rly described hy his
pupil laruch. His external life is v/ell dett. iled by this eye witness, who
constantly followed J-remiah all the time after the prophet came to Jerusalem.
The character is well determined "by his pro/necios, in which the inner stru^jles
of his noble heart and ^rea b mind ai-e revealed to us, [The quietness of his
life, the peace tiv.t he v/as seekin:?, for himself and even more for his
fellowinen had to oe disregarded because of his clear vision and his duty
to v/arn his people of the ctorms thai he sav/ on the horizon. A>inonncemonts
of the coming of terrors distHRoed his peace-seeking life. Tlis heart v/o.s
burdened with sorrov/ and v/as destroyed before the destruction of the
temple. The inevitable results came because the "i:oh4|nim" of ^rod, then the
leade:" of ti e n?ition wore against a faithful and nooel "Kehunah" of (Jod,
and the false prophets misled the nation, b.
- saying "Shalom, gisalom" when there
was no "Shalom,"
2. The Appearance ol' the Prophet
The prophet Jeremiah grew to manhood, on a high place, in Anathoth,
overlookinc^ on one side tlie e:.tended valley of the Jordan with the clear v/aters
of the lead Sea, v/here above the valley the high iJ.dcipitous mountains of
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Koa"b and lilead are ascending. ?rom .Uiathuth he could jee the place v/here
!.!o3e3 stool to overlook (Jaman "from afar," the place irorn v/i.ich IToses 3&\7
the jate oi' the . rouised L'-^nl, th.. 3ntra:iCG of the ""ouse" where Israel
becans a nation on lbs lan.i. And on the other side "..e could see the
moiuitains of Judah, f=nd on one of the hills, Jerusalem, the capitol of
Judah, to wliich Isaiah called t e nations to corae mid to receive their
.Tioral instructions from ?^ion, ilie oit.r t":at was the "Centripetal" ^loint
Tor the Hebrews at all times, as ./ell as for the other nations.
Jeremiah's youthful eyes rested steadily on those impressive
peaces around his village, thus inscrih in;;? firraiy on the youtiiful, in-
pressi .naljle heart, the keen laind of the prophet, /e find in Jeremiah's
poetry traces oi closer sympathy with the life of nature than in any other
prophet. He discovered the infinite duration and exiatance of YH H in
nature, and compared it to the eternal snow of the Leo^inon .3 the unf'.il-
1
in-j source of Israel's true religion.
On tlie 0") TiJ , hip;h hill, was oorn the , the nan who
elev-^ted the spirit of ^''ah. His name shouli have ri2;htl7 "been c^^-lled
YAIl3}.irAH instead of ^erra'Yah.
This man, probalaly a descendant of A'oiathar, David's priest
who returned to Anathoth at the ti^ae of Solomon, after t}io liadok family
4
monopolized the priestly offices of tlie temple, belon^jed to a priestly
family traced hacV to If tliio is correct, then Jeremiah is a
descendant frora the first priests v/ho accompanied the ark until the time
1. 13:14
2. Ttie uplifter of Tod.
3. The shooter of YH HI
4. I Kinjs P.: 26
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of Shiloli. le may thus trace 'bEck ':1s ancestry to Aaron and T!o3G3. 'T/.is
raeans tha w. J'3re...iah was a lescandant o-' the moat aolile far.ili;: . in-
herited the oest traditions of h'.s nr-tion.
Jeremiah clai.'in; descent oack to illi, nt leasb, raust Inave been
/ell iiubued wi oh reli jiouc ue-^i-JuiAjs frou liiS ori^jln uy.u enviroiuiient. On
the other hand, Jeremiah sho./s his oxm. orirji nalit;' in not accQptin^; the
traditional or professional prejudices, cni ij not identified v/lt the
1
interests of his oreliniinarj schoolinj,**
His lot oy n?:tuL'e was tohecorae priest and to lead r, priestly
life, coitiiTroi.iis n/j v/ith conlitions an'i seekin-j peace, hut his choic of
life nade hia a prophet, a stno^'^ler, for v/horn no equal can he found. One
e::t:'e:ae usually produces another e:ctre;:^.o. ^hc nost 2^3aGef"il soul of the
priestly boood, became the radical 3':ru;-ler a^jainst the priests and their
xmsoiand ritoals, and brought rpophecy to its cliraax. The priest in
Jeremiah was overpo'/erod by the prophet in him,
?hen Jeremiah decided upon his vocation i.s a prophet, "re -?.ve
his heart and soul to it. Tie did not marry, ?ovah t.-inks thi, l.e aid
not marry "because accordin^j to the Old 'Testament he thought that cel-
ibacy is a hicjher state than narria^je. It -./as ^-11 11 himself v/hc \7as sending
4
the enevfi-; from the north ajainst JudaL. Thus to oe^^et cliildren '.vas Merely
to increase the nunib^ir of sufferers in an inevitable disaster v/hich even
5
prayer was powerless to avert." Jeremiah lived on the income from land
tliat /as inh-.;rited by him from is family,
1, 7elch p, 5
E. 16:2
3, .-Istudy of the Old Testament ). 69
1:12-15, 4:6, 16, 6:1, 22, 10::-2
5, 16:1-4, 7:16
>
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Ile v/as 'born in 650 1. in "ilkiah the priost of Anfc.thoth. Of
hia other relatives, v/e knov/ a'jout l.ia uncle Shaluin. His far.il.y v/aa
always full ui hb,tr8d toward hiii, i.n^ j-espi^ed his preachiri.":^; . ^'e could
never prevail upon them to liaten to hira. .7e do not know how much hia
father or an,7 ronoer of jiis farail-/ inspired hi. - th^ir teachin{;s or leader-
ship, lut at Gjie sai.-.e time there is no louht a ~'0' ,t the '.nfluence of the
Prophet ^^0 5ea on Jeremiah. 7e disoovor a very outstanding relation
oetwean the two j:re- t prophets. Jeremiah, v/ho was verr faniliar ' /:o
history of his nation, and fc^rni interest in the toachin >
of the 3th centxiry, chose Ho^oa as the person v/ho stood - o.,;:iool i-n
his raind, and whose teaching's were more dorainating to him than the teac-
injs of the oth.jr prop'-et::. l:th v/ere o." ':he sane tempGr:.r:o:it , , ul
avmpatliy v/ith the people, hey had difficutl person'. 1 strii^'-les.
Certain writers ijo so far as to say tliat Hosea's oitter exporien.ce in his
personal fauily li^-'e raay hf.ve hoen a cauue of Jeremiah' y reraainin^
unmarrisd. Skinner says it ca;mot "oe proved. 'Jhe same st -le of writing,
of expression, :hou^ht and feelin,^:^ prevails bet\;een the tv/o pro .. :o.
Jeremiah was called to prophecy in 6r6 3. G. at the s-^e of 24,
still a "lad."' 'Jhe touch of T-od on his mouth '/as always a sijn of
av/arenooij of ".ILiU's presence to the pro het. prophesied for dO years,
yoars of struj -le for his n^'.tiun, and he witnessed the destruction of the
temple, and the lu^ : ..ays political independence of Juda>: in 580 J.
Silence prevailed through the lon^ period of ^lanasseh's
rei.'jn. I^o v/ord of lod had ')e.--n he rd si cd Isaiah' j der-th. p.-'litic:^l
cj-fiiitlons of Judah had no decided character. As a vassal of ^-syria,
A^Jsyriah 'Tods ca/'.e into tlie lif o the nation, llel^ious compromises
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v;ere -orraulrtted on many a Ilis^lx Place. Llanaa^^eh ""built altars for all the
1
hjcts of heaven in Uie two courts oi" the house of 'ni .H." He even sacrific^-ti
j.m son. This v/i.s the state of reli^'ion when i:ie.)>.aniah ^ru^'^.e-iecL
about the "Day of YIIulI," the day of wrath, and a'bout the foe of the north,
prooahly the Sc.-'-thinnc who v.'ill i nve.de the copntr^ aivi "brin^ disaster and
darkness. Then "3aal with the lost remnant, the idol-priest with the priests
3
all will be cut off."
Jereraiah witnessed dux-inj a period of a'bout fifty years happen-
in ;s like the--e: Ireat plunderin^s of the 3cythina horseraen overflowing
the north'ir:! un.^ .;.-jtorn parts of tlie co-m. y; b..j appe--.rar:ce of Jcii-ox-jnura^''
in 621, a reform that made a new epoch in Israel, the cr-ushin^' of the
gwo ijreat "?r3, I^^ypt an I lah'/lon, and v;ith it the death of Josiah at
Ilegiddo in 608; th^e exile of the king Jehoiakim in 597, and the last jreat
catastro irie of the j.es trviotion of the kingdom. ',7ould it ")e possihle
for Jeremiah or even a smaller prophet, or a ir-n "araon^ his people" to he
able to v/ithstand events of this nature? .Vhooe heart would not be "broken
to witness those clianijes, those disasters? Critical days v/ere thooe,
critical in politics, in religion, economically, nationally and morally.
':?hose v/ere the ''days of "'^n.H" and who v/ill not fear them, and v/ill not
trem'ble when the lion has roared?
3. 2he Career of Jeremiah
In Anothoth, Jeremiah witnessed the v/orship of the laalim "on
every bill and -anlor e 'ery jreen tree'' v/hich prevailed in '.is vicinity
1. II Kin-js 21:5
2. 627 3. C.
3. Zephaniah 1:2 f
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and which v/ere more ap ilied to the simple local rites than to the Icaatral
sanctuary tut Jerusalem. In Anathoth were also written the first discourses
about the Jcythian horseman "frora the north," Herodotus is the first to call
attention to the harharians who were thre^^. tenin^^ Palestine at the early •
of Jeremiah, and he calls them "The Scythians," v/ho terrorized south-zestern
1
Asia for twenty-eight years. At that tiiae, at tliat earl.7- sta^je in r.is
career he prohahly did not know 3aruch. This pupil of Jeremiah was
probahly resident of Jerusalem an 1 raet his teacher after the latter left
Anathoth to live in Jerusalem,
'.Then Jeremiah came to Jerusaleiii, he found immorality and der;eit
prevuiliu';, and the prophets "prophecied in the nar.e of Baal. ' At the
time of Jehoiakim, jie v/as in Jerusalem v/here he preached in the /alio;'- of
len Hinora a-jainst idolatry, 7here he also broke an eartiiern pitcher to
emphasize in his prophecies that complete destruction would come upon Judah.
,(TiGn a man of that temper, prophecied destruction and evil to all v/ron{;-doers,
to Ein^^ as well as to Priest, it is no won.Ler tha t h.is lif>3 was sought
not only by the villagers of Anathoth, but also by the princes and
priests of the capitol. He -.i-'as put into prison severs'.l times, 'Especially
did he arouse the anger of his listeners ./lien he spoke in the temple and
prophecied the complete destruction of the temple as the destruction of Shiloh,
Re preaclied the iiiportaace of morality, and not mere goinr; to the temple
as a place of sanctu^^^ry that would save them. The sanctuary alone cannot
save them if they themselves do not intend to repent.
1, 640-61P.
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?he r^roat event of the do'-th of .Tosiah &t "e>zi'l\o, not only
did not turn the people to a more sincere v/orship of YK "H, but on the con
trary, it turned them to imr.iorality c;.nd O^naanite v/orship.
Jeremiah v/as put into prison by Pashur the priest, Taut was
later released, Phe elaerc still were inclined to listen to the word of
YH'-TI as they did in the days of TTicah, v/ho also prophesied about the
dejtruction of Jerusalem,
7e no~e that during the time of the rei^jn of Josiah, the pro.ihet
produced mos:: of his "best work, the nucleus of the present hook of Jererai
Tnis 13 the period when he watched the laarch of the ocytliians, and
follov/ed not only tlieir re^l&r moves, but also thou^';;ht he had learned
their strategies and political intentions. His youthful ^^olitical view
see:-ied to the people not m^.ture v/hen they s!iv/ that the Scythians aoved on
to 3sypt, and did not touch Judah, but crossed the western seashore into
the land of the Philistines.
Jeremiah did not prophecy from 6 21 \mtil 608, i'his may be due
to his belief that his prophecies about the "cythians did not come tme.
It may -..Iso be due to his disappointment in the outcome of the legalizing
the laws of YII.II. It may also be due to his waiting for the outcomes
of the reform to watch its de/elopment and its results. 3kinner and A
Knudson think that Jeremi^^h was not consvilted at the time of the finding
of th book of the Law due to the people's disbelief in Jeremiah ^siien his
prophecies ifDout the Scythianu lid not come tr^ie. The more corarionly
accepted reason for his silence is no doubt that lie was absorbed in
w'-itchinj the outcome of tho rcforn. .."ds not disconraged by th^ "'Ulure

to the Scythians to invvle the country, because he spoke as a mtter uf
principle that the end v/onld come. It did not niatter ether throii^h
the oC'thians or throu ;h the Bahylonians, about v/hon he propheaiei l-' ter.
Israel had sinned and therefore the inevitable end rrrast come, Tlis pub-
lication of the prophecies of the "II?;.tion of the North" in 604, and then
the republication of the sane in 603, prove that the prophet spoke about a
fund'-.ment!%l principl'^ v/hich was the realization of the inevitable end
which latuuld come through another nation of the ITortW'
The year 608 1. 0. rntrks a strikin.'j period not only in the life
1
of Israel, but also in the life of the pro 'hot. -^fter the battle of
Ijagidoh of 608 1. 0., political optinisgi, esononic prosperity, '-nd
t e Oeuterononic enthusiasm disappear. Religious insincerity bG^jins to
dominate the country. At that period Jeremiah "girds up his loins** to so
out to figjht v/ith the situafon. Tie grasps the political situation,
exerts his ener;y now to th-^ preachinj of the essentials of religion and
becomes the outstanding fi^re. Jeremiah, more than any prophet, rises
to activity when on the horizon are seen mighty political powers, and the
national danger is the ,^reatest. In his youth he av/oke to see the "cythians,
"those that c use evil to lo^m from the north - nd great destruction,'' "^or
two decades did he v/atch silently the trend of the moving oi' the powers,
"^he jcythians disappeared in 611 3, 3, on the v/estern p.^rt of the country,
lie may have been discredited for false prophesyin ;, but when the fire around
the nation begt.n to flame up and to threaten, then the "Jire in his bones"
burst out tj vigorous action against the critical events. Jeremiah had
1, Skinjier, Pro hecy and Religion ch. Deuteronoii\y
}
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watdhed the attempt of "V:/pt and its king Necho to rule over the 3nphratG3,
the fall of ITinoveh in 612 due to the ^l^aldean3, and the rije of the
1
3a"b:'lonian3, Tie v/ao convince d tl^at the latjlonians with their
head rebuphalasaar and his son JTehuchairezsr, the pover th^ : crushed
the Til ryptians at :vharche:nish in 605, woulo. remain z'or a lonjer period one
ruler over Palestine.
In 604 3. G. Jeremiah decides to make public his messa-^es in the
sate of the House of "fH .H with the assistance of the professional \/riter
Baruch, The prophecies of doom of Jeremiah's earl.? period are read in
the temple, the same prophecies that may have h een ritten for the "Icythians."
2
"Jor the evil of mine nation Israel." 'fll 11 must r.iake an end to tlie renmant
of Israel, and there he prophesies the cominj of the lahylonians . ?here }\6.
announces the approachia^ judt^^ent of TII.'H.
It is here best to remark that Jeremiah is very clear and
emphatic in the varieties of his raessajes. Tlis messages of doom are the
severest, and his messag-e of hope '^re the v/aruest, 'I'hese changes are
mtural for a temperament like Jere.niah' s . fhen he is on the doom platform,
we see v/ith the prophet the dark clo^rds before his eyes th.at seem never
to pas3, and iq hear the storir, thai "cometh to pluck up and to break down,
3
to destroy and to overthrow,*' " 7e see the shadow of death on the dark
4
mountains,"' Ris nessajes of hope are also cle^'-r and encour^ijing "to build
1. the political combinationof the Eastern Chx-ldoan and the T'orthern T^edens.
2. 7:13
3. 1:10
4. 13:16
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and to pls,nt." He sp^-aks alv/ays v/ith .i^reat as •urance and undou"bted conviction.
It is certain t.. hiu that sevent./ years will they "be in e::ilc, l;.en purified
they will march h^'-.'' to 'Von. "is m3ssa2:e3 of 'loon ^ ro dorvii-atin-;, for the
jiisatisfled sonl of Jereraiah could never be contentod v/ith tl^e present status
of thr- relijious "oeh^vior in Israel, l^e'ice his vi^jorous outburst of speech
i - the teraple.
The reliijious situation after the death of Josiah is './orse
than at the tiines of the earlier prophets, '["he wliole nation is "bad, n6t only
thj rich peopl'? as in the u^.^ o /v^^j, or the aristocracy of Isaiah. He
3CGS the sin of the people so clearly "v/ritten v/ith a pen of iron and a point
1
of diaraont," onjraved in thoir hearts th' t hav-' hecome hardened like
tablets of rock, I.'anasaeh was v/e^kened the people in their upholding' the
teachings of YII MI; he h^ s renewed the worship of ho t and jieaven, <o;jaan
o
.-sacrifices liave been introduced, 2he sudden turn to the reform is a clear
indication that the situation of religion was critical enou{;;h. 3t,roiis
action rnvut brinj a reaction, A counter-revolntior o^n coiae only v/}^en there
has been a previoxxs revolution; let it be spiritual, political, or industrial,
'The spontaneous ignition coraes^vhen the j][:a3es ' ave accumulated, and then
when ijnited, the fire cones to burn up all the bad /jases. The fire of the
reform was a holy fire, a burning bush, but vmfortiuiately this fire v/as
put out "oefore all the poisonous -^a-SGs burned up, Jeremiah who watched the
burnin;;^ of this bush of the reform, almost took off his shoes before that
1. 17:1
2, II Kin^s <?1:6
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1
holj fire and siad, "Amen." 3ut that fire that \va3:)ut out oecaiise l. foaail
impressed in a rock/ heart, and therefore they could not resist the hcr.then
v/orahi ) that surro nded them. Zo vriS the relijlou-. situation inthf days of
Jehoiakira after t je days of the father of th-^ reform, Josiah, Ilence such
abundance of doom and jud^jment came from the sore heart of the prophet,
'rhe battle of Jarchemish hetv/een Hehuchadrezar and llecho decided
the destiny of Judah which was the fall of the n?i.tion inthe hands of the
Chaldeans in 586 3. 3. Until the battle o^' G^rchemish, Judah o-- id tribute
to lijypt, '-nd then she ba^jan to pay tribute to Babylon. Jehoiakim did not
3
pay the first fev/ ya^irs.
4
'3arton thinks th tt these ye .rs of 608-605 v/ere so impressive
upon Jeremiah thi-t he decided to put hisprophecies into writing. The
march of the moving; armies from Iljypt to Babylon, and from Babylon tov/ards
3gypt, passinj by the hills of Judah in fli^jhts and in attacks is vividly
described in chap.^^lre.
.7ith th<-; rei^jn of Jehoiaki i, Jeremiah's severe external suffer-
ing's bo^an. The leader of the nation, the kin::;, rebelled a£jainst TPr.H,
and the priests fiwctioned hs the liin^'s ajants to mislcs^d the people.
At this tine, Jeremiah could not remain silent and had to proclaim the irin^-
dom of lod, instead of the kin-^dom of Jehoiakira, . In Jeremi^.h»s eyes, he and
the kin{j were boths laves of YH'.TI, of the v/ill of YIIi/H. 'rhe only difference
is that Jeremiah shov/s faith and firm conviction of tlio truth of YH ."H and
therefore admits his subinission to YII-H; and the kinj has his belief on
1. 11:8
2. Knudson, Beacon Lights on Prophecy
3. II Kin^s 24:1
4. Arch. (:; Bible p. 33
I
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alien credit and rejects all subjection in YH-H. The mi sunderstanding
between the kin^; and the prophet came to a climax, and the prophet
was suppressed. Jehoiakim's period for Jeremiah v/as for l.im a period
when he went from JlfT^ T7^ , from distress to trouble.
In the 5th year of the reijn of Jehoiakim, v/e find the prophet
reading all the messai^os that he has composed until the time of the appearance
of the Babylonians. Jehoiakim who was informed about that roll ordered it to
be read oefore him, and destro-red it after he has learned its contents,
Yehudi w^.s the one thut read it before him. Jeremiah v/ho was in his hiding-
place before the an^jer of the kin^j, asked Baruch to v/rite a roll, a longer
one to Bfhich his new prophecies wex'e added. The prophecies of the burned
book probably contained the chapts, 2-12 of the present book.
After Jehoiakim was deported to Babylon, and Zedekiah became
the ruler according to the order of ITebuchadrezar , Jeremiah came out from his
hiding-place and had a chance a,_;ain to throw himself into politics. He
rose against Hananiah viho procali;:ed before :jedekiah and the people that
"YE-H will break the yoke of the king o'C Babel," and that Jehoiakim is to
return with all the vessels that were carried off to Babylon, Jeremiah
appeared with the yoke of wood in the market-place urging the people to be
loyal to the Babylonians, here in Judah and there in ]^bylon. That wooden
yoke was broken by Hannanish, but Jeremiah did not v/B.ste ti. e to listen
to the good tidings of Hannaniah and to the rebellions who convinced Zedekiah
that he S'hould rebel against Nebuchadrezar , 2Ledekiah tried several times to
consult Jeremiah on political fjatters, but he was always misled by the
rebellions to revolt, and did not listen to the aivice of Jeremiah to
surrender himself q.uietly to Babylon, Then when the catastrophe came,
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Zedekiah rebelled, while Jeremiah was pourinc; forth the vA3rd of YII./H to 30
over peacefull;/ to the Bahylonians , and in that :fa,'/ discoiorajing the soldiers.
'.'/hen his v/ords cane to be too dangerous for the rebellions, thej Influenced
the king to silence him, and to leave the soldie.-s unharLied, The prophet
was then prevented from uttering the words of YK .H v/hile the vvall of the city
fell and the temple went up in firea. The last internal heartfelt messa^je
Remained therefore enclosed in his bones and was never uttered,
This is the heart breaking career of the man of sorrov/s. All
personal privileges were ruiused to him. .lien he wanted to go to Anathoth
on a personal matter he v^as not allowed to go, but instead of that, ms
held as a traitor and thrown into a dungeon, f..en he came out from the dungeon
he w-;.s guarded by the court guards in the court of the king until the people
went into captivity, lofore going into exile, v/e find him in llizaph, with
^edaliah, who v/as appointed governor of Judah by the king of Babylon,
After CJedaliah was murdered, he and Baruch w<^re forced to go, not to Babylon
1
irhere he vdshed to go, "out to ^S'jpt, Duhm asserts that the lorophet v/as
2
dragged to Tahpanhes as a hostage. In Sgypt, he prophecies the fall of
Babylonia and also cf the Pharaohs. He spoke also in a harsh tone to the
women rufugees who baked cakes and poured wine to the "iiixeon of Heaven,"
The anger of the people grew against him, and he was probably killed by the
people in ^gjipt. T'his is only a general theory about liia death in Zg.'-Tpt;
it is not hi3torio'-,l. mn who lived in suffering, died in suffering,
1. '"'heologie der Propheten p, 235
2. Daphneh on the pastern 5ranch 01 the Nile
3. 44:15
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Diirinc^ his life his fel lov/-villagers wanted to stone hiri, "but
he caae to the beraple, froia whicVi the priests caused him to "be throne
into rockj caves, dtuii^eons, stocks and prisons. In I'izpah he had to hide a^ain
q.raonj the rocks, and his end in Z^.H?'^ was to he stoned. .'/hat firey
furnaces and cold liellb' he had to jo throii^jh in order to perpetuate his rock
1
monument called "The prophet Jereraiah."'
g. ?he g&il
Jereniah received his call not as Ainus of the stern and unconprom-
isiAi tanperaraenb v/ould have accepted it, not v/ith the realiness of Isaiah,
"but as Hosea v/ould V:ave done. As Hosea, the kind-hearted, and affectijnate,
•.75.S Jer-iuah called to prophesy ar.-on^ his people. 3oth c?.rao from the ]oeople,
and agaiiut ^oheir .vill ana nature thej uere I'orced 'co prophecy,
Dm-in:; the period oT the av/akenin^j of nature in Palestine, v;hen
the "'Shaked'' be:;ins to olo:j:JOin, and the first shoots of corn are to he
oTaserved on the soft soil of the fielis, when the mild and refres .in:; v;ini^
"begins to olow over the hills of Judah :-.nd An&thoth, durin; the tirae
when the "blue and famous clear sky of Palestine extending over the mountains
of ''-Head, and Bashan is at its best, painting ?. clear \/hite thin line on the
1, The last record of Jeremiah is ajain discovered in stones. It is prooaoly
the discovery of Petrie's excavation of DEi'IIIlAE (1033-1834), where
he discovered the large building, which is prohahly tlie plac-.^ v/here Jeremiah
huriod his stones, as a symholical act that he was directed to hide same in
the court of Pharaoh (43:9), ?his was in Tahpanhes which w-=-,s later called
"by the Iveelzs "iephiieh (iJarton, Arch lihle, p, 39)

horizon, durin;; that tine awoke the n&n of natiire to prophes/, iTature injected
fiof"* ' "Of ''"t ' ' '"i t'3 '';"^or 'I'V j T I'l/'c: "'^ t':c '"'G""nt-. " J . ' "^y^'C to
he?-ir the riiijiiit; echo oi" .-i- vjicc-, 'S-^a o-' zI\q ^"ear wl.e uoj : suit-
alilG period in Palestine not onl.' to enjo^ •kHm- life and tla refresh the i.lnd, and
to b'osGrve the "beauty of n'- tiir'' •^ -'-^ntry, Tat ' ': '"ic-': sn.itec* . j. , - ^j-
arations of "battles and wars. 5ae smnraer is too hot, and the winter i'j too v.'et.
It is interesting to note th&t durinj the jo^'rs of the 7orld ./ar in Palestine,
the CJennu-i^ Jurks ,^ ,ne side, and the Jritish po./er on the opposing
front, al^.'/ays planned their attacks and the stran^theniiii]; of their defences,
the increase of their reserves at the time of l)los3or:injj of the "3-.^ked,"
in ?e"bruar7,
Jereiaiah who had lived and 'wreathed in tliat uir and atmosphere from
his youth, knew that after t:ie time of the olossoniii^; of the "Shaked," it v/as
more likely for t'.e northern enemies to appear in the country. He sav/ that
""boiliAf; pot" of the ITorth, and thus he realized tliat 'jod v/as av/ake to "bring
evil over the If.nd. Jerenit^h rose to prophesy with all his ..^outhful
impressive spirit and immediately became a "Foxtified city and an iron
pillar," to ovex-Gui-e his enemies,
V/lien he "l^e^ins to prophesy, he stands alone. Family is not
mentioned "by him,. The politi ;al situatio'"; is seet^'in'^, and the religious con-
ditions are tren"blin£; in the halanco. He appears before "^od yoking,
alone, inexperienced, -out vyatchful. His soul is overpowered "by the ^'reat
responsi'bility t'.iat is put on him. His soul is alone, and independent is
his mind at the ti.ae of the call.
His Cf!.ll c^me to hin in 626 1. J. in the d'-ys of the jreat inter-
national ii:;.ppeninjj . Jlic :.:ed.,-s from the I. rth, -uiu uhe Jl-aldeans from
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3ast •fchre'-.teriGd the declining Ac^.yria. ?he lat ter \/ere tVreatenei in 625
at rineveh,- but relaxed, a release Viat wao felt in Palestine oppressive
the relaxed, 7jien the ^c^thians, the northern horsemen cane rtiahing
in; un-. the ilorth v/as a ''"boilinj pot.''
In this cri tidal situation, Jeremiah the ,:;reatest of the four
1
prophets of his tir.e, wes predetermined, already in his otlior's
\vom"b to he a prophet, and to oe directed "by 'H! II to uttor his v/ish.
He realized that, and ahandoned his personal affairs
,
famil;/ li*'e, "birth
place and traditions, and straightened his b-houlders to ssfall: on the path
that v/as chosen for him, Jeremiah was predestined for his vocation "before
in the ho.dy I huilt thee, I Icnev Vr "'oefore thou cane forth from the
2
womh, I liad put thee apart, I have set thee a prop^iot to the nations."
Israel is x^redestined to serve Yir>/Il as the clay is created withtlie purpose
of hein^j used 'oy the potter to mould his vessels. And Jeremiah v/as j)red-
estined to encourage the people and to lead them. At first he protests
a^ain Vio choice of him ..^ ^ prophet v/Siile he is only a "lad," out
Joon he realized tiiat he must fulfill his duties with heart and soul.
If "iH.H I'las chosen hin, that is "because he must be the fittest, '.. . iuvj-aes
with hiiiiself , and with YE.TH ajainst this, "but the work has to "x2 done
and the messaje of 'iod delivered. There is no escape from that; he must
{JO and he joes, Jeremiah loco no': den;,'- tli^-.t ^Vie other pro ''!"ots are also
1. ^ephaniah, Kahxun, Hahzklcixk, and Jeremiah
2, l:4f

spsakin^; the v/orda of YH'/K, 'but that lod haj purposel;-- put false '.vords in their
mouths, jnst to naka Jererni' h outstandinj end v ? - - on6 to utter ti e
1
true v/ords of Ylv-HI. 'I^en he ^oes with a33u.rance to l ic call to sei'va
Tod and roan. He stands erect lilce a "fenced city and a wall of hronze a^^ainst
the whole people o." the land." He is nore than disciplined 'by Yll-Ji. He ful-
fills his duty ..rith ^jreat care and devotion. And he criea out; "jod^^thou
o
has enthralled ine, and I am enthralled; then has seized and empowered me,"
His call to speak to the n::.tions also loay be due to his l£. ter
experience in life, tlmt was written by him later. He felt that he had
such a mission, hut not in his early a^je. !!e spoke to the nations
later in his life, txs his contemporary prophets Zepiianiah, Kahura and HahakkuJc
did, but in his youth he v/as more inspired about his ])eoplo, L-'.ter, in his
a^e his uruth could not be liinited to Israel only on accoiint ')i the
international enj^anjlement of Israel especially in the last century vdth
Assyria and others, Then, as Dean rnudson -sa -s, "'e spoke to the nations as
a "super historical element of prophecy," the finalities and outcoiaea
had to be taken into consideration
1, Skinner, Prophecy and leli^ion, ch. on Deut,
2, 20:7
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D. Jh-.raoter uivl Porson'^llt^ of Jci'omir-.h
Do events make the liero or does the hero C'-iioe the events to
happen? In the case oi J-ireiua-jL, Doth tlieories are true, J'ireuiah
caused events, made history, and his teachings £;iiided hiija-.nitj in nian^
social and relijio^is './ays. On the oth'n- rtand, his intorpretn:.tions v;ore
uttered to explain conditions already in existence. Ilis surroundings n^ide
it posji'Dle for him to experience that hurninfij fire tliat was in his bones.
?he ax^'"oen for the "bm^ning of '.is firs was to "be dravm f:^--. ' ij r.-.-l -'
The sorrows of Juiah created the sorrov/s of Jeremiah,
Jeremiah is the mirror in which tlie general conditions of Jude.h
are reflected. 'lis foelin_,s hi... uo .vithstand his fa«e. proclai...ju .he
v/ill of jod, tried to move '^rod to a milder attitude toward his people e.nd
said: "Piemeraber that I stood "before thee to r peak good for th." - '--jm.
1
away th;"- i/rath frjin them." His constant struggle "between himself and his
vocation is due to his inmost lo 'e for ±he people on one side, and the inevita'ble
end that mujt come for the sinners. His affection ^ Israel forces .-1.. to
move Zot not to reason with Israel, hut to forgive them as a father. He
2
• ro\/s that lod has for"bidden any intercesoiim for sin-ers, "'•J^-'t 'lo cf'.nnot
remain silent ulth his true patriot':; love for his n:.tiori. fi.e people tliat
1. 18:20
2.. 42:2, 4, 7:16, 11:14,14:11
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liG lovoo SO nnc': oxposS Vdrn to 'joroecution :.n . ].'. trod un'l d'.njor, JGc:.^i.oe tY.e
fire in him, to use his ov/n v/ords, ''Gdnnot oe ahut and I could not a'ct./."
The prophet reveals to us the '.vealaiess of his charfxter as v;ell as his
strength, IIo is tried hc^cnd anj ondurfj-jice. He lata vis ht-.ve u jliiipae of
his ijuier so^i.l and there reveals to us his jreat huiaan v/eakness, and his
strong hold on the divine raessajre. Lihe the true patriot in the van£n.iard,
1
Jererai^^h runs to v/arn his people of the enenies that he has discovered.
He is in despair and curses the da^ of 1 is "birth. After a while v/e find
l.i. ;-.^ain stren2:theninj hiriself to ask lod for a change in his leelii-js,
.
chaii^"e in his utterances, in his profession, in liis entire life. ''0 iod
correct ne, hut v/ith Jud^Aent, not in thine anjer." AJid v/hen his heart is
full, •s.nJ. Ills persecuterc porsua-^e iiir;, /hen thepresoure i:; severe from
within -and frori without, his an^^er overwhelns hi: i to ask destruction
3
I'or his persecntors.
The nane Yirra»yah \7hich means to "sheet forth" or "YH'.-iI*3 hurls"
4
actuall/ 3u^,:eat3 the prophet's temper. His constant protest against
his hard profession shows that his natural £;ifts are not fitted for it. The
"sharp shootinjs" of his utterances are the result of the friction of his
mission on his character. Those flames of fire result v/hen the positive pov;er
1. 4:19, 8:18-22
2. 20:14-13
3. 17:18
4. Z. A, 3mith, Jereraiah p, 317
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of his mission raakos the contact ./ith tlie negative point .A^ ./eakncss
to form the electrical aparks of li^jht that he "brin/;3 to hunr.nit^. His
determination to fulfill " is ±yxtj makes him the v/all of Jericho imconq.uerf.hle.
A3 a man he melts in tears and pines away in sympathy, as a hearer of 1od»3
word he is fino. and h&.rd like a nllar and a v/all on which the storm of
1
a natiorfs wrath hreaks in vain,"
Jeremiah is seen as a, prophet of weepin.;;, hence the hook of
Lementation is credited to him. This ia not the place to show Viiat Jeremiah
is prohahly not the author of Lamentation. V/e look now at his deep
sorrows, the sorrows of his full heart, confessia;; his an/juish. The more
seriously he takes his mission, the greater hecomo his inner stru^j^les
and sufferin£js. He is "the Man of hatred, of q.\iarrel and strife to the
whole land, and all of them curse him," .Then he is cursed 'oy r- shur,
he cn.rses hack and calls him "lla-jor I.'iissaviv," Pashiir, "for lo, I v/ill
make thee a terror to thyself and to all thy friends that shall fall hy
3
the sword, and thou, behind it." /hen he sees that preacliinj and talking,
£U)d ar£juinjj and cursinjj do not help, he "breaks dov/n an- says, " WXli ", all in
l^ainl
7as it imnatural that his heart hroke? A man fond of children,
fond of home-candles, or "birds an i trees, of home life, and of the happiness
of the hride was forhidden to enjoy all that, to he tlie 3aint of tlie Old
1. (Orelli) Knudson, Beacon Li:jhts on Prophecy p, 170
2. Terror-all-around
3. 20
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Teatamont, not to rnarry, and not to Obtain social happiness. V.liat an
inner stru^^le that v.^s, and what suffering- he ha:: to enduret Je \mderstand
why he remains all his life full of passion and protest,
Jeremiah* 3 franknes^^ os awazint;. His doubts, his fears, and "bitter
complaints are clear and impressive. He -curses his opponents, with
1
their v/ives and children, lie curses the day he v/as 'born, and wishes
2
he load never been born. He accuses YH'-iH of forsaking; hin, asking
him to prophecy, and then failing: to support him.
The confessions of Jeremiah are known today to scholars as
the noct interesting: part of the cremations tiiat the prophet Jeremiah
"brotight to li{jht. 'Tlie confessions continue from the end of ch, 11 "ontil ch. 20,
llo prophet other than Jeremiah could have v/ritten more striking confessions
interwoven with true religious inspiration. ProhalDl;' his confessions were
3
published after his death, /e cannot "be too grateful, says Skinner, that the
confessions were preserved. They are the most vital clement in Jeremiah's
individuality and the individual 'j inner relationship toward religion. True,
we find fervent and sincere prayers in the Psalms, but his tender meditations
spraT^t^ out from a heart that was nearer to :>oi through his prophet
vocation,
I^any times, Jeremiah seems to "be satisfied with his profession,
with his call to serve as a prophet, to forward "lI.TI's teachinjjs, to use his
words, "to me was thy word a doli^jht," Other times, it \/as the heavy
1. 18:19-23
2. 15:10, 20:14-18
3. Skijmer, ^^rophecy and ;ielii;ion, ch. on Deuteronomy
r
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"burden v/hich could not bo "oorne. -hen he wished he v/ould be released
1
from his burdens, and he wrote, "'./h^ is ray pain perpetual? l'^'- v/ould nortal?"
"nrVH iias "brought him to such a position tjiat he can find neither exit
nor retreat* He cannot leave his prophetic call, the fire cannot he detached
from his hones and soul. He examines himself to determine whether he is worthy
2
of the call, and asks YII.VK to ''search the heart and try the reins
V
rhou^hts of this nature develop intimate prayers, v/hich after they have been
poured forth frbm his overflov/ing heart the burden is lessened; he feels
freer and purer,
Jeremiah's theocratic position v/as to stand as YHViUPs organ to
the people even if their ears v;ere deaf, "As one of the prophets" he v/as
not satisfied to bind Israel to YTi.ni by preaching of conditions that are
only temporary. He v/anted the reflection of Israel's relation tov/ard
Yir/H to be seen in deeper vision. He sought for a heart that would seek
YH'.TII, He was rejected by the people, he and his prophecica, and v/as driven
to seek a refuge in communion v/ith YH'VE.
In Jeremiah's striAggles with his soul, v/e find a certain remnant
of impersonal subconsciousness, not relying on the intuition. The
prophecy that was the heritage of the ecstasy, throiigh which all the
prophets passed, always decreased until it came to develop the highest
1. 15:18
2, 17:10

decree of prophec;', prophecy fron intviition, personal consciousnesc,
Amos, 'losea, and Isaiah did not have so much of the Intuitive element as
Jeremiah. The early propiiets of the eighth century were more familiar
'.vith ecstasy, as I.Iicaiah oen Imlah, prophesying; from vision. They
1
were nearer not only historically, "out also spiritually, Jeremiah
stru^^les a ;ain3t v/ords that were given to him to say, that he v/as'2 3
compelled to speak. His prophecies are the outpourings of his ov/n heart,
Jeremiah had the heartfelt, the personal dcvution of the
Psalns, Professor javilson says that Jeremiah roade it possible for the
Psalms to oe produced, Vifellhausen said: 7ere it not for Jeremiah v/e would
not have the Psalms, Jeremiah was the first clear Psalmist, This
gives also a reason to understand the desire uan^^ sc^holars to cjnnect
Jeremiah with the 3ook of Lamentation, ITc other prophet could conduct
dialogues v/ith Zo'l ahout individual, personal relations as Joremia}!, lie
speaks as if he alone v/ere on this earth, isolated to converse with YK "K,
5
and so to find "Sod the strength of his heart and his portion forever*"
This is the path through wliich individual religion had to pass to come into
existence. It developed in Psaln.3 to hecome a more subjective religion
..ich developed later into Jhrii-tianity, Jeremiah through his e:cperience
of ir.Iividual and per-^nal relation \/ith YII'-VII kz.o./o Jeter than anybody else how
to understand the will of lol, and to discover the high form of morality of 'HT",
^. r I 0_^"':-'JCy ,cll^iOi-j on _/GUo»
2. 20:9
3. 15:19
4, 'i. A, omith, Jeremiah p. 3
5, PS. 73:2G
...
^.
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In Ox'-^j^' uo je able to relate his exj.'ej j1 j r:.j ..'i'^.. jmcL u, "..ijl: . .or-l j-o>*,
he sees that his ov/n heart should he pni'lfied. and moralized, and he aaks jod
to look in into his ho-'.rt and sgg if he is v/eak, or insincere. 'Jhe ne::t step
that he develops is ::o jrin^ his religion zo the itate ui' like hijh s-ji.ndard
of morality which is cliara uteris tic of Ylliffi. 3/ his elevating; his rGlii;;ion
;nore and more, he cultivates his ex^jressions and develops kii^hly that
"ladder of prayers," and he is truly fitted to he called hy Jellhaucen the
1
"father of true prayers," skinner, interestin^yly , descrihes three stc?.;2:es
(1) Prayer for iri-l7i^\:.„l satisfaction, to ootain oo...« i'..L..^ or
to he reomoved fron evil, (£) Prayer tliat desires to comhine the human soul
v/ith lod, to purif.-' it, ani to r.&intain a pure and true soul,
(w) ^'-uyjr ..hen :^he ;-ov.l o. i.hu i-.u.i7i-.u:il ij entirel^^ lost an:, ^urreii-ereu
to the will of iod, "Father not my will, "but Thine v/ill he done."
Jeroniah has created the second kind. According' to okinner, v/e finl scarcely
any of the third kind in Jeremiah, lie prays to maintain his soul morally, and
truly piire« "The personality of Jeremiah was under '3-od the dominant factor
in his ministry, more than in any other character of tlie Old Testament,"
1. p. 220
2, Cr. A. omith, Jeremiah p, Z
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2» Jergraiali ^ G^ti'ooI
1
"llu other "book in the 3i"ble,'* said Lord 3hafteslmry, "is more
valua"ble for political and public purposes to tlirov/ lijht ji. j ujt d£.:,''s, tlian
Jeremiah," Accordinj to Lord 3hafteshiiry, Jerusalem could have "been
saved from all the later trouloles if the^ had follov/ed the advice of
the prophet who Imew the situation as no other of the prophe:'s times. He
alone could have juided properly'- and lo^'icall^ the affairs of the people.
But on the contraiv* the prophet was mocked and despised, just as in our !n:dern
days, the martyrs are steadily discredited and hated. The idealist of today,
like Jeremiah in his day, stands alone to overcome the flood of passion- of the
majority. The idealist is called traitor and is stoned. It is later, after the
death of the idealist, that history searches "bitterly to pick out from "beneath ma-
layers 01 earth and stones those particular stones \/ith ^7hich the martyr v/as
stoned, to erect monuiaents to his idealism,
"Jcononic conditions, political, and moral chanjes produce the
martyrs of the time. They are needed, as the hero comes v/ith his e^'^och.
His natural death is v/ith the death of his epoch hut his eternal influence
is realised only after his epoch, '^'he ^^reater the idea, says Plato, the
l-.ter and also the hetter do v/e appreciate the value of the idea.
The tiuestion of o\w days are: Do ./e ohserve the strxi^jles, do v/e
lend him our ears, are we not cynical ahout iiis \/ord, do v;e try to put
1, Thorn, the Prophets of Israel and their Llessaje p. 116
>
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ourselvos in hia iio^ition to thiiiic wi-th him, and thus to un^o.-;. .^n^ \.i .,
even if \/e are not ready to accept his idea? And are \;e ijolite cnoujh not
to wave our hands to "belittle the v/ords of the oro:.ihets of our ia.-.^s?
Are we? llo, v/e are not, l.u^erxi conical o.ioiciui.i has no li:.d';i., i^' :i^t,
why? Is not the Prophet, Jeremiah "before us, "oefore our eyes, or a new inartyr
like Jeremiah souiidin^' his horn on the horizon?
Jeremiah, anonj the prophets, is seen "oy us more as a ma,n than
as a 3ook, rhroujhout the hook there is a personal touch, a personal note,
?rorii the mere reading of the Book Jeremiah, our first impression io /ne
innermost stru^j^les that appear to vjs , and not so much his teachings, ^he
hero of the Old Tejtam^n': p: opets is revealed to its. .-Tien the word "Jeremiah"
is mentioned, a certain picture is formed hefore our eyes, a picture
of a loan full of storms, of sorrov/s, stretching- out his hands to jod, and to the
Universe, ashinj "X:y is this v/orld of suffering? -Shy --re "i^he righteous
punished and not the evil-doers?" Llore than any other prophet of the
1
Old Teotaifient do' we think of Jeremiah as the Lian, and not as the 3ool;.
Jeffersoii, i - ..i^ .^cl: about Jeremiah, opens his first sentence with the
assertion that we know the hook of Jeremiah, and not the mn Jeremiah,
3ut nore so'imdino: is the judr^aent of that artist. Professor Jhatz, the
founder of the 3ezalel Art School at Jerusalem, and the winjier of the
Bulgarian Loyal Prise for his famous work of sculpture "Llathitliaias ,"
proclaiming" the W\ n jl^)3 . . .on the arcist, was asked
1, except Jo J,
2, v/ho is like thee, YH.vH amon^ iods?
^1
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from aman^ the prophets, he cho^e Tor anothex" eboliii)^' the prophet
Jeremiah, his answer was that Jereraiah tr-e clee-rejt, mo^t outstandinj c]::ar-
actor to appear hefore the viaion&ry ores oT the artsi-J;, when , „ r.es
to think a'oout a prophet. If we ask for the three jre-^test characters
of the 3i'jle, they v/ill ")g : LIo-cj, Jssus, apd Jcrenirdi, 7;lg first tv/o
are leaders of epochs. That is their ^^reatness; leaders are alv/ays s^naJols.
Jereraiha, hein^ 07 nature much nearer to Jesus or to Hosea in character
than to Mosej or Amos, will 'oe the first c'";osen hy the artist for his
picture of "HIE OLD TiilSTAISKI? PBDPll^T."
Jereraiah is one of the greatest nen who has ever lived, and he is
t)ie iiiost v/OiUlerful character araonj all prophGta, ' iiveryojdy who has
"lived throui?jh" the Book of Jereraiah ;vill certai.ily appreciate the sentence
1
of Jefferson. Jhese are the words of a well-knovm clergy i.ian in our
modenn days of the scientific, and industrial ;'.Oth century in the heart of the
roarinj cities, in ITew York, I^ie words of Jcreniah v/ho spoke 2500 years
a^^o in his snail villaje of Anathoth were not lost in the air for such &
long time; they have svirvived the sounds of v;ars and the thunders of the great
cannons, to seek "resting places" in the human hearts of the people wherever
they are found, "These are thy Prophets, Israeli"
Jeremiah is the ideal man, the model which the artist-soul of
Deutoro-Isaiah placed before him in painting the man, "the tender plant" of
2
YITSlftl He is the man of the soul that ached in ijearch of religion,
as the scientist aches in the fields of science, of which the poet says:
"IJot a truth has to Art or to Science "been given,
3
"But .3rov/s have ached for it, and s-ouls have toiled and striven,
1, J:.rdinal Ideas of Jeremiah p. i^'
2, Is, 53
3, Ciardinal Ideas of Jeremiah p. 31
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3o did a]\r prophet and much nore, Jereniah, v/hose heart, reina, nind,
spirit and oonsciouaness ached to discover the truth of Yir.?H, Jereniah*
s
1
apparent failure in life ''The larah that is led tc slaiji^htor" is a victory
for Humanity, V/ith his v/ounds came a cure fcr humanity, and the ideal of the
soul v/as achieved by his defeat. He injected into life the "blood, ivarrath, and
vitality of the sympathetic heart.
1. 11:19
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gh. 3 Tig ?ji;Liaio:: of j'^jiui:iae
2hG tji-eatness of Joremiah does not lie in xirgine
Juduh to the inevita"ble, to obey the orders of 3ah don and not to
1
rebel. Jerenich raay have l)oen ri^ht, "but as Zelch says, we
oanaot Judge a fter 2500 years what was wise and what was imv/ise
politically in those days. His greatness lies in his purpose
to reveal to hiimanity a personal connection between YH»VII and
man. For this, he was ready to sacrifice not only the state,
hut even the temple, the same temple v/hich Isaiah so highly
valued. The temple as an institution did not concern him,
the spirit and contents were v/hat he wanted. It is like the
well known saying in the Talmud of P^ahhi lleyer: "liabhi !.Ieyer a
pomegranate foirnd, the skin did he throw av/ay, and the Juicy con-
tents he ate,*' In the interests of religion, Jeremiah thought,
the temple should go. Jeremiah was willing to leave th.e ark
and to keep the faith, Tnxly he did not -.vant to destroy the ark
Imt m;s ready to do away .vith it when there was no religion. The
general thought of Jeremiah is that when there is a need of a
reform in religion, it can be done "oy religion itself, ITothing
can reform religion, hut religion, True religion is independent
of place and time. The refreshing power of aged wine remains the
same no matter into what pitcher it is poured. Therefore do not
look at the pitcher, but test its contents. Independence and success
are secondary when religionis primary,
ITg prophet other than Jeremiah "brought the religion of 3-od so
1, 7elch, The I3ook of Jeremiah, p, 8
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1
near to the human "bein;;?. Ke radde religion more suhjective; he made it
more individual and heartfelt. At the same tiae Yir-H is universal,
2
filling earth and heaven. Ho other Tod can cause rain , "but YH'TH
3
who causes all. This is his monotheistic theory of creation: YTL.TI
is the sole cJPeator of all things, and his claim upon the exclusive
worship of man is indisputable. Tliis theory of creation raises YlfVH
from the ethical Tir..1Iism to the Metaphysical monotheism.
Jesiah's intention to revive the old covenant is a failure.
Gtod will make a nev; covenant, not vdth the nation as a whole, hut
v/ith each individual of the nation. The "basis af this new covenant
will he not the Torah as Lav/, or code, hut as an Ideal, a directing
point. This new Torah cannot he \/ritten in a hook: it must he v/ritten
4
on the heart. Jeremiah is the psycholoi^ist among the prophets, says
5
Sbrnill, He {jives us his human experience and therefore we can
hetter understand him and his prophecies. He reveals his heart in
his prophecies, and waaats to see there the reflex of the a^es. But
"deeper is the heart th-an all else and such as it is, who can knov/
6
it?" He is the prophet of the heart, neither knowledge, nor
wealth or strength is the true glory of life, "but a devout communion
with YlfTH. His heart is "loyal-in-lo ve" to TK'Jll, hence YH .H is for
7
him the "chasid."
8
Jeremiah lived in the transition period of tv/o epochs:
two epochs of political sovereignity, and two epochs of religious
1. 4:4, 17:9, 29:13 and 31:4
2. 2:15 comp. 23:23
3. 14::^2 comp. 16:19
4. 31:31-34
5. l^hinson p. 73
6. 17:9
J. 3:12, - Ct. A. Smith, Jeremiah
8. Hempel, joJ. and the religious /orld in the ?aith of Jer. p. 33
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conceptions. He lived "betv/een each of these tv/o epochs,
Jeremiah, nore than the 8th century prophets, had a nore personal
\mderstandin{j with CJod, places YE.'..1l in the inner life of the individual,
Yir.VH is vorshipped not for his- greatness or heroisn, or pride, as the
Patriarchs thought, or as the cycle seers emphasizes as the histroic
Sod only, Neither is his importance because of his creating nature
and its products so splendidly appreciated, as the 3emites thou/;ht;
hut "because He is all, and \7ithout him there is no existence. You
cannot escapt him and 70U must live in him, and thus know him. This
is like a modern Immanence of ^od theory, that YH 11 is not only the
sole creator, hut is also the d^'-namic force,
A. 3, Davidson says: -'His predecessors were the originators
of great truths, which he transmitted into life," He v/as the great
reformer who lived the tnith oefore he uttered it. More than
Amos, Hosea and the powerful Isaiah, v/e feel the strong temperament
of Jeremiah, ?he cloarm and jbassion of his verse places him among
1
the greatest poets of Israel.
Jeremiah has great pov/ers of introspection. He is always
searching his soul, pleading and confessing, trusting and douhting.
This soul has v/itnessed in its youth the rise of an enthusiastic reform,
the Deuteronoraic , and had to withstand the olov/s and chaos when the
reform collapsed and the great ideal failed to he unrealised. His
spirit went through the furnace of action, movement, and disaster until
1. 1. .-i. Smith, Jeremiah p, 4
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it was forned of hard steel. His great sufferings gave us personal piety,
devotional confessions. The personal, spiritual loneliness of the "Servant
of the Lord," or the Saint of the Old Testaraent, which is personified greatly
in Jeremiah, hrought forth those individual uttorancos of the psalmist
1
to his IrQiX, ?ollOY/ing Hitzig, G. J. Ball Pas, 23, 25-28 are referred to
Jeremiah, especially ps, 27, where the experiences of Jeremiah are
2
reflected,
"The Prophetic idea," says A, 3. Davidson, "forms bui half of
the teachings of the prophets, the greater half lies in their own life
and personal relation to jOd," ./e Cannot trace a clearer religious life
than that of Jeremiah, He is the first who deeply introspects his inner
3
life, and analyses his mental states. His relationship toward (Jod
sprang out of his vocation, and therefore he was urged to "be ture
to his position and thus to examine his heart and feel its heating. If
he v/as a tool for his nation and the nation's future, it was his duty
to learn and landerstand hotter the relation of 'fH II to man, and thus to
he of greater t;ervice to huiaanityo
Prophecy that hubhled from fountains of ethics, love, and faith was
not enough. Those prophecies of the old prophets v/ere almost viiolly
nationalistic and self-conscious, hut v;ith Jeremiah the guiding staff was
a "personal" vital branch that rooted from his }ieart. As T)vhia says,
"Jeremiah first discovered the soul and its significance for religion,"
1. ""he Tom'iiantary of Jeremiah in the Expositor's lible 1890 pp. 10
2. Cr, A. 3mith, Jeremiah p. 9
3. Knudson, Beacon Lights on Prophecy, p, 165
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His insight into human natuxe, his power of sympathy, and depth of feeling
imke hin so understanding and so appealing. Jereraiah v;ho came nearer
to imdorstandin^ personal relijion than any otLer pur^oii, Iciiev/ disti nctly
that inan is instictivGly dependant on religion as the bird upon her
instincts. The laan is made for jOd. He did not Of^lieve tliat "The
1
i'fia^iniition of raan»s heart is evil from his youth," Accordini; to his
o
«^
understanding, it is against nature that Israel should for^-et C^od,
Israel's faith in YH.ffi should "De everlastin,;; like the snows of the Lebanon,
The heart of man is like a cistern that keeps in it that kind of v/ater
v/hich is poured into it, Hhe clear v/ator clarifies the cistern, but the
3
dirty waters pollute it. The diseased heart cannot be cured and chan^jed
4
as the Ethiopian cannot change his skin. To change the heart, there must
be a radical cliange, and this is what Jereraiah wanted them to undergo,
"Break up your fallov; ground and sow not among thorns, circumcise your-
5
self to TilM and take away your foreskin from ;-our heart. Clod is ready
to help the ones who want to return; he is ready to accept the exiled
Ephrai T if they '.nil say with their heart: "Tiurn thou me, and I shall
6
be turned," But the people refused the balm of G^ilcad and thus went into
captivity.
After the severe doom, in the future he sees tliat the good- days
are to return, v/hen "the houses and vineyards shall be bought again in this
7
land," 'Visdora will prevail everyvvhere, and the v/ords of Clod Icnovm to
1. (Jen,, 8:21
H. 2:32, 18:14
3. 17:9, 6:9
4. 13:23
5. 4:3-4
6. 31:18
7. 32:15
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aver/oody. Then the covenant of Jod shall "be v/ritten "in their inward
parts, in their heart." "All v;ill know YHVffi from the least of them to the
1
greatest,"
"Jeremiah in his personal complaint did not Imve hope of a life
hereafter to c omfort him, nor did he hs.ye the consolation of the "belief
that his o\7n sufferin^j might ho vicarious in character, a "blessing to
2
oth-^^rs." He speaks, hecause he has to; it is the "burning fire in his
hones. He is comforted by Sod, at lease he feels so, "If thou will rei;iam
then will I restore thee, that thou raayest stand before me, and "bring forth
3
the precious without the vile, thou mayest he as m;,' mout]i:»" In answer
like this from (Jod, when he received it on his complaint, that the vail
of jod is a mrer reti^rn, shows how important is the v/ay of retTxrn to YII./H,
And rightly have preached later the Rah"bi3 of the Talmud, "basing their
theory on the expressions of Jeremiah, in the following words: "(J'dolah
4
Kat'shuoah mene IIaz*dakah," Z'dakah was the most eminent faculty of the
heart to indicate reverence to YH II. Jeremiah feels it in the innermost
chamber of his heart and says: "Heal me, YH/H," and I shall oe healed,
5
save me and I shall be saved," This showc almost the luith that Jeremiah
had in Ood, He was not the prophet of hope, but he was the prophet of
6
faith, the quality that creates hope, but with all this, if faith
prevails, faith controls, eventually the hope v/ill appear.
1. 31:31
2, Knudson, 3eacon Lights on Prophecy, p. 198
3. 15:19
4, :ire -ter is repentence than C!harity
5. 17:14
6, 0-. A. Smith, Jeremiah p. 87
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Paith in Ood v/as a personal q^uality of Jereraiah. This
faith, not like the faith of Isaiah, v/hich sprang: out of holiness and
powerful sanctity, \/a3 of the deepest channels of the heart. A-'id thus
came into existence his person'^l religion.
"Religion is a matter of personal exjjeriences , " sa^s
1
II. P. Smith. Jereraiah is x.he father of the personal reli,^ion, and
t' ^refore uq turn to him first wjien v/e are in search of personal
religion. 3arton, in his "'Helii'^ion of Israel," says that Jeremiah was
the firs-::, throu<;jh his personal religion, v/ho re^.ohed a theoretical
monotheism. The prophets oefore him were practical laonotheists.
3
Jeremiah is the one who declared that the ^ods of tho heathen were
vanities, mere fi^aents of the iiaagination. YIl II is the one that
4
giveth li:;;ht tj the sun and sets the moon and stars in the hc'-ven.
Jeremiah through his personal knowledge of lod, hetser than
that of any other person "before him, is the first to annoxmce that YIT./II
5
is also willing to becone the G-od of the nations. Ti'-is indicates the
first step toward the universalism of the later Deutero-Isaiah. All these
ideas came to their fullest expression in 3zekiel. Individualism, and in DeuterO-
Isaiah, universalism are the first huholes of an approaching spring tliat had its
origin in the im/ardneas of the heart of Jeremiah, ?ieligion is not only ethical,
hut a matter of deop emotions, The covenant of Sinai was not given to tiie
stoie, but to the heart;
1. 1.. o-.ith, J>.o :.lGligion of I;r;.cl, p. 152
2. p. 123
3. 10:15
'i. 31:34
5. 16:17-21
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it v/ill remain inscribed on the stone as lon-j as the heart is stonj. But
Jeremiah v/ishei the dry v/ords-to hecorae vital and insplrin^j. As to
indi vidua lisn, Jeremiah comes nearer to Szekial in mb.kin:; the oelf
reaponsihle for his doin:;j3, YH .11 will jiot punish sons, for the individual wi
he responsihle for his o\m. doings. YH'/II will not punish sons for the sins
of their fathers, and certainly not ^o so far as to punish even in the
fotirth generations, ITeither will he save the city if he finds there
fifty or forty-five, or forty, or thirty, or tv/enty, or ten or five
1
pious people. lilveryhody determines his destiny, and everybody must
himself feel ''tlie 30\xc ^^rapes and his own teeth will set on ed=";e,'*
and everyoody will dio for his ov/n iniquity, Jeremiah sees the individual,
who v/ill return to lod, not in cro'./ds, it will not oe a national repentence,
2
hut "one of a city, two of family, will he hrou^^ht to Zion,*^ This
process eventua].ly v/ill go on until every individual will leave his
"backsliding ways" hnd will repent because YH -H will not he taufjht hy
one to another, hu'. it v/ill he written in everybody's heart" and tViey shall
3
all know me.
"
In characterizing, Jeremiah's religion as the "heart-religion,"
we find that the most important sentence of Jeremiah is "I, the Lord
4
search the heart, I try the reins," The reins or the kidneys, near to the
loins v/ere in those days very important in describint the place of emotions
as we, in modern speech, use the word, heart. Job says: "lie cleaveth
5
my reins asujider; v/here we should say "breaks my heart," Or "thou hast
6
possessed ay reins," The heart is the place of the mind, and the reins, the
1. -yon. 18:23-33
2. 3
3. 31:34
4. 31:32
5. Job, 16:13
6. ps. 134|13
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place of the feelinjs. Jeremiah considers both. Tie thowjht 'of loa with all
his raind (his heart), anl lelt loa ./it:, all his heart (reins). ''Yli.ll
searches the mind, and tries the ue'-.rt.'' 3.eli?jion is a lAhtter of the heart.
1
LTo temple Is necessary'', even no f.rk, essential v/hon the heart is hardened.
The temple is the Hol.-^ of Holies v/hen the heart dv/elleth there. Israel
has taken awa/ its heart from YH .11 and thus niade the teraple "a cave of
2
rolDlaers.'* The v/ord ''leoh" is raore iised hy J^reniah than "by any other
3
prophet, except the Psalraist v/ho was jrec.tly influenced by Jereraiah,
1. 3:16
2. 7:11
3. Lehh devotional ixih^iity in i:s rooanin;; than "leb'i&'bh*' which
is used in Deuteronuiay v.'hich has narrower sense of spiritual eonception.
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oection III rj^LATIOII OF Ji:?j:i!lAII '20 DDU^IiilXirQIIIO ^IJ'QPl!
After -giving in jGction I '-.iid II a clear back^roimd to the
theme, sho'./in^; the tv/o aides oT the coin separately and inaependently of
each other, \7e corae now to view the relation bdtv/eon the tv/o subjects
considered, and their co-ordination in ?ro.i>:ec,Y J.nd Le^^lisra.
The Deuteronornists and Jeremiah cane frora the same mould.
Both were inspired 'oy the Qth century prophets and both v/ere 'iCqu^.i nted
with t"ne position of the priests. 3harp observance of the present situation,
and sincere consciousness about the future stimulated the thou^'hts of all
serious -minded people in those days,
These people have expressed their ideas for the sake of the nation
and its best interest, 3ut while the outcome oi the Deuteronomic reform
diver;;ed froni the basic principles th^.t the rofonirers had taujht, Jereiiiah's
teachings reopened them and went on in the same "old path," Jeremiah, ^\4io
witjiessed this development, recojnized the space .that v/ov.ld be formed betv/een
his line of teachini^s and the outlines of ohe reforiaers; he felt that the
space would become greater and 2rre' ter and he v/as a\mre of the danger tiiat
was conr.ected with it. "'j.; ^i-j. he act in thij oontinj^i-Micy? ]h-.t is t^ie
problem which we shall now take up in the followinj chapters.
I have tried to develop first the general ar^tments t.s they are
coraiMnly knovm to moot ocholars, thj-n tried to r;ive veiv/s of other writers
that may not be so familiar on this subject, and lastly to sumi:i?iri;:e
the main points of this study,
JII. 1. Ai^JacOiiJII fO QUI JflDY
A. .?hG .^e^.der should decide for hiriself
Jhi reader by now li^s a devinite understanding of the two streams
of ideas with v/hich we are concerned, those of the Jeuteronv i' st- r- i

tliooG of Jereniah. In case the re- .der no'^ i: uc;;.:^ '00 u co-iclnjiun.
for himself, aoon.t the abtiti^le of a nature like Jereni&h' . "he reform,
\/e ch^ll try to I'olio-/, ua :-iUa":. aa. ..•jjcii'ble, t;vj - j i-r^^^l.-t
in hia leternlnin^; his relationship to the reforn,
^ , ;
*
•-.-^jl-' •„.,-. -.
-.^
.Tliat -vas' Jerev.lah* j at-^lt- to .• Ij
the new reform, G\ir dijcuijsion may help to illTomin&to the pOi».;ioie develop-
nant 0" thought on Jeremiah. A. J; 7elch certainly '.alped e. 2:reat 'Leal "by
..lakinj a traaax-tioji of tao hool: in r.-»o-arii ^jl-_'L.-eolocy v;ith the p->^-.-."j-c of
atinulatinj the reader, aiid leading hiii to ccide for hii.iself v/hat shorild
Ivave "been the attitude of an CI - _ ->tanont prophet, \'ell -.0 . c-.tti tiiie
of a modern prophet to a reform of that nature.
In all Dro'ba'bility Jereniah at th? ti . reforra waa not
Jsll k:io-.;r., an. .i;-.fluenc3 <.ii_ ' u>.e territory ... thoth.
^.erefore he v/as aot consulted on matters the reform, and hla name does
not appear in any connection with this moveraent. He nay have oec:i vor
of the reform, because it aii.'ied to brin^ Israel into conformity with the
vn'll of 1-od, the ri -ht and holy ' , o.hoi->t '.T^-iom Jereniah wao thinlcin^; .lay
and nijht. Cn the other hand, he may have oeen partly or \j^iolly aj^aixajt
it, hecauje the emphasis v/as placed ii.^.n the l-?^al aspeco rat'.er than on
the spirit jjeoauoe it ./as a formality, a means Tor a .:urpc3e, not a pui^pose
in itself. Iloreover, the met"-ods that reformers wanted -to use for its
fulfillment 'were violent and not harmonous ./ith the will oJf rOd,
J. I''. 'J iifficulty of det :;--mininj tlte exact rei^ -1 o/io-i^v c'2 Jo-re;..iuh
to "the roTorm
'|e know that a jreat prrt of the "book was edited and revised
hy people \/ho- stronjlv opposed the ideals of Jeremiah. ITany of them v/ere
in exile v;hen they read the preachin^-s of the prophet as 3.'.Tia£;Oj2:ue sermons*
I'hey interpreted the preachin^js of the prophet with the meaning that they
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a,nd the listerera should elicit from them. Their explanations aimed
primarily at adjustin^j the lan^a^^e of the prophet to applj to the future,
a time with which the prophets were not primarily concerned; the prophets
in general and Jeremiah especially spoke when the moment ijvas critical, and
when their warnings v/ere felt, at least by the prophet, to he most urgent.
Duhm was the first one to recognize this difficulty in the stud;;r of Jeremiah,
The more careful critic cannot escapt the danger of being subjective in
deciding his impressions of his reading.
0. The Absence of References to Deuteronomy in the Book of Jeremiah
Another difficutly is the absence of references. No writer would
write Sbout Jeremiah today without conveying an idea about Jeremiah*
s
relation to Deuteronora;'/-, and vica versa to v/rite about Deuteronomy v/e must
ask the question, how did the reform affedt the subsequent writers, £-nd
what the attitude of the contemporary prophet of those days, Jeremiah?
From this standpoint , we turn first to the book of Jereniah for information.
However, no li-^ht ics secxired from the book, except in two passa.^s th t we
discussed separately in another chapter, that >ire possible so\irce for the
Relations of Jeremiah to the reform. The prie.;tly and -:-lso editive hand
that may h -ve had a stron^ p'-;.rt in the redaction of the book, may have oeen
responsible for the absence of reference. If this is to be proved, it will
clearlv indicate an opposition of the prophet in the movement as a ^^hole,
1
or to the outcome in particular,
Thatever the reason may be, the fact that v/e are in a "dark
chamber" \irges us to approach the subject of our atudy in an indirectway,
'.7e logically reason from the teachings of the Prophet and the book of
Deuteronoiay and compare their significance at the time of th-^ir appearance
1, Coi'nill iaintains that the absence of references is due to Jeremiah's
favorable supoort of the reform; he was hopeful about the results of its
outcome and was silent to observe its development. n,,^„ni v
Israel { in chapter of Jeremiah) , -orniii. Prophets of
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and the later effects. This dual si'^nificance is of great importance
in our first approach. It helps us to visualize the istorical
situation thut caused the tivo jooks to be oxiblished, how nearly related
their motives were in comparing one to the other, anl v/e view the
diver.;jence of the two streams of prophecy and legalism that h- ve
1
resulted later in Judaism. 'climidt discovers the earliest evidence
of Jeremiah's relation to Jeutoronomy in Oh. 6:16-;^0:
V, 16t "Thus saitli Jehovah, stand "by the /ays •-.nd see and ask for the
old paths, v/here is the rood v/ay and walk in it, ^.nd find rest for your
soul, but t,hey said v7e will not walk,
V. 17) "And I will set watchmen over you, saying: Harken to the
sound of trumpe-u, but they said we will not harken.
V. 18) "Therefore h^ar ye nations, and kno'v, congregation what is among
them,
V. 19) "H ::ar, earth, I will bring evil ixpon this people, even the
fruits of their thoucjhts, for they have not hearkened unto ray words,
and my law they have condemned,
V. 20) "'That for is frankincense from •:;heba coming to mc, and the good
calamus from a distant land? Your burnt offerings are not favorable
and your sacrifices are not pleasing unto mo."
Jeremiah as the man who psychologically penetrated into the
thoughts of the people, was able to judi:e the acts of th ;ir kinfl? ^.s
being detrimental jnd misleading in their results. He discovered that
it ^vas subbornness which was the cause of rejecting the "old path," This
path, the Mosdic trail of life discjo/'^red by the nations in the days of
purity in the wilderness, was forgotten. The present roads upon which they
1, 3kinner, Prophecy and Religbn p, 115
I
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were then atandinc? in comraunioation v/ith forei^jn influences, hnd in
receiving the spices am frankincense of outsiders, were worthless in
the prophetic eyes in comparison to the ancient paths, upon which the
tired soul could find rest. It v/as due onl;- to the new thinkers, those
who always wished for ne.v forms and reformers tiiat ^he "ancient -jood path**
of purity, vras rejected and th- Torah, as the word of mH v/';,s conderruied.
In discussing thus the utterances o" the prophet and the "oackground
that lies "beyond the visihle concrete words of Jeremiah, v/e must analyze
historicsally and psychologically the verses, and we must read hetwe^^n the
lines and fe-1 with the prophet. The last passage, 6:16-20 is no douht
.ne of the most emphatic words spoken by the sorrowful prophet. V/e may
believe that Jeremiah referred in this passage to the outcomes of the
reforms and therefore he uttered it.
Let us for a moment go "backwards 2590 years and stand with
Jeremiah on lit. Scopus or Har ?zo ^hi-., the hill un which Jeremiah had
trodden many a time going from Anathoth to Jerusalem, or returning home
to his village to Anathoth, v/here the walker must stop to look far and
free to the watershed or roads on the hills around him. Towrris the
east he sees "but paths, on their sides ,'rass, flo\7ers, and bushes. Those
paths lead up and down on hill and vale, zig zag in the cornfields, and
are lost in the desert, the sane desert which can tell stories from olden
days as the early poet said: -'Remember the days of old, consider the ages
1
of many generations." And towards the west, he sees the new roads of
Jerusalem on which the foreign merchants come to oring spices and Syrian
cat le for sacrifices. lie stands still for a momoni ans asks: "Tliich
way shall Israel choose, the pld path of the pioneering Israel in Canaan,
or the he vy roads of foreign merchants and strange influences." And the
prophet sees the origin of the path, the dosert where Israel's cradle
stood and where the Fatherly ?H H first taught his child to walk. This place
1. D uteroilomy 32,'''
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of antiquity the "old path" with the desert becomes for Jeremiah the solid
ground on which the relijjionist should walk for tho search of the true v/ord
of YH"7H.
Vhether this p'issage 6:16-20 and a few more like it v/ere really
intended to contrast the reform with its new tendencies is not clear. It
is not definite enou^jh to decide from a passage like this any direct relation
of Jereraiuh to the reform. It only helps to point the way hy v/htoh we may
find the passages that may have d direct bearing on Jeremiah's connection
with Deuteronomy. 7e approach now to discuss them. But before doing that,
let us solve the problem of the Scholars as to whether or not Jeremiah
did Deuteronomy at all.
Oh. 2 DID J-mmiAE KIIOW DETT?SROITOT.!Y?
A. jJnvironiaent of Jeremiah the same as that of the Deuteronomists,
Jeremiah' 3 thoughts and i-pressions orig' nated on the same hills
and in the same atmosphere of 3enjamin and ;3Jhraim where Deuteronomy may
have been devdoped. The Deuteronoraic code is the outcome and expression of
that religious and national movement which arose in Benjamin ind }3phraim,
1
the beginning of which is associ'-ted with the personality of Samuel,
Jeremiah became saturated with ideas in the same places where the "green
trees" are noticeable, and the "high hills" of north east of Jerusalem are
most outstanding. He was a priest and prophet, and knew the thoxights of the
Deuteronomists who were also from the prophet-priest group. Jeremiah knew
them and understood their teachings even before they brought them to
expression,
3. Jeremiah's Attitude toward Israel and Judah
Jeremiah who came from lenjamin seoms to be always tending towards
Sphraim. Israel, the remnant that v/as still on the soil of Northern Palestine
iT <'elch-?he Oode of' Deuteronomy p. 206
2. because not all of thom went into exile in 721 i. 0.
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was considered by the prophet as the TT lU^^ , not the exiled, "but
1
the apostate. There was a feelinrj in Jeremiah that YH was inclined to
forgive Israel, and the prophet used correctly the word T iU>i "i
will never ke^^p anger," toward Israel, instead of the word a 7(^^. -*
which was applied rat er to Judah to take reven^je for the deeds that
"sister" Judah had performed throu^jhout the past, her acts "^TIIV/^
,
with a false root and a wormy heart. 3ven Josiah looked more favorably
upon Israel, and wished to brinij it under his win^js. Politically, the reform was
the strengthenin.? of his prestige toward the outward world, the nations,
and inwardly in the nation, the combining of Judah and Israel, "Religiously,
if we consider, as some scholars do, "chat the TTorth was more inspiring
than the Touth, by combinin-^ the J and 1 documents in the days of Josiah,
3
in the north, we can easily approve Jeremiah's attitude in favoring Israel
more than he does towards "sister" J-idah. He is seady "-girding up his
loins" to try to convince Israel of the need of resentence, because "back-
4
sliding Israel has proved herself more righteous than treacherous Judah."
The prophet thinlcs that by the return of Israel, Judah will feel also to
repent. Judah even in her sins was never original, she just established
"high places" and "green trees" because she copied them from Israel, and
Judah "played also the harlot." Judah lived a superficial life, and did
not wish to penetrate into religious truth, The imitator is always
1. /elch
2. Jer, 3:12
3. .'/elch remarks that Deut-^rojaom.' was also brought from the ITorth of Judah
and placed in the temple, as discussed in another chapter of this tlieme.
4. Jer. 3:11
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raore dan^jerous than the originator, /ith Judah hy the "highness of her
whoredom, the land was polliited and she committed adultery with the
1
stones and rocks." The lesson of Ju lah in the fall of garaaria was not
learned "by Judah and "treacherous Judah was not afraid." In s. situation
liek this oily an individual reform that will begin with "one of a c ity
and two of a to\TO" , if Israel may influence Judah "to go to the House
of Israel" to learn better ways from Israel, and "then they will cone
together from the North to the land th' t I have given for an inherit-
2
ance to their fathers.
Therefore when the reform was "born in Israel (or in Judahf
for the treacherous Judah, Jeremiah, who was a man of lenjamin, not far
from Ephrain and near the capitol city of Judah, had also the conviction,
previous to any appearance jf a reform, that religiously Israel and
Judah \/orld have to be united and he wished to see Jerusalem attracting
the Ephraimite3 who remained in the "orth to hear Yir/II*s word from
Jerusalem, Josiah was more concerned with a political reunion, and Jerem
with a religious one,
g. How the Political Conditions Hastened t/.e I^eform
Josiah was a man of originality. He was constantly striving
to hring Israel to an independent condition, religiously and also pol-
itically. The Jeuteronomic reform is a clear mark of religious indep-
endence, and his war at Ileggido is an indication of political fre don.
To throw off the foreign yoke was amatter of daily desire among the
1. Jer, 3;9
2. Jer. 3:18
II
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leadcrs. Patriotism worked hand in h?md with religion. [?he chance
came when Assyria was so vreakened tha . the oppresaod na tions including
Jiidah resolved to declare independence, Babylon .nd the T'^edes were
pressing upon A3.3.7ria, !Ti :ev h c?; rried on its final struggles and ^ ypt wsis
read.T to conduct its revolt against Assyria. 3ythe reforra Josiah aimed
not only at the purification of the worship or centralization of
sacrifices, hut also the rejection of foreign political influences. He
destroyed the altar at lethel, at Samaria, and all over Palestine and concen-
1
trated worship into Jerusalem, As it seems there were still many Jews liv-
ing in northern Palestine. The Assyrian king carried only the inhabitants
of ''amaria into exile, hut did not take away the inhabitants of the vi Hates
and smaller towns, The lamari tans that were brought from 3ab.'ion b.y the
Assyrians, were intended to introduce a foreign element, and to
assimilate the remnant of Israel in Northern Palestine. Josiah wished
to unite these people under his leadership with the center at Jerusalem,
That is why he proclaimed the Passover in Jerusalem, and why he strongly
emphasized the importance of the YE'.'H -altar at Jerusalem. Like Da^^id, '//ho
brought the Bphraimic emblem, the Ark into Jerusalem v/hen he sensed
the importance of a united Kin :dom, so Josiah wished to weaken the
influence of 3ethel, the altar that Jeroboam of Babat, the kinx of evil
memory had built, and he destroyed the northern altars,
There is no doubt that many Jews in Northern Palestine were
unwilling to accept the id^^a of submission to the King of Judah, ana to give
1. II Chron 34:7
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up their local, or central sanctuary at lethel, but Josiah "by c orabining
.vith the political process a reli gious value was i^reatly helped to further
his aim, and to "bring it to a realization.
1
A. 0. Jelch maintains that the probahle dr.te of comhining the E
document, the one which v/as formed in 'phrain, with the J document was in
days of Josiah, with the political purpose of creating a stron;^ union
of Israel and Judah, Jelch stands also firm on the point that Douteronomy
came from 3phrairr;, and \7as placed in the temple in the days of Josiah, when
they sought to araalgaraate J and Z, with a purpose of promoting the idea that
learning and political influence must 1je drawn only from the centre of Judah,
from Jerusalem and Zion,
Jeremiah Fnew Deuteronomy
2
The school of (jramhert, Sheinecke, Eennett, an^i Berry denies
the validity of numerous and unmistakable parallels "between the book
of Deuteronomy and the books of Jeremiah, 3zekiel, Deiitero-Isaiah, llaggai,
and Zechariah, and claiias tha Deuteronoiny quotes Jeremiah rather than Jeremiah
Deuteronomy, Iloelscher, the strongest critic in placint^: Deuteronomy at a
later period that the days of Jeremiah does not agree with these ideas, and
rejects the parallesl as Inter interpretations, ne emphatic lly remarks,
"Jeremiah shows nowhere acquaintance with Deuteronomy,"
3
Horse devides the Book of Jeremiah into tv/o parts, one of the days
of Josiah, and the other about ^he year 500 3. C, and remarks that only
1, Jer, p. 27ff
2, In Journal of Biblical Literature, 1928 p. 342
3, ZHm 123 p, 2,?4
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the second TdooIc can tie compared in parallels with Deuteronomy^ 7e feel
that the only conclusive way to solve this problem is to study the lin^^uistic
,
theolo,:^ical , liter'.r and historical evidences in the
two "books and then to draw parallels, 3y doin;;; so we must come to the
clear evidence of editorial amplifications. At any rate, the theories of the
above mentioned schol*;.rs are not sufficiently stron^'^ to conclude that
Jeremiah did not know Deuteronomy, The hook of Jeremiah is the 3tron£jest
argument to show thai. Deuteronomy ./as known to Jeremiah, unless the hook
of Jeremiah could he differently c^nalyzed.
Oh, 3 HEPSimilOS AITD IGFOIP:
II' tional reform was for Jeremiah secondary. He wished to hF.ve
unity of ^,od and unity of worship, the primarily all this must underlie a
personal fe-^ling for YH'i'H. Since the dominating thought of Jeremiah is
personal religion, he "bases his system of reformatio- iipon individual
repentance, "^he religion which is primaril a matter of the self towards
Tod, rather than a natio alistic attitude, must he encoi^raged, and must
begin with the individual separate from his surrounding. "One from a
city and two from a town", is his mess-ge. If they return to Zion, the
repenters will bring about a blessed indic^-tion of the awa-:ening of tl^.e
nation. The reform cannot be national, because repentance if it is tnie,
is first of all individual and personal. The outcome and expansion of
this individual repentance will be in the en" national, but this is only
secondary in its importance for the prophet who speaks the word of Tod '-nd
expresses his wish. It does not matter if that " j}i^)i£/', , return Israel,
mean that Israel is to come back will not from exile, as long as it is a
return, a TTX'IY/ of repentacne. Not the physical return is desired,
mt the spiritual repentance. As 7elch says the JjI'?W of
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Jeremiah must oe read with the addition of f^H as used in the neptxia^int,
"a return to me," to ^rH. "Israel as 7T2U/^ is not exiled, "but
apostate." Therefore in order ot hrinfj ahout the true repentance only a
radical chang;e of the heart will show the sincere work of a reformation,
A repenting soul and a redeeming lod is what is needed for a true reform.
1
Oh. 4 BSGIMIITG OF TIIB RBFORil
The sudden 3cythir,n terrors that vanished almost in their early
"beginning gave after their disappearance a fairer prospect of prosperity
to the land in the dr.ys of Josiah. That ter-or which first "brought a crisis
caused morejinterest in their national life, A new movement "bagan, a move-
ment that was against the old religions and social a"buae3. Th'-t movement
came to its height in the 18th year of Josiah^s reign.
The rumor of the finding of the ancient law book, said to hn that
of Hoses, spread easily in all the cities and villages, and certainly to
Anathoth *here Jeremiah may at the time have lived. The requirements of the
"book, with the present attitude of the king and his court toward wroahip,
and afterward liis sud .en reform caused exictement among the inhabitants. The
Passover celebration at Jeru ;.lem that year, which was celebrated with
great feasting and pomp, as never oefore, due to acc:epting the covenant of
the book, stirred the country still more. No doubt the local priests, wlose
living depended on the offerings of the inhabitants of each village, as
well as of Anathoth, now being cut off by the centralization of the place of
1, for the formation of the Heform see pages
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sanctuary, were aroused a^iinst the reform, which was a "blov; to then. Jeremiah
amdug the priests of Anathoth, it sef?ras, looked with astonishment at the
sudden socail and religious revolt. That revolt, even though externally
acceptable on the same principle as fello.vship with lod, was too sudden
in its appearance. In his heart he always must have v/ished for a true rel-
igious reform, hut the siid len finding of the lav/, and the immediate cel-
ebration of the Passover at Jerusalem, did not f^ive him much time to thirk
the matter over, and he was glad to p to Jerusalem to celebrate that
famous Passover with fill the 'returners."
(Th. 5 J3m,iraH*S 3IRI1CT BBARfl?^ ON "M^ TISFORM
Two passages in the book of Jeremiah may have direct bearing on
Jeremiah»3 relation to the reform. They are chapt. 11:1-8 and chant 8:8,
The first passa ,'e^ has two divisions:
(1) W. 1-5 are a c\rrse on the man that will not listen to the
covenant that ^od has commanded during the days when they left "^5gypt,
(2) Vv. 6-8 a comnand of YH 711 to proclaim the covenant in Judah
and demand obedience to it,
(1) The first devision reads as follov/s:
"The words that came to Jeremiah from YIIH saying: Hear ye the
word3 of this covenant and speak unto Judah and to the inh'\bitants of
Jerusalem and say unto them:
Thus said YH 7H the lod of Israel, CJursed by the man that does not
the words of this covenant which I recommended -^our fathers in the day that
I brought them forth out of the 1 :.nd of 3gypt, from the iron furnace
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sayin^: "OTaey ray voice and do them according to all which I coraroand you.
So shall jou be ray people and I will be our }od, and I may perform
the oath that I have sworn unto your fathers, to give them a It-.nd flowing
with milk and honey, as it i^ this day. Then I answered and said: Anen,
YH-.HI"
We may maintain with the hij^hest prohahility that n-'i^ij 'TiT^the
words of the covenant" meant that the law "book found in the days of Josiah in
the temple,which contained an expression of the reform of the kin^*s days
and which we liave named the Oeuc<eronomic reform. In II Kin,^s 23, we find
several times the s me expression ofjT»Tai7 na"'"'the words of the covenant,"
and we have no other covenant to consider, except the covenant of Deuteronomy
1
which is, "by the way, the covenant of Tloreo, and not "the one of T^oab,
The covenant of !-.!oao was added later, prob hly by 12 and w-;.s not included
in its forming.
This covenant "which I have comi'".--.nded to your fathers in the
early days "when I brought them out from Egypt" is a covenant of fund-
o
amental principles of Old Test-lament 'Religion, and is the sar.e as that
the reformers of Josiah wanted "that I will be your lod and you will be my
people," the \inity of Yir/H and the \inity oi" the nation, and "ye shall do them
will as I v/ill comrriand you," which means unity of worship to TH /H alone.
This is what Josiah sug -ested, and is the conception of the Deuteronomists,
Verses 4 and 5 are very typical of the language of the book of Deuteronom^v.
1, as in ^38:69
2. Skinner, p. 90ff
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It is the same phrase as taking thera out from SfTupt* "from iron
1
furnace" as in Deuterononi;y', and the idea of the land flcvins of milk
and honey is similar to leuteronomy 31:20. The vividness of the imr.ediate
influence of the '^euteronomist upon the thoughts of the yowiiz prophet is
best judged from the word Jl isi^T^ ,"thi3" covenant whicl:i Jeremiah
used to convey his joy iind happiness over the gre'.t affair of the
Passover that was so solemnly celebrated b Josiah in the temple, v/here
the youn^ enthusiast Jeremiah listened to "'those" vords of the covenant
read before the people psycho lo/jically v/e feel v/ith Jeremiah how his
inner pulse was beatin:? when he wished that all Israel might fulfill "this"
covenant, just this one that was re-^l, perhaps a few days ado, at
Jerusalem, and he cursed the "one who will not do ac^orain^ to the
words of this covenant.'' The fiery soul with its tense religious
pressure i£jnited by the new reform vi^jorously exclaimed: "Amen, YH-'Hl"
It came as an audible exclamation. Verse 8, " and I will brin5 upon them
the words of this covenant that I comnanded them to do and they did not
2
do ti," with highest probability ;;oes back to Deuteronomy, where severe
punishment is prescribed to result in the hand of the enemy.
This enemj'- may be seen as the fJcythians who were ready to over-
3
flow Palestine on their march to the Suutii, lernfeld maintains that
chapter 28 of :3euteronomy was the first original book of the Law Book found
by Hilkiah and read by Josiah. And when the kinj; hoard about the punish-
ments of tho enemy, he hastened to consult Hnldah the prophetess.
1. 4:20
2. 28:53-§7
3. Vol. 2. p. 332
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Israel "did not do it,"' - the covenant goes 'back to the covenant
of Tloreb on which the Deuteronoraic covenant is baaed; for this phrase
"and I corananded tiiem to do and they did not do it" is uore than a vivid
memory of the celebration at Jerusalem, it goes "back to the covenant of
Kore"b.
The verses 1-8 suggest that there must have he n a cle^r connection
of Jereraiah to the reform, a favorable relationship to the rajral reform
at its first outbreak.
This reform, the avakening of the hoart of Isra-'l to return to YK'TH,
may have be'-n the same as when great events occur in the world, some fear
and fright "for YH II and his power," some superficiality, "repentance of the
lips" and self-deceit deceiving others. In moments like these, when even
a prophetic sonl cannot decide whether or not artificial repentance with
its initial enthusiasm will become a p rpetuated light to the religion,
it must have been hard for the yoimg Jereraiah to decile wht.t stand he
should take. Should he consent to the fiery words of the repenters and
cry with them "Amen," or worn th m at their start against false guidance
and zealousless worship? He Imow his people, and knev/ that they v/ere
not consistent, and h d set out to follow the "bea\ity of Japhet" and
leave the "tant of Shem."
But how could the prophet refuse to give a word of encouragement
to any avrakening? He could not cljse 1iie door for the individu=-l yfho
seeks spiritual shelter; he could not piish aside V7ith both hands "the
tired returners." Israel was rejoicing, "from the smallest to the biggesit"
/\
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with thoir king; princes and priest cara'^ to repent at Jerusalem, 'rhe
inspiration and enthusiasm v/as overwhelrain.^ every worshipper v/ho was
present to lioten to the words of the roadin.j, proclaiming a renev/al
of the covenant between YHHH and Israel. It mu.^t have been "fiery" as in
the days of the doaert, Israel accepting the Torah at the foot of lit, Sinai,
It was an hour that Jeremiah, who must have "been among the listeners,
wished to he everlasting, and under this internal tenseness of inspiration,
he cursed the man that did not wish to follow in the eternal ways of Yir.'/H's
1
cavenant, and cried with the zealots "Amen, YH'./HI'*
The conscious prophet felt after this first flash of enthusiasm
that it would not he of long duration, and that he would have to fight
against the assembly of reformers, for their superficiality and shallow
knowledge of YH7/H.
*
(2) The second passage brings us to a second stage, and to a more
important one in Jeremiah's feelings toward the reform. Chap. 8:8 reads as
follows:
"How do ye say we are wise
"And the Law of YH'<'H is with us?
"Certainly in falseness was it made,
"The pen of the scribes is false,
Then the prophet was convinced after the first spell of the
reform that to use his own words, "my people did not know the law of
1, This is I.!arti*3 view since 1889 which was followed by many, Skinner-
Prophecy and Religion p. 166
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' 1
YH7H ni'l'l D^UT/p , he came to the oonclusion that It was the
fault of the leaders, the spiritual leaders, lie had known that before
in his early days when Jae said that "the priests did not say where is '-ni .11,
2
and the Torah holders did not know me."
The priests as well as the scribes, the so-called "wise man"
who claimed to have with them the Torah, had a false pen with v/hich to
write and "do" their work with falseness. How can ye hold the Torah
and say ye are wise when words of / jUi flow from thy pen? The word ~^i^.V.
is to indicate the severest expression for falseness. Skinner maintains
that the word "Torah" in 8:8 refers to Deuteronomy, the only written
law in those days. And this law "was made false," by the scribes who have
to make the people wise. In the verse before, in 8:7 he \ises C9i/<D ethics
,
and in 8:8 la\7, meaning that the scribes ignore not only ethics, but
even law, judgment,
Jeremiah^s relation to Deuteronomy lays the corner stone on
which we should build our conclusion about Jeremiah's insight on temporary
or permanent problems, V/hether we follow ch, 11:1-8 to indicate a cordial
relation of the prophet to the reform, or whether we follow ch. 8:8 to mean
that Jeremiah thought of the reformers as holders of the "false pen," we
should penetrate to his heart and feel with him hov/ his relations developed
with the growing movement. His heart was warmed with the new inspiration
of the reformers to return to YH'TH and he praised Josiah, the king who was
born with a blood for repentance, Jeremiah began to see the brightness
1, Jer. 8:7
2, Jer. 2:8
3, Gh, on Deuteronomy, - Prophecy and Religion
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and the clearness of the atmosphere of the days of the desert, the \7ilderne33
where Israel was horn and cradled.
He watched the developments and waited for the outcome. He kept
silent for a longer period and ohserved carefiilly the reactions of the people
towards the actions of the reformers. His searchinirj eye penetrated deeply
into the motives of the reformers, and the practical ends that they put
before the nation. If he was satisfied with the motives and the idealism
of the reformers, he could not have been satisfied with any practical
results that the reformers sought to brin^ out in forms of lefjalian. After
observing for man;/- years of political silence in Judah from 621 to 609,
a period when the first signs of acceptance could have been recognized, he
was disappointed with reform. Sacrifices that symbolize the flesh cannot
please YH7H, Flesh with life, a heart that is beating, a v/arm impulse,
that is what YH'VH wants of his people. Rituals are good as Ion: as they
are by-products, but when they become the main product, the main product of
the heart, the warm personal, most true worship of YHV7H disappears, and then
there is no need of rituals and ceremonies, A true religious flow comes
when the heart beats, "The Temple of YffiTH, the temple of YH HI, the temple
1 2
of YH'.TH," is so long the House of (Jod when it is, as Isaiah, says,
»a corner stone of Zion of a sure foundation; he that believeth shall
not be in haste," Isaiah's defending the temple is so far appreciated by
God when it is sanctified by the people with a true love of worship to
make the place holy, but no temple can be a "I,I»arath P'ritzim", a den of
3
robbers, to be used to flee to in case of trouble.
1. 7:4
2. 28:16
3. 7:11
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1
People cannot have a claim on YH'VH, and cannot say "iTitaalrau" liy
2
merely coming into the temple or by doing insincere worship.
Gh. 6, YIB"^ OF ITODSIN 30H0LA1^
There are tv/o extremists in disQussing the relation of Jeremiah
to DeuteronoiHiT,
(a) One is V/inckler who holds Jeremiah as a legalist who favors
the practice of Deuteronomy to set laws for the religious life, and therefore
"believes that Jeremiah remained all his life true to the reform. The simil-
arity of language and expression in Jeremiah to that in Deuteronon^y in his
argument for Jeremiah* s adoption the ssrae style.
(b) The other extreme view is that of ')vihm who thinks that even
at the beginning of the reform Jeremiah opposed it and was all his
life its bitterest opponent, Duhm maintains that chapt, 11:1-8, which is
prose and where the prophet fovors the reform, does not belong to
Jeremiah, Duhm thinks that Jeremiah never spoke prose and that the
prose parts were added by later authors.
The less radical opinions are as follows*
3
V/ellhausen maintains a view similar to that of Skinner that
Jeremiah was endeavoring to introduce the Deuteronomic reform because he
was, all his life, against illegitimate altars and provincial worship,
but no doubt that he was against the practice and observance of the
law by the reformers
,
1. we are saved
2. 7:1-15
3. 0, A, Smith, p, 97
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1
G. A. Smith maintains that Jeremiah was in favor of Jeuteronomy
at its "beginnin^j, for we find in the same chapter where he says "Amen" to the
2
covenant, the conspiracy of his villagers of Anathoth counteracted the inter'
ests of the inhabitants of Anathoth,
3
H. P. Smith maintains the same, and he suggests that chap. 7:1-15,
which is in the Deuteronomic style, in language and in thoiight, offers the
hypothesis that Jeremiah favored the first call to reform. This is also
4
the theory of Cteorge A. Smith, while Skinner, Juhm, Javidson, Driver
and (Jieselhrecht are against the last assertion, Tney think that chap,
7:1-15 belongs to a later period, the period of Jehoiakira, as chapt, 26 which
is a repetition of the first.
Gh. 7 ?H3 R370rg.! TILVT J^^^LILVH ;i3IOD ?0 kCR12T^
A. mm and Ball
"2very true prophet is in opposition to the religious tendencies of
5
his time," and wants to correct the iil^aies that he may expose, but
none had the keen insight to analyse religious influences and successive
cxirrents as Jeremiah, He had direct fellowship with ^od wliich is the basis
and secret of religious life,
was
The religion of his time/the "popular religion," and 3aal
being worshipped on every hill and valley. The task of keeping YH'.VH
as the national God was too heavy to bear, and there it was easier to
adopt the Baalim from the Ganaanites whose customs and habits they had
1, p. 146
2, chap, 11
3, p, 278
4, p. 147
5, Skinner p, 157
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abaorljed.. The rivalry "between the flod of the conquerin,7 race, and the .^od
of the conquered land was ^iven up, and Baal Wb.3 the lord of Canaan,
1
Jeremiah, the prophet of the inner soul of relif^ion, looked upon the
different .^ods from the point of their character of worship. To worship
YH.7H under the ijuise of Baal was considered natural in those days,
Jereniah sees in Israel degeneration in its reli^jious life. In the
o
wilderness it was perfect. The idea of the jolden Calf roay not h<".ve hoen
3
known to him, or he is just follov/in^ the ideas of Hosea on religious dev-
elopment, at whose time the gold calf was known, hut the combined v/orship of
YHV/II and Baal was not so strongly emphasized as in the dn.ys of the later
prophets, Jereniah also sees the big difference in sensuality of the
popular Religion, YIIWH is the symbol of truth and ethics, while the
popular religion is sensual. By leaving YH;7H they have left love and trust
and gratitude, principles demanded }ay TH^SH,
They roay also have thought that the Baal was not enough for
them, but they continued from inclination to follov? hin even \7ith a bad
conscience. Then Jeremiah characterizes the worshipping of Baal as unreal,
Baalim are no real deities; where the object of religion is unreal, the
subject becomes unreal slso. The Baals are not merely abominations, but
4
nonenities, and "they that trust in them are like to them," There he
thought: "two evils have my people comltted:" they forgot the true fovmtain
and v/ent to drink standing waters.
1, mentions 18 times Baal
3, Skinner p. 60f
4, Psalm 0X7:9
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The "besinning of Hezekif.h'3 reform had collapsed under the heavy
foreign strain at the tine of ITanasseh. The kin-;? hein^j a suhraissive vassal
of Assyria, the foreign hurden was so great tliat its marks were seen not
only politicall;'- hut also on religion. The copying of forei--:n religious
influences "brought superstition, "the nation lost heart," the danger arose
not only in losing :.he national aspiration, hut also in losing its soul.
The Baalii.i on the Bamoth stood erect opposing the kneeling
worshippers. The Baalim were not ideals of great spirits, but of
physical, natural forces. The worship of the Baali : was the worship
nature which drew the v/orshippers into pits of material and physical
slime, to be absorbed in those swamps. At a critical moment like t;iat
the surgeon with his instruments had to appear to remedy the conditions,
and the Deuteronoraist appeared. The plan of the Deuteronomis ts failed and
Jeremiah v/as assured that again the only remedy is the true repentence to
the only miH.
3. YIITH as Jeremiah saw Him
Jeremiah came to recognize only one factor, that is Yir;n.
He destroys and He builds, He pimishes and He forgives. The solution to the
questipn: 'as His wish fulfilled or not? is found in the state or food of
Judgment that prevailed in the time of His decision. In order to be sure
of favorable decisions, it rests, therefore, upon the nation to repent,
Jeremiah unlike Amos, who only anno^;nce3 destruction, indicates a clear
path to walk on, and that is the path of repentance, the "old Path,"
His conception of repentance as I have said before is submission
absolute and unconditional. The sovoignity of lod is absolute, and therefore
it is the force of the personal religion above all national and political
triumphs. Then the concentz'ation of the worshipper must oe in jne "rod.
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There can not be a choice of ^roci if Yir'H is prevt.ilin^'. His will is
supreme and Iliw power dominates. YH .H is the ^lod of morality and truth,
as Amos has preached, And of Love, as Hosea has tawjht, but because of
Kis eternity and His absolute rule in all times, he is the historical
God of the nation; therefore, he becomes the moral and historical lod
of Israel.
Jeremiah made the closest approach to self analysis of any of
the prophets. He adds no attribute to (Jod. He hs-s felt the tremendous
passion of YII iH, who roars in Judgment and shatters nations as the potter
tosses bottles aside. Jeremiah through his new experience reveals in the
1
clear-cut way an unmistaksble monotheism. His experience strengthened
and also clarified his faith that destruction of tho li-nd even ruin of the
nation cannot cause them desert YH'TH as the Honotheistic Ctod,
Through this recognition, he approached (lod not with sacrifices,
but with self-sacrifices, not with external agencies, but with an inner
soul. Therefore, when the reformers placed the emphasis on the forms
of the rituals rather than on the spirit of the man v/ho is sacrificing;, a man
of the nature of Jeremiah had to oppose the form of the sacrifices of
•>
Deutero -omy.
1. 14:2:^, 32:18
2. see chapt. on Sacrifices
ll
HI
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Jeremiah bein^ of a priestly family, was re&red in an atmosphere
of reli^jious tradition. He knew the form of the reli.^ion and also the
purpose. They was very helpful to him when he ca^ie to insist upon another
kind of reform, an individu'^l reform for each individual hv himself.
The form that he had witnessed among the priests, the leaders in religion,
was co\mteractin J the purpose of YH'.H. V.e felt that form without inj.er pur-
pose must he rejected; a living; spirit must be blovm into the reli.^ion.
Several years before the Josianic reform, Jeremiah was filled with idea
that a reform must come. The rituals of the priests he.ve become too dog-
i;iatic and institutional, they have spread all over the country, and they
have bowed oefore xisheroth and pillars.
In connection with the personal life of Jeremiah, we may
add that the descendants of the family of Abiathar who had lived since the
days of Solomon in Anathoth and to whom Jeremiah vyas also related, felt
hatred towards the propliet who probably supported the reform at its
beginning.
At the outoreak of the reform, with the findin^j of the book of
Deuteronomy, everyone whose heart was not decaye-i., and still possessed
warm blood for a reli{jious uplift, no doubt, supported the reformation
that came to put the teacl in:;s of the 8th century prophets into operation.
Jeremiah was amon^j those who supported the reforra. He supported the
reformation and thereby incurred the bitter hostility of his ovm priestly
faiaily of Anathoth. The r-jfociaation limited the right of sacrifice to
1 and 2
YH'VH> to the Zadokite priests of Jerusalem. His family hated
1. 11:1-16, I Kings 2:35, Deut. 18:6-8, II Kimrs 23:9
2, the last reference where "unleuved ore d" read '•portions'.'
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Jeremiah not so nuch "for the hate to Haman as for the lo to
T.'ordechai not so auch becaune they hate Jeremiah, "but "because they felt
t'^at their siipport of a steady income from the sacrifices v/as cut down, and
1
all chf.nnels flowed to Jerusj^-lem. Acciordinf: to lary, in the time of
Jeremiah there mvist have been in Anathoth at leas-^ one ..thousand priests,
';7e know, too, that Anathoth was considered one of the most im-
portant local sanctuaries v/here not only the "Priestly group," descend?,nts
of the House of Aaron, lived, but also thf^ Levitea, likewise livin^j on the
income of the provincial sanctuaries, .ere present at Anathoth. ")\irinj the early
ages, there was no distinction of priesthood specified to the Levites ?ribe.
The specification to the Levites ?ri"oe is a later distinction. Still a
further distinction of priesthood was in the d ys of Ezekiel and the H
document, when only the descende.nts of the House of Aaron were eligible to
be priests. Neither the leuteronomist nor the prophet wished to
separate the priestly group from the rest of the Levi.es, who were scattered
in the local sanctuaries and also in Anathoth. The ;)euteronomist as
well as Jeremiah tried to bring harmony and understanding among the members
of Israel, Only foreign influences and alien v/orship were not desired
and were strongly forbid len in the 'tents of Jacob." "Love thy friend
as thyself" is the teachirvg of Deuterononny , and the wish of the Prophet,
Jeremiah had inh rited this love from /.is teacher V.osea, This sentence,
"Love thy friend as thyself," is the most important sentence of social
love in the Toarh. The great Hillel expressed himself, when he was aakedto
1, Sacrifices in Old Test, p, 219
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teach the whole Torah while sonehody was standing on one foot, that "Love
thy friend as th;;,''3elf" is the whole ?orah, the rest is only a connnen:ary
and extension to the main sentence, which is the fundamental truth
of the To rah,
generally speaking, we cannot put Jeremiah in any family
opposition that may have taken place "bet.veen the 3ad6kites '.nd the
Ahiatharites . This is a matter that cannot be attributed to a character
of the type of Jeremiah, a man who never feared kin-s, princes, or priests,
A prophet like Jeremiah disregards all hurii-:.n questiong, and is concerned only
with truth and justice. He was agai .st everything that was superficial.
Thought as well as action must he based upon earnest and sincere
conceptions. The superficiality of priest an'* kin:j leade to divergence
and then to disaster. By unsound worship, the temple may be desolated
as the temple of Shiloh,
Ch, 9. JlDIGj'LAH'S IITFLITEUGE U?0II L^OISIATIOII
1
Professor ITevimark maintains that there is ample evidence that
Jeremiah had a hr-nd in shaping practical laws,
n
lie mentions the Sabbv.th question, provided it is genuinely
3
Jereraainic, and the law of slavery. In general. Professor Newmark
maintains that Jeremiah developed a formal concept
1, the Philosophy of the Bible. 108 ff
2, ch, 17
3, ch, 34
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1
of law to fornd the Hecha'oite wine.
4r-~-0hwp ^ei' About the Rech?.bitBS and the unfaithfulness of
Judah, at bie period of Jehoiakirn on the early period of Zedekiah. It
It here interestin.^ to I'^arn how Jeremiah "brings forth in chapt. 35:1-11
the Rachnbites , that group of people who had positive principles of
morality and he sought to introduce thera araonf:^ th-? Israelites. Thile
Deuteronomy does not mention them, Jeremiah illustrated the faithfulnes.: of
2
this little company, that was forgotten. This chapter leads in the hister-
ical part of the natrative. No clear indication of fom circximcision
can be traced to Jeremiah from ch. 9:24-25.
A3 much as Jeremiah lays stress upoh ethical monotheism and social
3
justice, he was no opponent for ritual law, and especially the sacrificial
law. G^eneoally speakin^j, raaintins Prof. ITewmark, that all prophets were
4
not so much against sacrifices as against the formality of the rituals.
5
Dr. Newmark remarks that Jeremiah v/as never against the legislation of the
reform and did not oppose it. But above all, Jeremiah was* the most insistent
in preaching abo\it the new covenant, ch. 31:20, to be written not
on tablets of stono, but upon the hearts of the people.
1. ch. 35
2. V/olch, The Book of Jeremiah p. 292
3. Ne..Taai:k p. 109
4. see the following chapter
5. p. 113
Hi
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Ch. 10 V/ai^B SACHI?Ig]33 F0I13IDD2IT?
Jeremiah as well as Amos, Ho;3ea, and Isaiah preached for the
"hiunan" sacrifice to 'lod, the surrender of the man himself, his v/ill and
temper to YH7H, and not animal sacrifice. Jeremiah wanted to destroy
the idea of animal sacrifices as an indispensahle part of worship and rel-
igion. Therefore in the days of Jehoiakim after all life has flickered out
of the reform, and has left "behind only a skeleton of le^jal
systems of sacrifices, Jeremaih demands ideals instead of actual procedure,
religious experience instead of dogma, and proclaims his famous statement
that YH'vTH did not speak to the fathers" on the day he "brought them out from
1
Egypt concerning burnt offering and sacrifices, Sod wants his will to
be fulfilled, and so he shall "be their God and Israel his people.
This idea that >od did not desire sacrifices at the time of the jjxodus from
Egypt, although God had commanded them in the wilderness on sacrifice.:, may be
only spiritually true "but not historically. To discontinue sacriTices
was a theory that developed in later days and not in the v/ilderness,
2
Jeremiah "based his objections to Sacrifices as mentioned mfiinly
in chapter 7 on the Book of the prophet on the following reasons:
a) that the name of YH'.'/H to "be used in any from of worship is
holy and must "be distinguished "between "the city of "TI'.'H" and "the House
3
of YII 11."
"b) Grod inclines not to accept sacrifices "because:
1. 7:21
2. These are the theories of Prof. Nev/raark p. 133 ff
3. 7:10-14; c, f, 23:11, 25:23, 35:23, 37:34, comp, also 4:15 and 51
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(1) Judah introduced idolatrous rites,
(2) in those idolatrous practices, Judah entirely neglected YHWH.
1
(3) because Judah is leading an irmioral life.
c ) to impress upon Judah that the temple v/here the
sacrifices are broufjht is not a power to protect them,
d) that YII/H, in the desert, after the Exodus did not demand
sacrifices on the ground that they should not worship strange gods and
should have an ethical life,
e) when Judah will repent with a true heart, then YTI H
will receive their offerings graciously.
Ch, 11. XA.3 JXlgriAII g0iT.3T<r!.IK3;D TO ISATH 01. TtlB "rRO^^TJ OF A Dlir^^aHOITO] IIC LA 7
Jeremiah preached at the temple his famous speech against the priests
and their worship where he said among other things: "For on the
day I brought your fathers out of Sgypt, I did not give them any command,
nor did I say tmto them concerning sacrifices, 3ut only thus did I
command themx Hearken unto my voice, have me for your (Jod and be ye ay
2 3
people But they have not listened they have made my place a robber's
4 5
cave there 1*11 make unto this place as I did unto Siloh,"
6
Buttenweiser maintains that by the phrases 7:21-22 he emphatically denies
the divine origin of the Deuteronomic code or any similar sacred law.
The priests that were building later all the theories of
1, ch. 7
2, 7t'a-23
3, 7:24-26
4, 7:11
5, 7:14
6, Jeremiah p.
8
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rit\ials on the laws of Deuteronomy, in order to show their protest against
1
the words of Jeremiah used the Jeuteronomic passage: "Only a prophet
from thyselves, from thy "brethren, like myself will TE' [R "bring forth for
ye, unto him ye shall listen." A prophet like this, "from thy brethren,"
from the nation, was to he & prophet to speak for peace only, to v/ait and
2
to watch whose words will come true. The priests maintained that only a
3
prophet for peace had the ri^^ht to live and to prophesy. And when Jeremiah
4
spake "in the name of YH'TH" that "like Shiloh will be this house," and that
the city will be destroyed, he spake against peace, and was not a true prophet,
5
Therefore in the name of (iod as a false prophet "a sentence of death", was
declared upon Jeremiah by the priests and prophets.
The Deuteronomic law was used against hir. to proclaim death upon him
due to his opposition to the rituals and sacrifices that were cultivated by the
Deuteronomists, The fact that the elders saved him from death by a comparison
of llicah the Morashtite who was also saved from death in the days of Hezekiah
6
when he spoke about destruction, does not belittle the importance of the war
between the prophet and the Deuteronomists,
This last theory of 3uttenweiser needs stronger proofs and therefore
it seems more logical to accept Driver's point of view that Deut, 18:15 is a
basic general teaching of prophecy.
1. Deut. 13:15
2. 28:9
3, Driver in his commentary to Deut, puts the law of Dout. 18:15 as a basic
teaching of prophecy, not like Buttenweiser who maintains that a "prophet
from thyself" is meant a prophet to speak for peace,
4, 26:9
5, 26:11
6. 26:17-28
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Ch. 12. goiTARISOIT OF HIRA333 BST.7BEH J'iiRJCl.JAH AID DBl^'TTilROITOI
T
A. V/ords and Phrases of Similarity in Jeremiah and in Jeuteronomy,
In discussing the relation of the Prophet Jeremiah to Deuteronomy,
we wish to put before the reader a list of words and phrases that are found
in the two hooks of Deuteronomy and in Jeremiah. 7e hold with the view that
Jeremiah used the phrases or the v/ords that were common in those days, which
the Deuteronomists used in writing the first part of the present hook of
Deuteronomy, The same phrases were also used hy J)2 and the "Margin- 7ri ters
and other authors who were influenced hy the commanding style of the hook
of Deuteronomy.
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Deuteronorny Jeremiah
Jl^i'W^ Ch.l:28,9:l
1, (great and might 'valled)
J> 7^T'7 Gh,3:21
2, (your eyes that have seen)
3, (to fear me all the days
y
4, (And He took ye out from the
iron furnace, from Egypt
)
DVn DO^ 'JllTVn Gh.4:26
5, I have witnessed against you today)
5. (And ye will seek' from Ihere YH /H
thy Crod and ye will find if thou seek
him with all thy heart)
,
DWopn niHvaa ^Syii ^i^I? Gh,4:34
7, (..."by trials,' 'by wonders, by war,
hy a mighty hand, "by an outstretched
arm and "by great terrors,
)
DD'OYKa ini -^I^J^ '-ff^^ Oh.bil
8. (Hear... that I speak unto your ears)
9. (living God)
10. (in order that it will be well
unto thee) (them)
Ch. 5:23
Gh,5:16; 5:26
Jm?3f;n J1i1>t'«I 0h.33:3
1, (great and mighty walled)
J^i^^l'y q[VU^ Gh.42:2
2, (your eyes have seen)
tro;n- 1,3 riHni\ ch. 32:39
3, (To fear me all the days)
o??y« r?^*? o<?i>c
4, t?.^ taking them"out from the land
of 3gypt, from the iron furnace)
fll\TT OD J 'Jin^jl/rr Oh. 4:26
5, (I have witnessed against ye today
>3tt?"^"Tjj Gh.29:13
6, (And ye' "will seek me' and ye v/ill
find me if ye seek me with all
your heart)
liTl<aai „-j;"i^Y3eLai—• —Gh.32:21
7,
' (...hy trial, "by wonders, "by
a nighty hand by an otitstretched
arm and by great terror]
Tj'jyXT. .— Gh. 28:7
8, (Hear... that I speak unt# thine
ears
Dvrr D.^k:, 23:26
9, (living God)
D^.^ — — Ch. 7:23
10. (in order that it all be well
unto ye)
'I
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DButeronoay
' Oh. 8:19'
11. (And if thou shall v/alk after
other gods and serve them and
worship the.
)
Jeremiah
Vy2j;^o D-'TITX 0'.T?>i« ^.?'»>' 1^^^ Jx>
ch. 25:6
11. (And do not walk after other ijods
to serve then and to worship the.)
m7i 'i)
T 71 in'jj
ch* 9:1G
12, (Ye have sinned to TH
)
ch. 9:13
13. (And you h'ive notlistened to
his voice)
ch. 40:3
12, (Ye have sinned to YH.TI)
ch 40:3
13. (And you have not listeded to his voice'
Ji\l^k 'n:^'!^ ''i^ ^^^^ X
D rr i>
-o^iT *•*•»
ch. 10:11
14. (This land that I have promised
their fathers to ^ive to them)
ch. 32:22
to 14. (This land that thou promised
to their fathers to give it to them.
It
\
Ch. 10:16
15. (Circumcise your heart
|
... . .
^ .
ch. 26tl9
16. (inpraise, in name and in honor)
' " ch. 9:25
15. (the house of Israel are uncirciuacised
in their heart)
ch. 13:11
16. (In name, in praise and in honor.
J)
' *
'
ch. 2:20
17. (And under every jjreen tree)
ch. 12:2
17. (And under every fpreon tree)
and many more.
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B. Words and Phrases of Deuteronomy that Jeremiah does not use
Ifter studying the influence of Deuteronomy on Jereniah, influences
of thought and especially of lannaage, there are to loe shown certain phrases
or words of Deuteronomy which Jeremiah did not use, "but he adopted another
form or another word instead of that in DeuteronoE^r, ?>!.e reason for th£.t
tendency may easily be explained when v/e come to methodical study of the
concept ionsjof the \/ordc with which we shall deal. The use in Deuteronomy was
more legalistic , more practical than in Jeremiah v/here he needed more
spirituality and inner meaning to be expressed in the words that he adopted.
The characteristic words in Deuteronomy like (44:?A, 5:9, 635) Jp
(4:31) a in;} (7:9) j^HJ (7:21, 10:17 ) STn , .-t^:?J< V/V(4:24, 9:3)
are not used at all by Jeremiah, Then the Deuteronomic word of
is referred by Jeremiah (57 times) by the word of Jeremish uses
instead of ^^^^ Jeremiah is also fond of other expressions that Deuteronomy
uses, f. e. Yp5 in Jeremiah instead of lO^C/ in Deuteronomy and many
1 I T
others.
1. Driver, p. 54
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GOITOLUSION
The reform found Jeremiah & yoxxiu^ man in the villafje of Anathoth, the
town where "by hirth he was a priest, and h.'- choice of '^od, he hec&me a prophet
among the people who hegan to hate him bitterly. First he looked with lovin,^ eyes
to the new youn^ hride of reform that persuaded Israel; the program was simple
and pure. "3ut later he was disappointed with the superficiality that prevailed and
the surviving tendencies of polytheism. The formality of accepting the covenant,
opened a profession for religionists, scribes, v/here the religion became a thing
apart from its true content, when it began to lose i"5_^ true spirit and to adopt an
artificiality, a priestly and ceremonial character,
Chronologically, it would seem that Deuteronom.v should be studied before
Jeremiah, but the fact is that Jeremiah in his observation of the development of the
refornr and its outcome had little sympathy v/ith the reformers. His personal
religion, the introspection of the individual into his own soul, must be in contrast
with a social reform that wanted to bring unity of practice into religion. Ye
would, therefor^, place the prophet Jeremiah at the end of the line of Prophets
of which Amos was the first. By the elevation 01 religion to the suranit of
personal piety with the first indications of individualism and uni versalisrn, that
were brotight later to a more extensive development, v/e must consider the prophet
Jeremiah as climaxing the prophecy of Israel at its highest level. '.Yith
"^euteronom." only another hill, much simller in height is formed to be measured
agaihst the raotintain of Prophecy.
<\\
4
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